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PREFACE 
The Indian Railways is the largest public enterprise in the 
country and is considered as the prrncipaf mode of transport. It covers 
a wide area that deals with the provision of modern day services. No 
other means of transport is as important as the railways for inter-
regional movement. The services of railways are Indispensable, their 
supply has to be maintained to the extent of demand satisfaction at 
appropriate prices. The railways as well as their customers must make a 
reasonable profit. Since the finance is essentially important for the 
railways. On the other hand, the accounting process is very necessary 
for control of railway finance in the shape of revenue and expenditure. 
The Indian Railways work under the control of Central Government. It 
functions as a government undertaking and so its accounts are 
rendered under government rules and regulations. The present study is 
undertaken primarily to examine the financial problems of Indian 
Railways, and issues involved in the working and management of 
railways. This will also highlight the accounting system and audit 
process in Indian Railways. 
Hypothesis: 
The hypothesis of the study is that since finance is an 
important and essential Ingredient for the growth and development of 
the railways. India being a developing country with all sorts of 
constraints, inefficiencies and shortages of physical and financial 
nature, the Indian Railways need a huge capital Investment. These 
resources cannot be obtained in railways without having proper control 
by the Central Government. The proper control on capital investment 
and railway finance can be done through rendering the railway 
accounts and their audit proper. In order to overcome numerous 
problems faced by Indian Railways in financial matters, an appropriate 
system of accounts and audit is essential. The Central Government 
should, therefore, take a definite view and develop a separate financial 
agency to finance and control these huge investments. There is a 
strong reason for making railways fully aware of their financial 
structure and financial problems due to a number of constraints -
internal financial crunches, low rate of return, heavy investments etc. 
Indian Railways should change Its accounting system and adopt a 
flexible mode of accounting and control. 
// 
OBJECTIVESOF THE STUDY 
The study had been undertaken with the following 
objectives: 
1. To have a real picture of the financial performance of Indian 
Railways. 
2. To study the relative role of various funds of Indian Railways. 
3. To study the revenue earnings in the shape of earnings from 
goods traffic and passenger traffic. 
4. To examine the different kinds of railway expenditure. 
5. To examine the accounting system and audit procedure used by 
the railways. 
6. To upgrade the standard of accounting system of railways by 
introducing modern methods of accounting and control. 
METHODOLOGY 
The work has been undertaken by a thorough and detailed 
survey of the existing published literature on the railways and its 
financial aspects with the latest information on the subject. The 
Information and data pertinent to the work was collected from 
numerous secondary sources as was made available to me through the 
/// 
financial and annual reports of Railways, information has also been 
gathered from the Railway Board Library, Baroda Bhawan Library.New 
Delhi, Maulana Azad Library, AMU Aligarh, the Seminar Library of the 
Department of Commerce, AMU Aligarh and various other libraries. 
The journals, periodicals, newspapers, government publications, 
directly from Ministry of Railways, Government of India, year books. 
Railway Budgets, annual reports and accounts have been used. A 
thorough study of the data and information so collected were 
systematically arranged, syntheslsed, analysed and interpreted for 
formulating ideas on the topic and arriving at some concrete and 
specific findings on the subject. 
FRAMEWORK 
The thesis Is divided into six chapters. 
Chapter-I: This chapter is an introductory one. This chapter contains 
the basic introduction and a review of literature on the 
subject. 
Chapter 11 : This chapter Is on the Significance and Financial 
Performance of Indian Railways. The chapter gives a brief 
description of the significance of Indian Railways. Further it 
/V 
analyses the financial aspects of Indian Railways. It 
highlights the sources and application of funds. This chapter 
also provides a careful study of the various reports and 
Railway Convention Resolutions adopted and the findings of 
the various committees and commissions appointed from 
time to time to look into the affairs of railways in India. 
Chapter III: This chapter portrays the items of income. It presents 
briefly the data about the earnings such as coaching 
earnings and goods earnings of Indian Railways. The 
significant figures have also been given on the railway 
earnings. 
Chapter IV: This chapter provides an insight into the working 
expenditure of Indian Railways. This chapter deals with 
various items of expenditure in Indian Railways 
Chapter V : This is the core chapter which presents the Accounting 
and Audit System in Indian Railways. This chapter discusses 
the accounting system and audit process in India Railways. 
It also describes the rote of Chief Account Officers in 
maintaining the railway accounts. Again, it examines the role 
of auditor general, internal check system, powers and duties 
of auditor general, audit report in respect of Indian Railway 
accounts. 
Chapter VI : This is the concluding chapter. The findings of the earlier 
chapters are summarised and suggestions are offered that 
are based on the findings of the study. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
In this study on "Accounting and Financial Reporting 
Practices in Indian Railways during ISSOs", I have mainly depended 
upon the analysis and interpretation of secondary data as was made 
available to me through the governmental publications, annual reports, 
budgets and journals. Consequently, the work has some limitations as 
the genuineness of these data cannot be ensured. Although, I have 
tried to include these data and collected information in this thesis but it 
was just impossible to go through the detailed renderings in a vast 
organisations like Indian Railways. 
VI 
Chapter One 
Introduction 
CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
Transport is a key infrastructure for economic development 
and yet priority given for the transport sector during the planning era 
was largely influenced by priorities of other sectors, their growth rate 
and the demand they are likely to make on transport service. The 
resource constraint has been the predominant factor in deciding the 
size of the transport plan. Transport is concerned with movement of 
men and material from place to place. Marshall describes the function 
and Importance of transport as the industries which undertake nothing 
more than the mere movement of persons and things from one place to 
another. This has constituted one of the most Important activities of 
men in every stage of advance civilization.^ It carries ideas and 
Innovations to the public and has contributed to the evolution of 
civilization. The function of transport Is to carry commodities from 
points where their marginal utility is relatively low to poirrts where it Is 
' Marshall A., Industry and Trade, McMillan and Co. Limited, London, 1921 , 
p.423. 
relatively high. It provides place and time utility to both man and 
material. 
Transport being a form of commercial activity, expanding 
transport investment in the public sector raises many important issues 
of public sector economics. With liberalisation and globalisation policies 
in force, infrastructure can as well be funded through private 
investment but even this requires a major favourable response from 
Government by way of acquisition of land/right of way, regulatory 
measure and the level of user charges. 
Though the demand for transport is not fundamental in 
human nature like the primary demand e.g. demand for food and 
essential commodities, yet it is an indispensable part of culture "the 
hall mark of civilization". As the entire mechanism for satisfying 
primary demand rest upon the efficient transport system, "the 
collective demand of transport of an organised society with a high 
standard of living may be exceedingly strong.^ 
From the viewpoint of cheap transport service, railways 
have an edge over other modes of transport with the rider that 
shipping, which is the cheapest, does not rescue the bottlenecks of 
' Bonavia, M.R., "Economics of Transport, James Nisbet and Co. Ltd., 
Cambridge, 1947, p.4. 
inland transport. Indian Railways are in the forefront in providing an 
efficient and cheaper inland transportation service. This is so even for 
urban transportation where commuters need rapid mass transit system 
at cheaper rates. Indian Railways are the pride of nation and they are 
unique in the entire world because Indian Railways have been showing 
profits for the past few years continuously whereas railways in most 
other countries have been recording heavy losses. The Indian Railways 
earn substantial profit even after meeting its total expenditure. 
The Indian Railways have another significant aspect which 
needs elaboration. This is the excessive use of large amount of 
financial resources for a country which is Involved in the development 
of its economy from the stretch. It is commonly said that Indian 
Railways must take more capital to produce annua) revenue which can 
be obtained by it. Though the Indian Railways are committed to do 
tremendous volume of business, their capital investment is 
proportionately larger than the need. Thus, it is inevitable that the 
finance of Indian Railways and the regulation of Its accounting and 
auditing would constitute an important segment of the field of financial 
management. This is the areas of this research work. 
There is severe dearth of literature and research studies in 
the field of railway transport, especially on Indian Railways and the 
financial aspect of Railways. However, a number of researches and 
studies have been made in India in the past on this important subject. 
Their number is definitely restricted, though some researches and work 
have been going on at present also. 
Sherrington^ in 1937, carried out a study on "The 
Economics of Rail transport in Britain". He has analysed the problem of 
railway transport in Great Britain. He has also explained how cheap 
transportation helped Britain to establish trade supremacy during the 
nineteenth century. Larger part of Britain was served by water 
communication (Canal System). Britain was fortunate in possessing a 
long shore line which provided a cheap route to much of the country's 
area and large quantities of bulk goods could be carried by this means 
at low cost. 
A study by KIrkadly and Evans^, was carried out In 1923, 
on "The History and Economics of transport". In this study, they have 
' Sherrington, C.B.R., "The Economics of Rail Transport in Britain", Edward 
Arnold & Company, London., 1937 
^ Kirkadly, A.W. and Evans, Alfred, D. "The History and Economics of 
transport". Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons Ltd., New York, 1923. 
discussed the development of various modes of transport giving 
emphasis on railway and water transport in Britain. 
A study on "Railway and Geography" was made by O'Dell 
and Richard^ in 1971. In this study, they have concluded that the 
railway transport is the best agency for meeting increasing requirement 
of transport facilities in Britain: 
James^. has given an economic model on demand for 
transportation through the study on "An Economic Model of 
Transportation" 
Dr. Rabindra Kumar Choudury^ in 1986 carried out a study 
on "Economics of Public Utilities in India", This study seeks to deal 
conveniently with the problem areas of definitions and scope, rate 
making process, valuation of utility property and authorised returns, 
pricing policies, peak loads, experience of the railways, taxation 
problem and cost benefit analysis. 
^ O'Dell, A.C. and Richard. P.S., "Railway and Geography", Hutchinson and 
Confipany, London, 1 9 7 1 . 
^ James, P.S. and Strucker, "An Economic Model of Transportation", North 
Western University, Illinois, 1969. 
^ Choudhury, R.K-, "Economics of Public Utilit ies", Himalaya Publishing House, 
Bombay, 1986. 
A study by Miller^ on "Inland Transportation principles and 
policies - A Review and extension of Railway Transportation", in 
1933, also explained the role of various modes of transportation giving 
emphasis on railway expansion In New York. 
Jackman^ brought out a book on "Economic Principles of 
Transportation" In 1935. His opinion was that though development of 
motor, water and air transport has attracted a large share of passenger 
and goods traffic from railway, yet for carriage of bulk of the freight 
traffic, railway must be given the prime importance. He also discussed 
the problems in the background of Canada. 
Johnson^ reviewed the origin and history of Indian 
Railways during British Regime. His study was on "The Economics of 
Indian Rail Transport". He was of the opinion that the introduction of 
Railways in India was dictated not so much by economic consideration 
as by strategic reasons and administrative facilities. He has also 
examined the present organisation and performance of Indian Railways 
^ Miller Sidney H., "Inland Transportation principles and politics - A Review 
and extension of Railway Transportation", McGraw Hill, New York, 1933. 
^ Jackman, W.T., "Economic Principles of Transjaortation", Toronto, University 
Press", 1935. 
^ Johnson, J., "The Economics of Indian Rail Transport", First edition Allied 
Published Pvt. Ltd., Bombay, 1963. 
to find out to what extent railways have been instrumental in moulding 
the socio-economic life of the country. 
A study was made in 1958 on "History and Problems of 
Railways in India" by Sejwalker\ He has highlighted the role of railway 
transport on the mobility functioning of the Indian metro-polities. 
Tiwari's^ study entitled "Railways in Modern India", is a 
thorough study on the history, role and problems of railways in modern 
India. 
A study entitled "A Monograph on Indian Railway Rates" in 
19/6 by Ghose^ discussed the development of railways rates and 
government regulation over them in the light of their impact on the 
economic development of India. It is worth mentioning that most of 
the investigations on Indian freight rate structure undertaken by 
different scholars in the subsequent periods were essentially based on 
the work of Ghose. 
1 Sejwalker, P.C., "History and Problems of Railways in India", Unpublished 
Ph.D. Thesis, Puna University, Puna. 
Tiwari, R.D„ "Railways in Modern India", New Book Company, 1941. 
Ghose, S.C, "A Monograph on Indian Railway Rates", Railway Board, New 
Delhi, 19/8-
Tiwari^ in his study on "Railway Rates in India" concluded 
that the rate policy followed in India was injurious to the development 
of indigenous industries. The rate policy was such that it favoured the 
export of raw material and import of finished goods. 
Aggrawal,^ Chandra,^ Mishra* and Mlttal^ made extensive 
studies on railway rates in India. They have been examined a critical 
analysis of freight rate structure of Indian Railways. 
A study entitled "Railway Rates and Fares during Plan 
Period and their Impact on Trade and Industry" by Dr. Ziauddin 
Khairowala, in 1976® is an attempt to highlight the best method of 
determining railway rates and fares. This study Is divided Into ten 
chapters, it deals with various aspects of the Railway rates and fares 
with the help of both primary and secondary data. It shows that the 
1 Tiwari, R.D., "Railway Rates in India", Longmans Green and Co. Ltd., 
Bombay, 1937. 
Agrawal, Y.P., "Railway Freight Flow, Transport costs and the Regional 
Structure of Indian Economy", Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, New Delhi, 1982. 
Chandra, Mahesh, Railway Rates and Fares in India since 1849 - A Historical 
and Analytical Study", Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi, 1964-
65. 
Mishra, Gopal Krishna, "Railway Rates and Fares in India since 1950", 
Department of Economics, Indore University, Indore, 1965. 
Mittal, Kailash Chandra, "An Intensive Study of Indian Railway Freight policy 
before and since Independence", Department of Commerce, Jodhpur 
University, Jodhpur, 1963-68. 
"A Study of Railway Rates and Fares during Plan Period and their Impact on 
Trade and Industry", by Dr. Ziauddin Khairowala (Thesis submitted at AMU, 
Aligarh, 1976]. 
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Railways have not yet agreed to take the responsibilities of an insurer. 
It amounts that the law and order situation is poor. The railway 
authorities do not have sufficient number of covered wagons with the 
result that when trains - shipment on different gauges Increased 
beyond normal limits, it becomes risky and out of control. The author 
advises that the Railways should undertake its responsibility as an 
insurer. The author in this study gives many findings and lays down 
certain criteria upon which the Railway rates and fares can be fixed 
easily. 
A study on "Government Control of Business", was made 
by Harold D. Koontz, as early as in 1 9 4 1 . ' The book is designed to 
describe and analyse comprehensively the field of Government control 
of business in the United States. The author has attempted to obtain 
unity and order by presenting the manifold instances of control as 
directed toward particular areas of economic relationships. In the 
opening section of the book before treatment of individual areas, the 
author discuss the nature of the problem of control. In the closing 
section he presents his conclusions and findings. 
' Koontz, H.D., 'Analysis of Financial Statements", Prentice Hall of India Pvt. 
Ltd., New Delhi, 1964. 
Dr. M.O. Mathew^ laid emphasis on the point that the 
degree of economy and efficiency of the transport industry as a whole 
is determined by organisational considerations \n the context of unit 
sizes. Transport being a public utility industry, is regulated by 
governmental prices in many ways, of which some have a direct or 
indirect impact on the evolution of size. He has discussed the railways 
from the angle of size at a given point and analysed a number of 
interesting features such as operational ratio and traffic density. 
A book entitled "Economics of Transport" by S.K. 
Srivastava^ in 1987, is an attempt to analyse the various factors that 
have affected the technological and economic development of the 
various means of transport operating in India. Suggestions has also 
been given by the author to increase the efficiency of the transport 
agencies in this country. 
G.S. Khosla,^ wrote a book entitled, "Railway Management 
in India" in 1972. He has discussed various accounts of the different 
departments of the Railways, like Finance, Planning, Operation, 
1 Mathew, M.O., "Rail and Road Transport in India - A Study in Optimum Size 
and Organisation", Scientific Book Agency, Kolkatta, 1964. 
Srivastava, S.K., 'Economics of Transport" S. Chand & Co., New Delhi, 
1987. 
G.S. Khosia, "Railway Management in India", Thacker & Co. Ltd., Bombay, 
1972. 
70 
Administration, Civil Engineering, Personnel, Stores, Industrial Relations 
etc. He also put suggestions to remove deficits of different operational 
arches of the Railway working. 
A book entitled "Indian Railway Administration and 
Finance" published by the Railway Board^ offers a detailed discussion 
of the various Railway Operational areas such as Railway Finance, 
Economics of Rail Transport, Management Accountability etc. In this 
book the author has given all the general information on organisational 
management structure and objectives, accountability of the railways to 
public and Parliament Operational and financial planning, industrial 
relations and the financial structure in general. In the last chapter of 
this book, the author details with rules and orders on specified subject 
of general application to all departments. 
"Trends in Indian Transport System" is a book written by 
Dr. Panduranga Rao^, in 1985. It is an attempt to study the transport 
infrastructure in India and the plan investment pattern as compared to 
International Transport. The author in this book presumes that the 
trends in the demand for transport at the district level cannot be 
explained in Isolation without at perspective undertaking of the 
' "Indian Railway Administration and Finance" by Railway Board, 1976. 
^ Rao, P.D. Panduranga, "Trends in Indian Transport System", Inter-India, 
Publication, New Delhi, 1985. 
11 
transport and economic infrastructure and salient characteristics of the 
economy like population, income, expenditure on transport etc. 
In 1974 a book entitled "Indian Railways" by M.A. Rao^ 
was published. It is an attempt to show the whole picture of the Indian 
Railways from the very beginning to the end, from early days to the 
present stage. The author of this book tries to represent all the 
working areas of the Railways. 
R.N. Saxena,^ in his book "Rail Transport Pricing in India" 
has discussed the system of rail transport pricing. He has also 
reviewed the goods freight, structure, and passenger fare structure. He 
has deeply discussed the siding charges and competition with other 
modes of transport. 
A book entitled "Indian Railways": Problems and Prospects 
by K.K, Saxena,^ was published in 1962. The author of this book 
mainly examined the quality of rail service provided on Indian Railways. 
He emphasises the need for radical improvement of both passenger 
and goods services and states that this can only be achieved by laying 
more emphasis on internal economies. He presents a historical survey 
' Rao, M.A., 'Indian Railways", National Book Trust of India, New Delhi, 
1974. 
^ Saxena, R.N. "Rail Transport Pricing in India" Traffic Comnrtercial (Rates) 
Railway Board, New Delhi, 1985. 
* Saxena, K.K. "Indian Railways", Vora & Co., Publishers, Bombay, 1962. 
12 
of the development of Indian Railways and also highlights the problems 
and prospects of its development. 
Dr. S.M. Imamul Haque^ In his book entitled "Management 
of Indian Railways", has examined the financial management of 
railways. He has also highlighted the government accountability, 
industrial relations, regrouping and personnel management in Indian 
Railways. 
A study on "Indian Railways Transportation Management" 
was made by Vinod Pal^ In 1998. He has analysed the system of 
working, passenger operation and freight operation on the Indian 
Railways. He has also discussed the planning process, railway 
accidents and safety in railway operation. 
Nafees Balg's^ study entitled "Transport Accounting" is a 
thorough study on the accounting procedure of transport. He deeply 
examined the financial statements, ratio analysis, cost accounting, 
depreciation and double account system in transport undertakings. He 
also discussed the audit of transport accounting. 
^ Haque Imamul, S.M. "Management of Indian Railways' Mittal Publications, 
New Delhi, 1989. 
^ Pal Vinod, "Indian Railway Transportation Management", Bahri Brothers, 
Publishers & Book Sellers, New Delhi, 1998. 
^ Baig, Nafees, "Transport Accounting", Printwell Publications, Aligarh, 1984. 
13 
Samiuddin's^ study on "Economics of Indian Railways" in 
1988 discusses the development of railways. He highlights his views 
on the finance of railways. He also deals with regrouping of railways. 
This book gives an historical account of the development of railways. 
B.N. Asthana's^ study entitled "Financial Management of 
Indian Railways", is a thorough study on the performance of Indian 
Railways since 1831 to 1974. The book is divided Into twelve 
chapters and examines the early attempts made for the establishment 
of railways in India. It also analyses the railway finances during pre and 
post world wars and during the plan period. 
A book entitled "Railway Accounts and Administration" by 
R.R. Nanda^ appeared in 1987 It is divided into various chapters. This 
book is an attempt to deal with all important codes, rules, laws, 
procedures and of the railways In precise and concise form. 
An exhaustive study In 1998, on "Indian Railway Finance" 
made by K.B. Verma.* has examined the financial management. 
1 Samiuddin, "Economics of Indian Railways", Published by Faculty of 
Commerce, AMU, Aligarh, 1988. 
Asthana, B.N., "Financial Management of Indian Railways", Ramesh Book 
Depot, Jaipur. 
Nanda, R.R. "Railway Accounts and Administration", Bahri Brothers, New 
Delhi, 1987. 
Verma, K.B. "Indian Railway Finance", Academic Foundation, New Delhi, 
1998. 
14 
infrastructure financing and planning. He has also highlighted the 
productivity and operational evolution. Among them he has deeply 
analysed the financial management of railways. He point out the 
financial problems and accounting system also. 
Various reports are issued by the Ministry of Railways, 
which examine the current position as they relate to financial analysis 
of Indian Railways. These reports are very helpful in the analysis of 
financial performance of Indian Railways. The Annual Reports and 
Accounts of Indian Railways are most important among the others. 
These annual reports highlight the various aspects of development of 
Indian Railway System. The planned development, passenger and 
freight traffic, finance, electrification, signaling and telecommunication, 
traction and rolling stock, research and development, personnel, public 
relations, financial statements and statistical statements etc. are the 
natural Items of these reports. 
PAPERS AND ARTICLES: 
A number of papers and articles on the subject have been 
published. In the article on "The Performance of Railways" complied by 
15 
The Indian Institute of Public Opinion \ analysed the working and 
financial position of Indian Railways upto the year 1980. 
K.T.V. Raghvan, In his article entitled "Rail Transport 
Development - The yeas to come" (Indian Railways New Delhi, 
October 1984) makes an appraisal of the railway development in the 
near future and discusses Its importance in the Indian economy. 
Nafees Baig, In his article entitled "Railway Management 
Emerging Pattern" (The Economic Times, Bombay, September 10, 
1973) has analysed the emerging pattern of railway management in 
the country. He has, in particular, touched upon the social 
responsibilities of Indian Railways so far as they relate to the provision 
of services by railways to the common man. 
An article entitled "Golden years of Indian Railways" by 
R.P. Singh was published in April 1987. In it a detailed discussion is 
made about railways development since the start of regrouping. He 
states that in 1950-51, railways hauled only 73 tonnes of revenue 
earning traffic and the total traffic was just 93 million ton^s, but after 
regrouping this situation improved and in 1985-86, the revenue earning 
^ "The Performance of Railways" The Indian Institute of Public Opinion, 
Monthly Commentary, New Delhi, March, 1980. 
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traffic rose to 257.5 million torfes and the total traffic to 286.4 million 
ton'es which amounts to an increase of 354 percent.^ 
M.V. Ruparelia^ discussed In his article, entitled "Ultimate 
efficiency of Railways", the various functions of Personnel 
Department. He has reviewed the necessity of training, promotion 
system and standard of efficiency for the railways. He has suggested 
that all these aspects are essential to improve the efficiency of 
railways. 
M.N. Bery^ in his article entitled "Indian Railways -
Performance and Prospects" has examined the industrial relations in 
Indian Railways. He has also discussed the energy crises In Indian 
Railways. 
4n OLP article written by Mrs. Aarti Khosia* entitled "Financial 
Administration in Railways", .She has discussed the various aspects of 
financial administration. She describes the necessity of the Chief 
Accountant and Financial Adviser, his role, and his functions. She has 
1 R.P. Singh, "Golden Year of Indian Railways", Indian Railway, Journal April 
1987, p. 15. 
M.V. Ruparelia, "Ultimate efficiency of Railways", Indian Railway, Journal, 
February 1980, p. 25 
M.N. Bery, "Indian Railways - Performance and Prospects", Indian Railway, 
Journal, March 1974, p.8. 
Mrs. Aarti Khosia, "Financial Administration in Railways" Indian Railway, 
Journal, July 1977, p. 19. 
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deeply investigated into the history of accounts department of Indian 
Railways. 
S.S. Gauba^ in his article, entitled "Analysis of 
Railway Earnings and Expenditure" has analysed various itenns of 
earnings and expenditures of the railways. He has discussed all the 
earning items and expenditure items separately. He gave his ideas on 
Pension Payments, Depreciation Reserve Fund, staff cost and fuel 
expenses. 
Shankar Raghuraman^ has discussed. In his article entitled 
"A Financial l\^ass" the financial performance of Indian Railways 
according to Railway Budget 1999-2000. He has highlighted the 
dangerous cuts in investment and depreciation. He has also described 
the working expenses and gross traffic receipts of Indian Railways. 
The Economic Times has brought out In Its editorial a 
number of studies on the role, structure and financial performance of 
Indian Railways. It has also been publishing on other aspects which 
provide valuable resources for compiling this study. 
' S.S. Gauba, "Analysis of Railway Earnings and Expenditure", Indian 
Railways, Journal, July 1986, p.25. 
^ Shankar Raghuraman, "A Financial Mass". The Economic Times, February 
26, Friday, 1999, p. 12. 
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The Financial Bureau of the Financial Express has taken 
keen interest in analysing the profitability of Indian Railways. This is 
apparent from the various issues of Financral Express where the Bureau 
has discussed, among other things, price hikes. Rail Bonds and the 
financial position of Indian Railways. 
In view of the above examination of the literature available 
on the subject. It can be easily summed-up that though there are a lot 
of books, reports, statements, articles, case studies etc. Yet they 
cannot be considered as sufficient material for the purposeful analysis. 
In short, there is a paucity of literature available on the subject. I have 
therefore, endeavoured to present this study on the Accounting and 
Financial Reporting Practices in Indian Railways during 1990s. 
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Chapter Two 
Significance and Financial 
Performance of 
Indian Railways 
CHAPTER II 
SIGNIFICANCE AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
OF INDIAN RAILWAYS 
This chapter portrays the picture of the significance of 
railway transport system in the Indian economy and examines the 
financial performance of Indian Railways. 
Railways occupy the most significant place In the 
system of transport In almost all the countries of the world because 
they are the sinews of a nation. The Indian railways has played a 
crucial role in the social, political and economic life of the country. 
This network has not only Integrated markets but also people across 
the length and breadth of this huge country. Indian Railways has 
facilitated the Industrial and economic development of the country 
by transporting materials such as coal, iron-ore, fertilisers and steel. 
The role of Indian railways in times of war or natural calamities has 
also been commendable and they have always risen to the occasion 
and transported men and materials in large numbers at short notice. 
It is because of these reasons that Indian Railways is one of the 
foremost institutions of the country today. It plays an integrating 
role as people move across the country for sight seeing business, 
education and pilgrimage and bring together peoples of far flung 
areas. Indian Railways have been a great integrating force during the 
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last hundred years. It is bound by the economic life of the country 
and helped in accelerating the development of the industry and 
agriculture.^ 
The contribution of the Indian Railways to the 
development of the nation has been immense. Given the 
geographical spread of the country the Indian Railways have had to 
transport large volumes of traffic (both freight and passenger) over 
long distances. In terms of contribution to the national economy, 
the railways account for 1 percent of Indian Gross National Product. 
Apart from this, the Indian Railways is also the largest employer in 
the world and support a workforce of 1.6 million constituting six 
percent of the 27 million people employed in the organised sector. It 
is estimated that another 0.7 million employees are supported 
indirectly through establishments servicing Indian Railway.^ 
In addition to their commercial role as a provider of 
transport services, the railways have also been seen a 
social/national responsibility to link people and places and facilitate 
rapid and low cost movement across the country. To meet these 
objectives and thereby help integrate the country, the railways 
provide several services at prices that are below the cost of 
^ Mathur, J.S., "Surface Transport in India", Printwell Publishers 
Distributors, Jaipur 1999, p. 109. 
^ The Indian Railways Report, Vol. II, Part I, New Delhi, July, 2001 - p.11. 
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provision. The railways also undertake several projects such as the 
network expansion to provide connectivity. Railway projects evoke 
considerable public interest and their sanction is pursued by almost 
all sections of the people including representatives of the people in 
legislature as well as by local and state governments.^ 
Railways provide pace to industrialisation. They score 
over other means of transport in carrying industrial raw-material and 
goods on account of their large carrying capacity, cheaper rates and 
widespread network. Railways do not provide, normally, door-to-
door service. But as a special facil ity, the big factories are provided 
railway sidings at the factory site which cons\6erab\Y helps loading 
and unloading of industrial goods and raw materials. The rapid 
industrialisation in the world took place only after the development 
of railway transport. However, Indian Railways have done 
commendable service in developing cotton textile, jute, iron and 
steel, sugar, tea, cement, matches and other industries. 
Railways are the most meritable means of transport for 
the movement of bulky and heavy traffic the materials etc. over 
long distances. The carrying capacity of railways are quite adequate 
to meet the demands of our growing population. The issue of 
railway finances are inextricably interwoven wi th the role assigned 
' Ibid., p. 12 
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to railway transport in the development of the Indian economy. All 
the investments can be justified purely on commercial grounds, the 
railways to either generate all the resources required by them or to 
borrow money from the market at high interest rates to meet their 
development needs. Indian Railways have to work under 
circumstances which are altogether different and they are required 
to carry a large volume of traffic at subsidised rates in line w i th 
government policy and in the best interest of the country. Indian 
Railways not only fully meet their operating expenses and 
generating funds for replacement of their assets, but also give 
dividend on the capital invested on them by union government. 
This is creditable and the Central Government must take 
the responsibility of financing the development of the railways 
network just as they provide the finance for the development of 
roads, health facilities and medical facilities which are equally 
essential. Railways, on their part, should not dilute their present 
policy of analysing the financial return on every investment before it 
is sanctioned and they should ask for subsidies or interest free 
capital from the government only for investments which are 
developmental in nature and which constitute essential 
infrastructure which would give adequate returns to the national 
economy even though they may not pass the test of financial 
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viability. Railways should also resist pressure for giving subsidised 
freight rates for movements of various commodities and certain 
categories of passenger traffic. Railways should be enable to raise 
resources for their development by rationalising their fare and freight 
structure, which would be in the interest of the traveling public and 
other rail users in the long run. 
The first beginning In railway construction was made In 
1844-45, when two private companies known as the 'East India' 
and 'Great Indian Peninsula' railway companies were established. 
These companies worked on definite proposals for the construction 
of railway lines from Kolkata to the North East and from Mumbal to 
the East and the North. The directors of the railway companies 
wanted to adopt guarantee system to raise the capital. Ultimately, 
the British administrators consulted to give a guarantee if a 
minimum return of 43^ percent to 5 percent on the capital Invested. 
During the nineteenth century, investments in Indian railways were 
made partly by the government and partly by the railway 
companies.^ 
1 Jain, J.K. "Transport Economics" Chaitanaya Publishing House -
Allahabad, 1990, p. 114. 
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Due to some reasons the guarantee system was failed, 
no systematic and stable policy could be followed.^ This failure of 
the guarantee system gave rise to the idea of direct state 
construction and management of railways in India. Since the 
financing of the early railways was a mixture of public and private 
initiatives throughout the period, a very varied pattern of financing 
was followed. The original arrangements between the Government 
of India and private investors in latter decades of nineteenth century 
look very much like the modern Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) 
model that is currently in vogue. 
The beginning of the 20 *^^  century found the Indian 
Railways had a very favourable position. Traffic had grown 
enormously. Exchange fluctuations had come to an end and the 
trade and commerce were flourishing. The railways started yielding 
profits from 1990 onwards and the public realised that the 
investment in the railway industry was a sound proposition. Hence, 
sufficient amount of capital became available for railway 
constructions. The traffic was increasing at such a rate that the 
necessity of increasing the efficiency of the railways to handle the 
traffic became urgent. As a result of all this, Mr. Thomas Robertson 
was appointed in 1 9 0 1 , to enquiry into the administration and 
' Ibid., p. 114. 
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working of Indian railways J The one-man committee of enquiry 
recommended for the creation of a railway fund to be utilised for the 
improvement of new ones. It also recommended the constitution of 
a Railway Board consisting of three members. The railway board 
was established in 1905, but the proposal for the creation of a 
railway fund could not see the light of the day. And hence the 
railway finances were not properly handed at the t ime. A committee 
presided over by Sir James Mackey^ was accordingly, appointed in 
1907 to examine the problem of railway finances and 
administration. The Railway Board was reconstituted in 1908 wi th 
larger powers and the expenditure during six years, i.e. 1908-1913 
amounted to Rs.92 crores, i.e. Rs.15.3 crores annually. Upto 1914, 
the total mileage Increased to 35,285 miles, giving an annual 
average of nearly 774 miles. The total capital expenditure amounted 
to Rs.519 crores. From 1914 to 1920 the net addition In route 
mileage was only 1450 miles, giving an annual average of only 290 
miles. 
On account of growing public complaints regarding the 
financial system of Indian Railways, an Enquiry Committee was 
appointed by the Government of India under the chairmanship of Sir 
' Asthana, B.N., "Financial Management of Indian Railways", Ramesh Book 
Depot, Jaipur - p.70. 
^ Ibid p.72. 
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William Acworth^ to look into the working of the Indian Railways. 
The Committee had recommended various changes in the 
constitution and financial working of Indian Railways. The major 
recommendation of the Committee was separation of railway 
finances from the general finance and its budget also separated 
from the general budget. It observed that the financial arrangement 
suited to the needs of commercial errterprrse could not be fixed into 
rigid framework of the existing financial system of the Government 
of India. Thus, the emancipation of the railway management from 
the control of the Finance Department^ became an important 
hallmark of the railway finance. On the recommendation of this 
Committee, the railway finance was separated from the general 
finance in 1924. 
The railways were made responsible for earning and 
spending their own income.^ This system still continuous and it 
enjoys the unique privilege of preparing an annual budget of its own 
on the lines of union budget and speaking the approval of the 
parliament separately. The objectives of the separation were, first, 
that agents of railways should be responsible for the administration, 
working and financial results of their railways and should be free to 
' Ibid., p. 84. 
^ Acworth Committee Report, 1920-21 
3 Saxena. R.N. "Railway Transport Pricing in India", Meeranjani Publication, 
New Delhi, 1985, p. 18. 
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manage their undertakings on commercial lines, and secondly, that 
railways should be able to carry out a continuous policy based on 
the obligation to make a definite return to general revenues on the 
money expended by the State on Railways. The essence of this 
radical reform was that financial control be exercised from within 
the railway organisation instead of from without and that the 
railway management be completely emancipated from the Finance 
Department of the Government of India. 
The first five years of the separation convention showed 
satisfactory results. The railways earned enough during the period 
to meet their commitments under the convention. The railways were 
able to pay interest on the total capital-at-charge, to provide for 
depreciation and reserve funds and to contribute to the general 
revenues substantial amounts every year. The surpluses remaining 
after meeting all expenses and interest charges were sufficient to 
enable the railways to transfer reasonable amounts to the Railway 
Reserves. Upon then, a cummulative sum of Rs. 29.79 crores was 
paid to General Revenues and Rs. 19.81 crores to the Railway 
Reserves. There were indeed the marking of a boom. The first shock 
of the economic depression, coming in 1929-30, was enough to 
upset the equilibrium. The railways had a borrow from the railway 
reserve fund to make up the contribution to the general revenues. 
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The railways were In a bad financial plight and new constructions 
and Investments were practically negligible. During 1930-31 the full 
effect of the economic depression was felt and railways were not 
able to meet even the Interest charges in full. Deficits continued till 
1935-36 during which period reserves had to be drawn upon to 
meet the deficits. The railways earned during 1930 to 1936 was 
less than the Interest due on the capltal-at-charge.^ Not only was 
the railway reserve fund completely depleted but also temporary 
loans had to be taken from the depreciation reserve fund to the 
extent of Rs.31.50 crores. Meanwhile overdue contributions to 
general revenues accumulated to Rs.25.83 crores. As against a 
closing balance of Rs.41.19 crores which should have been in the 
depreciation reserve fund, the actual closing balance was only 
Rs.9.69 crores. The years 1936-37 to 1939-40, however, 
witnessed some improvements on account of the reducing Intensity 
of the economic depression. 
The traffic had considerably been decreased due to 
reduction in trading activities and railroad competit ion. Floods and 
earthquakes further deteriorated the financial condition of the 
railways. No contribution be made to general revenues and to the 
reserve fund, but substantial sums had to be borrowed from the 
' Khosia, G.S. "Railway Management in India", Thacker & Co. Ltd., 
Bombay-1-1972, p.93. 
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reserve fund and depreciation fund to meet the interest liability on 
capital. 
During 1930-39, there was very little constructron. And 
in this period the railways were suffering from great losses and 
withdrawing from reserve fund and borrowing from depreciation 
fund. In 1 9 3 1 , the Government of India, on the suggestion of the 
legislature appointed a Retrenchment Committee to suggest all-
round economies in expenditure.' In the year 1940-41 appreciable 
increase in the railway revenues took place and during this year 
normal contribution to the general revenues was made and Rs.6.30 
crores put in reserve. Additionally, arrears of contribution to general 
revenues to the extent of Rs.7.53 crores were liquidated. From 
1945-46 onwards, the Indian Railways witnessed a period of 
unprecedented growth in income. This enables the railways to pay 
not only the normal contributions to the general revenues but also 
clear all the arrears. The railway reserve fund was built up to 
Rs.38.13 crores and all the temporary loans were paid back to the 
depreciation reserve fund, its closing balance rising to Rs. 107.45 
crores, by the year 1945-46. An Interesting point relating to this 
period is that there were Increasing demands for funds on the 
general revenues to finance the war and the railways helped by 
Asthana, B.N. "Financial Management of Indian Railways', Op.Cit., 
p.112. 
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contributing to the general revenues over Rs.85 crores in excess of 
what they need have contributed. 
It was ironical that wi th the end of the war, the financial 
performance of the railways became poor as the gross traffic 
receipts came down. Consequently, the surplus began to decrease. 
One of the points on which perceptions have changed and the 
railways stand has progressively hardened is regardmg the financial 
support given to the general revenues. As pointed out by the 
Minister of Transport and Railways in 1 9 5 1 , the railways, besides 
meeting their own needs for rehabilitation and development have 
lent impressive support through the three earmarked fund balances 
to the general ways and means position of government. This 
support expressed in terms of money, was of the order of 
Rs.121.71 crores at the end of 1948-49 and Rs. 129.63 crores at 
the end of 1949-50. Quite apart from this direct assistance to 
general finance, Indirect help rendered by the railways in the form of 
the restrained withdrawals from the railway funds enabled the 
government to sustain its other developmental projects without 
resorting to additional taxation or increased borrowing. But wi th the 
railways' own needs increasing and the surpluses reducing 
resentment against any diversion of funds began to be voiced. 
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The separation convention adopted in 1924, was 
subjected to review in March 1943 because the objectives 
underlying the first convention had not been achieved. Several 
modifications were adopted through the resolution of 2 March, 
1943 according to which the basis for contribution to general 
revenues adopted in 1924 was given up and it was decided to fix 
ad-hoc contributions from year to year. According to the 
circumstances attending both the General Finances and Railway 
Finances.^ From the financial year 1943-44, the surplus on 
commercial lines, after repaying the losses outstanding to the 
depreciation reserve fund, was to be shared between the Railways 
and the General Exchequer in the ratio of one to three, the loss on 
strategic lines being, as usual, debitable to the General Revenues. 
With effect from 01 Apri l , 1946, the Betterment Fund 
was instituted wi th a view to financing out of revenue, 
improvements which do not increase the earning capacity of the 
railways, such as the provision of amenities for the traveling public, 
work connected wi th staff welfare and unremunerative operating 
improvements. The next important change introduced was by the 
1949 convention which made the tax payers the sole shareholder. 
The several changes in the allocation rules were made and 
' Verma K.B., "Indian Railways Finance." Academic Foundation, New Delhi, 
1998, p.40. 
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concessions in dividend payable granted through subsequent 
revisions of the convention. The principles underlying the allocation 
rules were such as to prevent over capitalisation and to make 
revenue bear the bulk of the cost of other investments. Thus, new 
lines, and remunerative projects came to be charged to capital, all 
replacements including improvement and inflationary elements came 
to be charged to Depreciation Reserve Fund. Unremunerative 
operating improvements, railway users amenities and so on got 
charged to the Development Fund. 
There was a further revision of the convention in 1955 
according to the accepted principle of a quinquennial review. The 
1955 convention modified the rate of dividend payable by the 
railways to the general exchequer to the extent that a lower rate of 
dividend should be paid on the element of over-capitalisation and on 
outlays on construction of new lines. This Committee recommended 
that a precise assessment of the element of over-capitalisation be 
made by the Railway Board and, on such portion of the loan capital, 
railways should pay dividend at the rate equivalent to the average 
borrowing rate charged by the Government of \rKi'ia to Commercial 
Departments from year to year. The feasibility of creating an 
amortisation fund came up for consideration of the convention 
committees from time to t ime. There is no doubt that amortisation 
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would lead to a reduction in the capital liability of the railways and 
could, in particular be applied to reduce the figure of over-
capitalisation. Indian Railways have, however not been able to make 
a beginning in this direction due to their tight financial position, 
mainly because of the various development schemes that had to be 
undertaken under successive railway plans to cope with the rapidly 
increasing transport needs of the country. The various Railway 
Convention Committees have been appointed since then. In 1968, 
1973, 1980, 1985 and 1989. It is quite remarkable that, in each 
case, they have been rendered Infructuous with the dissolution of 
the respective Lok Sabhas in 1970, 1977, 1984, 1989 and 1991 
before they could make their final recommendations. 
Railway accounts have evolved through this long history 
of changes and restructuring of both ownership and management 
over almost a hundred years from 1853. The post independence 
period has, in that sense, been remarkable in the stability it has 
brought to railways ownership, management and financing. 
Since 1924, most of the capital required for creation of 
assets has been funded by the/j themselves through their own 
internal resources supplemented by the general revenues in the form 
of perpetual interest bearing loans, known as budgetary support. 
This system has continued till today. As reported by the Railway 
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Capital Re-structuring Committee {RCRC 1994), quoting the Railway 
Fare and Freight Committee (RFFC 1993), the 1924 Legislative 
Assembly Resolution separating railway finances from general 
finances had included a specific recommendation regarding the 
annual contribution to be made, the manner in which Interest on 
capital-at-charge and how the loss in working of strategic lines 
should be dealt w i th , the sharing of surplus profit, the setting up of 
a railway reserve and so on. The railway reserve, apart from being 
utilised for securing payment of the annual contribution to general 
revenues, was to be employed for clearing arrears of depreciation, 
for writ ing off capital and to strengthen the financial position of 
railways in order that the services reserved to the public may be 
improved and rates may be reduced. What was intended to be 
achieved through this separation and creation of an In-house 
accounting machinery was to make, the chief executives of the 
railways totally responsible for the administration, operation, and 
financial results of the individual railways in their charge on 
commercial lines, and to enable the railways to carry out a 
continuous policy designed to discharge the obligations to make a 
definite return to general revenues on the capital provided by the 
State. Railway Finance has also been assured that if the 
administration of the railways does bring into existence a surplus, it 
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can have full control over that surplus for the purpose of overtaking 
heavy arrears of maintenance and improvements. It wil l also enable 
to find money for expansion In various directions. 
The Railway Fare and Freight Committee 1993 felt that 
the arrangements under the 1924 Resolution, and under the 1943 
Resolution were not related to any acceptable principle of sound 
financing applicable to either to railway or general finance. The 
unsatisfactory arrangements were reviewed by the first Railway 
Convention Committee set up after independence in 1949. The 
recommendations of that convention implemented on April 0 1 , 
1950 have continued to hold, wi th minor change In the scope of 
concessions on dividend rules of allocation, reserve funds and so 
on. The basic structure recommended by that convention has 
continued so far. The Railway Fare and Freight Committee 1993 
reviewed the whole evolution of the system and felt that the original 
objectives of separating railway finances from general finances have 
not been achieved. As reported by Railway Capital Restructuring 
Committee 1994 observed that the system under which our 
railways are now financed seems to be a faulty system, and to be 
fatal to development at the very time when development may be 
most needed. As long as the system contmues, the Finance 
Department has no alternative. 
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The Railway Fare and Freight Committee 1993 were 
very critical of the control exercised by both the Finance Minister 
and Planning Commission over railway finances particularly that 
over the internal resources generated by the Indian Railway. Clearly, 
the original objectives of the 1924 Acwor th recommendations have 
never been realised, and Indian Railways does not have complete 
control over its finances, which in turn crucially affects its ability to 
function as a commercial organisation. The Railway Capital 
Restructuring Committee's (1994) recommendation, related to the 
introduction of a new instrument for regulating the relationship 
between the railway finances and general finances, on the 
assumption that the core functions of the railways would continue 
to be owned and operated departmentally by the government for a 
long time to come. The Committee concluded, for the railways own 
survival against competition from other modes of transport it is 
essential that the financial arrangements are appropriate as for a 
commercial venture. The purpose of any review of the existing 
financial arrangements should be to facilitate functioning of Indian 
Railways as a commercial venture w i th appropriate freedom for 
raising resources, resorting to direct borrowings, rationalising the 
capital structure and so on. A review at this juncture is therefore, 
critical and crucial. 
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Since then, a number of reviews of Indian Railway 
financial arrangements have been done, each one of them 
expressing unhappiness wi th the existing system where, despite the 
separation of railway finances, the original intention of 
commerc'iaVtsation has not been achieved. Indian Railways has 
continued to be run like a government department rather than as a 
commercial oriented enterprise and its accounts are not in line wi th 
normally used commercial conventions recommended by Indian Cost 
Accounts Institute. 
The time is again ripe to review and reorganise railway 
finances along with the necessary organisational restructuring. Re-
organisation of a system as complex as Indian Railways is always 
difficult and time consuming. It has been felt that Ho recast the 
existing railway accounts into a company account format In order to 
evaluate the true current state of Indian Railway finances. 
If the railways have to attract funds from external 
sources, accounts need to be in the format that is understood by 
lenders and investors. The methods used by Indian Railway to do its 
account has served well as a government entity so long as 
government earned sufficient tax revenue to provide for a socially 
desirable service such as railways, especially to passengers, under a 
monopolistic transportation market. The accounting procedures 
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were well understood within the organisation but translucent to the 
outside world. When the railway borrowed funds from external 
sources, the requirement Is to show the actual position of the 
undertaking by which the lenders and investors m a position to 
know everything about the financia\ aspect. Railways all over the 
world have been considered an important element of infrastructure 
and governments of the day have played important roles in the 
organisation of railways. If the government had enough money, it 
could continue to run railways in the same way as it has done in the 
past 50 years, i.e. providing grants and subsidised loans from the 
Consolidated Fund of India. But today, the problem faced by Indian 
Railways is two folds. Firstly, the government itself is in a financial 
bind. Secondly, Indian Railways need a large amount of investment 
urgently to keep going because it has lived on borrowed time in the 
last decade by under providing for capital stock. So it is very 
important for the railways to follow up the format of company 
accounts and the railways should use the standard accounting 
system. Moreover, advantages of a standard set of accounts are 
that they serve as tools - for monitoring by management, for the 
owner to ensure that his investment is performing and for outside 
capital providers to evaluate efficiency of capital. The re-cost of 
account system provided the key for all stock holders and is also to 
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provide a time tested mechanism which wil l allow them to compare 
Indian Railways w i th other enterprises. 
There are some other reasons to re-cast the Indian 
Railways accounts such as - the existing system of accounts does 
not give a true and fair financial picture of Indian Railways. In the 
absence of depreciation provisions in the balance sheet, nobody can 
ascertain the net block of Indian Railways. Similarly, data are not 
presented in a way in which one can ascertain labour productivity or 
employee cost. There is no clear separation between revenue and 
capital, or between top of the line and below the line. These and 
many other reasons make Indian Railways accounts unintelligible to 
anyone other then those in the Indian Railway and in the Ministry. 
For any organisation of the size of Indian Railway, there has to be 
tight financial discipline and targeting, the present account system 
of railway precludes that, the accounts do not allow managers to 
set revenue and other operational targets whose returns can then be 
measured against the corresponding cost of capital, in this system it 
is difficult to set up cost and profit centers that would then 
communicate the right incentives down the line. It is Important for 
Indian Railways and the Railway Board to know how the 
organisation would fare if its accounts were presented as per the 
rules fol lowed by companies incorporated under the companies Act. 
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The Indian Railways survival as a provider of transport services to 
the growing Indian economy, depends upon substantial infusion of 
investments. These cannot be financed out of the organisation 
surplus. Moreover, they are far greater than what the fiscally 
hamstrung Government of \nd}a can provide as annual addh'tons to 
capital-at-charge year after in perpetuity. Hence, it is imperative for 
Indian Railways to source funds from other than annual allocation 
from the central budget. Unfortunately, no outside investor wil l be 
willing to commit funds on the strength of Indian Railways balance 
sheet without knowing the expected return on capital. For that, 
investors wil l insist on a transparent, readily interpretable set of 
accounts. 
It is worth emphasising that none of these reasons has 
anything to do wi th privatisation. The rationale for recasting is quite 
different. Indian Railways operates entirely in the nature of 
commercial going concern, its accounts should reflect that reality in 
a manner which is readily understandable by the financial and 
investing community. Recasting is driven by the need for greater 
financial transparency, for the shareholder to know how efficiently 
money is being spent, and for being used as a dynamic managerial 
tool. The indeed has been the objective of various reviews since at 
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least 1924. The existing system has been found unsatisfactory by 
all official review committees. 
The recasting of accounts in company format makes it 
easier to assess the viability of any programme of investment and 
revenue growth from the point of view of investors or lenders. A 
company accounting format would also make it easier to unbundled 
public activities of Indian Railways thereby providing for appropriate 
incentive structures for the sub-units at a cost or profit center basis. 
It would also be easy to hive off peripheral activities as and when 
such decisions are made. 
Indian Railways are the pride of the nation and they 
unique in the world because Indian Railways have been showing 
profits for the past some years continuously whereas railways in 
most other countries have been recording heavy losses. The Indian 
Railways which is earning substantial profits even after meeting its 
'full cost' should be suffering for resources for expansion and 
improvement is a national tragedy. Indian Railways operation as a 
going concern and assess viability of Indian Railways as a 
Commercial Organisation in the long term. This wil l also help in 
assessing financial health of Indian Railways. We have presenHijtable 
No. 1.1 wfiii^shows the surplus and deficit of Indian Railways after 
independence. 
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Table No. 1.1 
Statement Showing the Surplus and Deficit of Indian Railways 
(Rs. in Crores) 
Year 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
Surplus 
28.34 
13.19 
2.56 
9.10 
14.22 
20.22 
13.38 
8.93 
20.12 
32.01 
24.40 
42.06 
49.24 
13.18 
18.56 
— 
— 
Deficit 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
18.27 
31.53 
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1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
— 
— 
— 
17.84 
2.92 
— 
— 
— 
87.24 
126.23 
36.66 
— 
— 
46.59 
118.31 
— 
— 
178.83 
101.99 
84.29 
21.67 
7.86 
9.83 
19.84 
— 
— 
115.51 
113.83 
61.11 
— 
— 
— 
66.24 
197.87 
— 
— 
44.75 
195.59 
— 
— 
— 
— 
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1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-2000 
2000-01 
2001-02 (BE) 
2001-02 (RE) 
2002-03 (BE) 
173.26 
175.67 
435.00 
441.05 
1806.08 
2446.40 
2870.63 
2117.06 
1535.22 
399.08 
845.89 
763.59 
831.20 
772.16 
1020.16 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
Source : Explanatory Memorandum, Railway Budget, 2002-03, Ministry of 
Railways, (Railway Board) New Delhi. 
Table No. 1.1 shows the financial performance of Indian 
Railways wi th the help of different accounting years' budget since 
1951-52. The table shows the surplus and deficit of Indian Railways 
at different period of time. The surplus was Rs.28.34 crores in 
1951-52. The table evident that the Indian Railways were running tn 
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profit since the beginning of the first Five Year Plan till the end of 
the third Five Year Plan, but after that it was a great deficit till the 
year 1975-76 (except 1971-72 and 1972-73), in the last year of 
the f i f th plan, again It gained a profit of Rs. 126.23 crores. After 
gaining a profit of Rs.36.66 crores tn 1978-79 it had fallen in 
deficit, there were losses of Rs.66.24 crores and Rs. 197.87 crores 
during 1979-80 and 1980-81 respectively, after the years it was 
also going into shortfall of Rs. 44.75 crores and Rs. 195.59 crores 
during 1983-84 and 1984-85 respectively. Since the 1985-86, the 
Indian Railways showed the satisfactory results about the financial 
performance till today. The table shows surpluses or deficits after 
making contribution to general revenues and appropriation to 
depreciation reserve fund. It is revealed from the table that the 
railways going on profit since 1985-86 till today. The main aspect 
of rising in profit is growth of Indian economy. There was a great 
change in development of the economy. The railways have to 
increase their rates and fares every year, but the increase m seconti 
class fare and rates of goods like coal, cement, foodgrains etc, have 
always been marginal. On the basis of Its performance it can be 
expected that the railways would do better In future. 
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An analysis of this table and the data set-in there would at 
once show that the Indian Railways has provided a shining example of 
financial efficiency with the exception of certain years when it 
remained in the red. This period of block shade Is from 1966-67 till 
1975-76, when there was heavy shortfall of funds and their 
appropriate utilisation on the part of financial management. 
Till the three years of annual planning 1966-67 to 1968-
69, as well as during the forth plan, the total working expenses to 
gross earnings were in the range 80-85 percent except in the year 
1973-74 when it rose steeply to 93.7 percent. The shortfall in that 
year was of the order of Rs. 115 crores. 
The three years, 1973-74, 1974-75 and 1975-76 have 
been the worst in the history of Railway Finances, though there had 
been a slight reversal in 1975-76, the deficit coming down to Rs.61 
crores. Since then the position was Improved markedly till 1978-79. 
The year 1976-77 indicated a surplus of Rs.87 crores while the years 
1977-78 and 1978-79 showed a surplus of Rs.126 and Rs.36 crores 
respectively. At the same time, the operating ratio had come down to 
87 percent. The remarkable feature was that there was no hike in the 
passengers fare or the freight rates In 1977-78. In 1980-81, the 
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railways suffered from the highest shortfall with Rs.197 crores which 
was the maximum during the entire life of the railway system. No 
doubt, the previous year 1979-80 also showed loss of Rs.66 crores. 
After that the railways enjoyed profit for two years and again it had 
fallen in deficit for the next two years during 1983-84 and 1984-85. 
The railways showed satisfactory results since 1985-86. During 2000-
01 the surplus was Rs.763.59 crores and the operating ratio of the 
same year was 98.8 percent and expected to increase in the near 
future too, because of the efficient operation of Indian Railways in the 
present. 
It may not be widely known, but it is a fact, that the Indian 
Railways have been making various efforts in the recent past to 
establish sound financial viability of the system. As Is clear from table 
No. 1.3, which shows the sources and application of funds with the 
help of statistics figure in this connection we can easily gauge the 
state of financial environment under which our railways system is 
operating the date given in the following table: 
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Table No. 1.3 shows the sources of funds and the 
application of these funds, the most important item of sources of 
funds appears to be the earnings from passenger and goods traffic. 
The amount of net revenue and the dividend to general revenues put 
together provides an important source of railway finance which is 
amounting from the first Five Year Plan to ninth Five Year Plan, 
when it was increased from Rs. 413.09 crores to Rs. 6378.38 
crores showing an increase of Rs. 5965.29 Crores. Another 
important appropriation from the gross revenues of Indian Railways 
has been the contribution to depreciation reserve fund, appropriation 
to open line works charged to revenue contribution to pension fund, 
contribution to accident compensation, safety and passenger 
amenities fund and interest on fund balances. Thus, the total 
internal cash generation in Indian Railways has risen from 
Rs.284.08 crores during the First Five Year plan to Rs.4248.04 
crores during 2002-03. The contribution reserved from the general 
revenues on capital account and as temporary loans for revenue 
reserve fund and the development fund have also shown an increase 
from Rs.141.94 crores to Rs.5123.90 crores during 2002-03. Thus 
the total sources of funds have increased from Rs.426.02 crores 
during first Five Year Plan to Rs.9371.94 crores during 2002-03 as 
budget estimates. These funds have been allocated by the internal 
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financial administration to a number of railway operation like open 
line works, addition to railway assets, replacement works, 
development works, accident compensation, safety and passenger 
amenities, repayment of loans, deferred dividend liabilities, interest 
on temporary loans etc. 
An analysis of sources of funds and application of funds 
shows that there has been an Increase In fund balances during the 
first Five Year Plan and during the year 2002-03 with the exception 
of decreases in fund balances, during the second Five Year Plan, 
during the years 1966-67 to 1968-69 of rolling plan, during the 
sixth Five Year Plan, during the year 1998-99 and during the year 
1999-2000. The amounts of increase/decrease in the fund balances 
have been utilised for appropriating them to depreciation reserve 
fund, revenue reserve fund, development fund, pension fund, 
accident compensation, safety and passenger amenities funds, 
railway safety fund, special railway safety fund, capital fund. The 
figures given in the table clearly reveal that upto the fourth Five 
Year Plan there have been no application of these funds, there have 
been no appropriation of funds for accident compensation, safety 
and passenger amenities. This is very important area of this public 
utility concern was altogether neglected, upto the start of first Five 
Year Plan. There was no application of funds for the pension of the 
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employees during the first and second plan period. Upto eight Five 
Year Plan there was no application of funds for capital fund and 
upto 2000-01 there was no application of funds for railway safety 
fund also. 
This shows that in the present era, now railways as a 
public utility concern has started paying attention to the welfare of 
employees and the passengers. About the need the railways started 
this type of facilities through the additional funds as railway safety 
fund and special railway safety fund and these two funds had been 
started since 2001 .This appears to be in keeping with the socio-
economic responsibility of Indian Railways towards its workforce 
and the passengers who in a way constitute the general public of 
the country. Needless to say that they are the kingpins of the 
concerned public of this gigantic enterprise and the expenses 
incurred for the welfare is fully in line wi th our policy of socialism 
and democracy. 
Railways depends upon rates and fright as the main 
source of their finance. A difficult task of financial management is 
to harmonise the different theory of rate making and analyse their 
impact on the soundness of financial condition of Indian Railways. 
As a matter of fact, because of the non-availability of statistical 
data on the cost of service or on the value of service or on the 
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theory of what the traffic can be or workability of these theories of 
rate making in the sphere of railway finance is extremely difficult. 
Specific funds have been raised and created for 
particular purposes in order to meet the current demand and future 
needs. The Depreciation Reserve Fund has been created to meet the 
requirements of replacement and change of railway assets - Rolling 
Stock, Railway lines, coaches Wagons and Engines. Another fund 
has been created for meeting the requirements of revenue 
expenditure during the periods of losses and shortfalls. This fund is 
known as the Revenue Reserve Fund. There is a Development Fund 
which is utilised for meeting the expenditure on development 
activities, like construction of staff quarters, laying of new railway 
lines, bridges etc. For the welfare of the railway workers a fund has 
been created to meet the future requirements of railway workers as 
regard the payment of pension. This fund is known as Pension 
Fund. A fund by name of Capital Fund created for the railways also 
and recently, the Railway Safety Fund and the Special Railway 
Safety Fund are created for gives attention to the passengers. 
The quantum and magnitude of those funds will become 
evident from the following tables: 
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Table No. 1.4 
Railway Depreciation Reserve Fund 
ApproprMion to Fund 
Year 
1 
1951-52 
1955-56 
1960-61 
1965-66 
1970-71 
1975-76 
198(W1 
1985-86 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-
2000 
2000-01 
2001-02 
(BE) 
2001-02 
(RE) 
2002-03 
(BE) 
Revenue 
2 
30,00 
45,00 
45,00 
85,00 
100.00 
115,00 
220,00 
920.00 
1950,00 
2000,00 
2300.00 
1875,00 
1885,00 
2060,00 
2200,00 
1904,00 
1155,00 
1670.00 
2301,07 
2704,00 
1780,44 
1978,00 
Capital 
3 
21 
41 
79 
1,64 
2.53 
2.85 
3.20 
6.38 
20.65 
28,31 
22,00 
25,00 
50,00 
50,00 
50,00 
50,00 
50,00 
100,63 
123,82 
100,00 
100,00 
100,00 
Interest on 
Balance 
4 
3,58 
3,26 
85 
1,85 
6,01 
10,13 
17.44 
10,48 
50,44 
59.67 
66.14 
69,77 
70,75 
80,38 
89,24 
94,79 
71,39 
24,60 
4,36 
7,06 
16,26 
29,35 
Total 
5 
33,79 
48,67 
46,64 
88.49 
108,54 
127.98 
240.64 
936.86 
2021.09 
2087,98 
2388,14 
1969.77 
2005.75 
2190.38 
2339.24 
2048.79 
1276,39 
1795.23 
2429,25 
2811.06 
1896.70 
2107,35 
With drawl from 
fund 
6 
35.87 
45,89 
64,04 
78,91 
90,68 
124,57 
278,63 
981,48 
1870.22 
1943,57 
2331,11 
2062,56 
1884,16 
2027,09 
2240.65 
1983,28 
2033,94 
2421,14 
2402,02 
2704.00 
1572.00 
2045.00 
Net acceptance to find 
during ttie year 
7 
-2,08 
2,78 
-17,40 
9,58 
17,86 
3,41 
-37,99 
-44,62 
150.87 
144,41 
57,04 
-92,79 
121.59 
163.29 
98,59 
65,51 
-757.55 
-625,91 
27.23 
107.06 
324,70 
62,35 
Cloting 
Balance 
8 
122,02a 
103,47* 
19,79b 
5285* 
144,47c* 
197,93d 
275,59e 
144,21 
876,63f 
1021,04 
1078.08 
985,29 
1106,88 
1270,17 
1368,76 
1434,27 
676,72 
50,81 
78,04 
157,87 
402,74 
465,09 
Source: Explanatory Memorandum Railway Budget 2002-03, Ministry of 
Railways (Railway Board) New Delhi. 
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* These figures are provisional as the balances of the ex-States 
Railways merged therein have not yet been finalised. 
a) includes 45 lakhs (Provisional) on account of revision of the ex-
Indian State Railways balance taken over from 01.04.1950. 
b) Excludes 30 lakhs on account of difference between ad-hoc and 
revised balance on 15.08.1947 on Western Railway and includes 
19 lakhs on account of expenditure from 01.04.1955 to 
31.03.1960 incurred on quarters for Class III and IV staff 
forming part of a scheme transferred to Development Fund on 
Central, North-East Frontier and Southern Railways. 
c) Includes 23 lakhs transferred to Development Fund on Southern 
Railway. 
d) Includes 454 lakhs transferred from capital 
e) Includes 51 lakhs transferred of debit to capital 
f) includes of 2 lakhs adjusted through TWFA on account of 
interest on DRF pertaining to 1989-90. 
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Table No. 1.8 
Railway Safety Fund 
Year 
1 
2001-02 
(BE) 
2001-02 
(RE) 
2002-03 
(RE) 
Appropriation 
2 
302,77 
302,77 
452,73 
Interest on 
Balance 
3 
9,01 
Total 
4 
311,78 
302,73 
452,73 
Withdrawal 
from Fund 
5 
300,00 
203,00 
450,00 
Net 
Accretion to 
Fund during 
the Year 
6 
11,78 
99,73 
2,73 
Closing 
Balance 
7 
*139,06 
326,57 
329,30 
Source: Explanatory Memorandum, Railway Budget 2002 -03 , Ministry of 
Railways (Railway Board), New Delhi. 
* Includes transfer of Rs. 127,29 lakhs from Development Fund on 
01.04.2001. 
Table No. 1.9 
Special Railway Safety Fund 
Year 
1 
2001-02 
(RE) 
2002-03 
(RE) 
Appropriation to Fund 
Revenue 
2 
400,00 
860,00 
Capital 
3 
1000,00 
1350,00 
Total 
4 
1400,00 
2210,00 
Wittidrawal 
from Fund 
5 
1400,00 
2210,00 
Net 
Accretion to 
Fund during 
the Year 
6 
— 
— 
Closing 
Balance 
7 
— 
— 
Source: Explanatory Memorandum, Railway Budget 2002 -03 , Ministry of 
Railways (Railway Board), New Delhi. 
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Since the separation convention of 1924 and especially 
after the emergence of India as a Republic in 1950, the financial 
aspect of the railways in the country have become a subject of 
public audit and accountability. The most important aspect of this 
public accountability is the debate whether the \nd'}an Railways 
should function strictly under the framework of a business 
undertaking or whether in view of the peculiarity of the railway 
system, the railways should be governed as a public utility concern 
and as such should be entitled to enjoy a number of concessions 
and special treatment by the Government of India. In fact this 
position of Indian Railways is not unique as this is the position 
throughout the world. So far as the railways are concerned, there is 
a general rule the world over the railway user is expected to pay to 
the railways in the form of railway rates and freight a sum 
equivalent to the cost of the services rendered by railways plays a 
small margin of profit. If this rule is fol lowed strictly then the 
railway system would look towards the areas which are profitable 
and would leave those areas which have very lean traffic. This 
would result in a lop-sided development of the economy as a whole. 
Such a role of the railways is not conducive to a balanced growth of 
our economy when we are laying increasing stress on the 
development of backword and underdeveloped areas including the 
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hilly regions and the regions where adiwasis live. This is possible 
only if the railways are considered both as economic and 
commercial propositions serving the needs of the community in 
various ways. This also be disclosed in a different way. It is 
common knowledge that the railways charge a very low rate of 
freight for transporting essential commodities like salt, coal, fire 
wood, foodgrains, fruits and vegetables, fish and milk etc. The same 
is the case with heavy commodities tike sand, stone and timber. 
Industrial raw materials like ores, coal, jute, cotton, oil seeds and oil 
cakes are charged at moderate rates while finished industrial goods 
like cotton, jute, sugar cane under a higher rate of freight. These 
differential treatments meted out to the different types of goods and 
services would clearly demonstrate to socio-economic Importance of 
the railways. But this has become a strain on the financial ability of 
Indian Railways. It is in this context that all narrow gauge lines and 
broad gauge lines joining the main system at one end only are 
treated as branch lines In accordance with the recommendations of 
the uneconomic Branch Line Committee 1969. 
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Table No. 1.10 
Financial Effect of Social Service Obligation on Indian 
Government Railways, 2001-02 (Estimated) 
(Rs. in Crores) 
Items 
1. Loss on Coaching Services 
(Suburban and Non-Suburban passenger 
parcel, luggage etc.) 
traffic 
2. Loss on essential commodities carried below cost 
of operation: 
(a) Salt 
(b) Fruits and Vegetables 
(c) Sugar Cane 
(d) Bamboos 
(e) Live Stock 
(f) Coir Products 
(g) Wood Unrough 
(h) Provisions 
(i) Paper 
(i) Other 
Total 
1 Total (Item 1 and 2) 
141.61 
102.63 
34.03 
10.64 
10.27 
02.89 
02.33 
01.90 
01.36 
01.36 
309.02 
2 Deduct staff welfare and law and other costs* 
3 Net Social Services Obligation 
Amount 
5104,39 
309.02 
5413.41 
2000.44 
3412.97 
Source: Explanatory Memorandum, Railway Budget 2002-03, Ministry of 
Railways, (Railway Board), New Delhi. 
* Railways are Incurring an expenditure of Rs.2000.44 crores on 
Staff Welfare and Law and Order Railway Protection/Railway 
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Protection Special Force (Rs.647.32 crores). Order Police 
(Rs. 144.49 crores). Health, Medical and Welfare activities 
{Rs.599.73 crores). Canteen and other staff amenities (Rs.18.13 
crores). Educational Assistance to Railway employees (Rs.81.96 
crores) and on Residential and welfare buildings (Rs.508.81 crores). 
Note: Assessment of territorial basis of the financial results of 
the branch lines indicates that some of them suffered a 
loss. The aggregate loss on these unremunerative 
branch lines amount to Rs.449 crores which is Included 
in item 1 and partially in item 2 of the above statement. 
The data set in table No. 1.10 show the losses on 
coaching services in the suburban, non-suburban and other 
passenger traffic, parcel luggage etc. And also the losses on low 
rated commodities like salt etc. The railways are also spending a lot 
of money on such non-econom'fc items railway protection special 
force (Rs.647.32 crores) for order police (Rs. 144.49 crores) for 
health, medical and welfare services (Rs.599.73 crores) for 
educational assistance to railway employee's children (Rs.81.96 
crores) and for housing purposes {Rs.508.81 crores). 
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During 2000-01, on the recommendation of uneconomic 
Branch Lines Committee, 1969, all narrow gauge lines and such of 
the broad gauge and meter gauge lines that join the main line 
network at one end only are termed as branch lines and such lines 
indicated that 115 (49 BG, 44 MG and 22 NG) branch lines were 
uneconomical and the railways incurred a loss of about Rs.449 
crore excluding dividend, on their account. 
Several high-level committees have unanimously 
recommended that all such uneconomic branch lines, where 
alternative modes of transport exist or can be developed, should be 
closed down so as to reduce, to the extent possible, the losses 
which occur to the railways year after year. 
Our discussions in the preceding paragraphs would bear 
a testimony to the fact that the total earnings of the railways after 
providing for the total expenditure have shown a surplus in most of 
the years. But after having contributed a large part of these 
surpluses towards Depreciation Reserve Fund, the General Revenue 
Fund and the Pension Fund, the Railway Finances are felt with a 
mearge amount of surpluses and in some years there are even 
shortfalls and deficits. This can be remedied by increasing the rates 
and fares to be charged from the passengers and shippers. But this 
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remedy will be a harsh one and any result in some amount of 
objectives on the part of users and the general public. 
It Is In this context that the broad aspect of Indian 
railways being both a business undertaking and a public utility 
concerns should be examined and a proper border line drawn in 
between the essential investments on opening of new lines, gauge 
conversion and track replacements and renewals etc. and other non-
essential items which may have secondary priority. The essential 
items of Investments should be charged at a nominal rate of interest 
as they would enhance to economy of underdeveloped and 
backward areas. On the other hand, investments on programmes 
like electrification, dieselisation, communication and signaling, 
construction of yards, passenger amenities etc. may be taken as 
business proportions subjected to the usual rates of interest. 
In any evaluation of financial performance of a public 
utility concern, it is necessary that proper emphasis must be laid on 
the various financial figures as contained in the balance sheets and 
the various financial statements and reports. The following table has 
been set out in order to have a glimpse of the financial F»erformance 
of Indian Railways. This table is based on these balance sheets and 
reports. 
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Table No. 1.11 shows the balance sheets of Indian 
Railways, The table indicates that the major source of finance is the 
loan capital as advanced by the General Exchequer. In ail the years 
from 1999 to 2001, the percentage of this loan capital comes to 
roughly 51 percent of the total block capital. The remaining 49 
percent are the investments financed by the depreciation reserve 
fund, the development fund, the railway capital fund, and other 
such items, the share of these funds are 22 percent, 8 percent, 17 
percent and near about 0.80 percent respectively. During these 
years railway investments have been financed by the net revenues 
to the tune of 1.20 percent approximately. Out of the gross 
revenues the major recipient is the pension fund created by the 
railways for the benefit of the railway employees. This item was 
very flexible during 1999 this gets about 25 percent, during 2000 It 
gets 51 percent, however, during 2001 this item gets only about 9 
percent, of the total revenue funds of these three years, while the 
depreciation reserve fund is on the top excepted the year 2000, as 
compared with pension fund of different years' period. The 
contribution of depreciation reserve fund to the total reserve funds 
as 54 percent, 34 percent and 22 percent respectively. Among the 
assets, the major items of balance sheets on this side are the block 
assets and the railway Investments with the Central Government. 
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The sundry debtors, cash in hand, unrealised traffic earnings, etc. 
constitute a very small portion of the total assets. On the whole it 
can be concluded from the balance sheet given above that this 
public sector undertaking Is heavily loaded with the investments in 
block capital where the percentage of net revenue on this block 
capital is approximately 1.3 percent of the total block assets. At any 
rate this appears to be a very poor show of profitability in this 
undertaking. However, it may be argued that given the nature of 
this transport enterprise, a major portion of gross earnings is 
appropriated for creating some reserve funds for the purpose of 
depreciation of rolling stock tracks, wagons, plants and machinery, 
unkeep of railway platform, etc. and for initiating developments in 
other spheres of the railway development and for providing relief to 
the retiring employees in the form of pension, gratuities etc. Other 
important items which call for appropriation from the gross 
surpluses generated in the enterprise are the compensation for 
accident and the various provisions for passenger amenities and 
facilities granted by the railway administration to the users. 
So far as the financial performance of Indian Railways 
concerned, most of the accounts is department or function based 
and not activity based. The accounting procedure of Indian Railways 
follow principles of booking government expenditure and not 
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corporate profit and loss account. The government accounts give 
little indication of income - versus - cost of different services or 
activities. The railways accounts do not provide important 
information that the enterprise owner, potential investor or 
stakeholder would seek. The accounts do not provide a clear 
segregation of cost of staff, the value of opening and closing stocks 
and consumption of stores and spares. In orders to get the details 
about the railways accounts, one has to delve much deeper into the 
detailed classification of demands for grants and mass of railway 
statistical statements that are complied and published separately 
every year. The existing system of accounts does not give a true 
and fair financial picture of Indian Railways, such as, in the absence 
of depreciation provisions in the balance sheet, nobody can 
ascertain the net block of Indian Railways, the data are presented in 
way in which one can ascertain labour productivity or employee 
cost, there is no clear separation between revenue and capital or 
between top of the line and below the line. 
in the source of funds, Indian Railways has a term called 
loan capital which is capital-at-charge loaned in perpetuity by 
Government of India. There is no shareholder equity. The reserves 
consists of current balances in the Depreciation Reserve Fund, 
Development Fund, Pension Fund, Railway Capital Fund, Railway 
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Safety and Railway Special Safety Fund do not confirm to the 
interpretation of reserves given in part III of schedule VI of 
Companies Act. Moreover, cumulative Investment financed out of 
the funds and from revenues and miscellaneous sources are shown 
separately on liabilities side. The value of liabilities as reported by 
Indian Railways does not present a true picture of what this term 
conventionally denotes. The matter of reporting by Indian Railways 
of its application of funds is not adequate. It's estimates of capital 
stock is not reliable. Indian Railways does not maintain a register of 
assets. The balance sheet does not separately show gross block, 
depreciation and net block. All assets are shown at original cost and 
further capital expenditure incurred from year to year is capitalised. 
The leased assets are not shown separately and the fixed assets are 
not classified in terms of opening balance and additions or deletions 
for the year. It is also highly unsatisfactory that the sum of the 
amounts that are appropriated annually to the Depreciation Reserve 
Fund are not shown in the balance sheet but only the improvement 
elements reported. The capital work-in-progress is not shown 
separately, although this is quite substantial of Indian Railways, 
inventories are neither properly classified as required by the 
Companies Act nor is there any indication of how stocks are valued. 
There is neither a proper classification of sundry debtors, nor any 
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provision for bad or doubtful debts. There are many other reasons 
that make Indian Railway accounts unintelligibly to any one other 
than those In the Indian Railways and in the Ministry. On the other 
hand, for any organisation of the size of Indian Railways, there has 
to be t ight financial discipline and targeting. The present accounting 
system also precludes that the accounts do not allow managers to 
set revenue and other operational targets whose returns can then be 
measured against the corresponding cost of capital. In this system it 
is difficult to set cost and profit centres that would then, 
communicate the right incentives down the line. Thus, it is fair to 
say that Indian Railways accounts does not conform to the 
disclosure standards that are expected of going concern entities 
registered under the Companies Act. 
In order to improve upon the financial matters of Indian 
Railways, it has been suggested that there should be a separate 
Railway Finance Corporation to look after the public borrowing 
requirements of the railways. And the Financial Corporation should 
increase its initial paid up capital with the issue of bonds etc. By 
introducing this Railway Financial Corporation, It can be hoped that the 
financial structure of railways will improve ushering in a new era of self 
reliance reducing its dependence on budgetary support. Apart from 
raising funds from the Indian public through the issue of bonds, the 
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railways should also explore the possibility of acquiring funds from 
abroad. These funds from foreign countries, international financial 
agencies and other institutions could be very helpful because of their 
low interest rates. This type of loan has already been started by the 
Asian Development Bank. This bank has sanctioned a loan for a project 
to increase the annual freight carrying capacity of Indian Railways. 
There should be some other measures which are essential for making 
the Railways Finance conducive to its development. The main among 
such measures will be a cut in the operating expenses especially a 
purposeful cut in the wages and salaries bill which is mounting every 
year. Another measure to be adopted in the discontinuation of 
uneconomic lines and other social and political burdens upon the 
railways, i.e. railway rate and freight concessions, increasing number 
of free railways passes, preferential given to certain Items for low 
rated freight and Increasing losses of suburban and metropolitan 
railways traffic. These measures have got to be adopted so that the 
financial structure of Indian Railways is put on sound lines. 
If Indian Railways to attract funds from external source, 
accounts need to be in the format that is understood by lenders and 
Invertors. The advantages of standard set of accounts are that they 
serve as tools for monitoring by management, for the owner. In this 
case the Government of India to insure that the investment made in 
railways is performing and for outside capital providers to efficiency of 
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capital. The key of all stakeholders is to provide a time tested 
mechanism which will allow them to compare Indian Railways with 
other enterprises. 
Thus the discussion in this chapter brings out clearly the 
peculiar nature of financial management in this important public utility 
- the Indian Railways. The financial performance of the undertaking its 
socio-economic functioning, the extent of profitability the sources of 
finance, the debt equity mix, the general financial structure as regards 
the provision for and maintenance of certain funds, appropriation of 
surpluses for creating short-term and long-term research, the amount 
of working expenses involved, the revenues and surpluses generated in 
the railway business and a number of other parameters of financial 
analysis have been examined in this chapter. All these depict are 
important factors for financing of railways and these factors are very 
helpful in research and developmental areas. The various figures and 
statistical information's gathered from the annual reports, statements, 
budgets and balance sheets of the railways are given in this chapter. 
They would reveal the fact that the financial arrangements between 
the railways and the government play an important role in the ultimate 
financial performance of this undertaking. It may be stressed that the 
railways should strive for improving upon their past financial 
performance and should augment their earning capacity by better 
investment and utilisation. 
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Chapter Three 
Revenue Earnings of 
Indian Railways 
CHAPTER III 
REVENUE EARNINGS OF INDIAN RAILWAYS 
In the preceding chapter an overall review of the 
significance and financial performance of Indian Railways was made. 
This chapter will bring about the various parameters that will show the 
revenue earnings of Indian Railways during the study. 
The Indian railways have very good reputation of being one 
of few railway systems in the whole world, which make an annual 
profit. The Indian Railways operate the world's second largest rail 
network under a single management. The railways are running the 
transportation of goods and passengers. The major portion of the 
earnings for railways comes from the passenger and freight traffic. As 
passenger traffic is not a very profitable business anywhere in the 
world and Indian Railways are at present losing a great amount per 
year on transportation of passengers, the railways in India have always 
put in its effort to carry more and more freight traffic and nurse it 
properly. Indian Railways play an important role in freight transport 
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moving 1.2 million tonnes of freight every dayJ Freight transport is a 
major business for the railways and accounts for nearly 70 percent of 
its revenues. Although the accurate figures are not available, it is 
estimated that the railways meet approximately 40 percent of the 
nation's freight transport needs, a share that has been falling 
continuously over the past 50 years. The freight business can be 
segmented Into bulk commodities and other cargo. The movement of 
bulk commodities are suited for rail transportation and the share of 
these in the railways freight business has been increasing in recent 
time and currently they account for 95 percent of the freight revenue. 
The coal accounts for approximately half of the bulk traffic carried. 
The Indian Railways play an equally important role in the 
transportation of passengers. It operates around 8000 passenger trains 
that transport more than 12 million passengers dally. The growth rate 
in terms of transportation output In passenger segments has been 
Increasing In the recent past, particularly In higher class segment. The 
passenger services are segmented into long distances, Inter-clty and 
sub-urban transport and they are cubbed under two heads i.e. value 
and premium, depending on the quality of service provided. The 
' Source: Year book 2000-2001, Indian Railways, Ministry of Railways 
(Railway Board), New Delhi., p. 5 
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second class and unreserved travel comprise the value segment while 
all other classes are part of the premium segment. It is estimated that 
the railways have a share of 20 percent in the passenger transport 
market and approximately 82 percent of the railway passenger 
revenues come from sub-urban and value travel. But the revenue share 
of the premium segment has been increasing steadily. The demand for 
both value and premium passenger services emanate from different 
categories of passengers coming from all parts of the country. 
Thus, the railway In Indian Is the principal mode of 
transportation for freight and passengers. It brings together people 
from the farthest corners of the country and makes possible the 
conduct of business, sightseeing, pilgrimage and education. Indian 
railways have been a great Integration force during the last 150 years. 
It has bound the economic life of the country and helped in 
accelerating the development of Industry and agriculture. 
The total earnings of the Indian Railways are represented 
by the different components of the traffic handled, viz. passengers, 
goods, parcels/luggage {known as "Other Coaching") and sundries 
(miscellaneous earnings, e.g. catering sales etc.). The budget of the 
earning is fixed by a study of the trend in the quantum of the various 
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components of traffic-like passengers carried and tonnage lifted-
anticipated to be handled in a budget year as well as the average 
distances over which the traffic will be carried-called the lead. In 
estimating the earnings from traffic handled, the activities of large 
industries both in the public and private sectors are also kept in view 
of any variation up or down in the production trends in those 
Industries, which supply the bulk traffic to the railways, is bound to 
affect the traffic handled by railways. The total of the earnings from ail 
the components of traffic will give the gross earnings of the railways. 
Unlike the commercial practice, the gross earnings thus arrived which 
represent the total of the earnings accrued during the year, both 
"realized" and "unrealized" are not directly taken for the purpose of 
computation of the final working results because the government 
system of accounts is based on "Cash" in contra-distinction to 
"Accrual" procedure. "In Government accounts, all transactions are 
closed as on the 31** March. As such the portion of earnings 
unrealised. I.e. earnings remaining uncollected during the year. Is 
deducted from the gross earnings and the actual gross receipts only 
figure in the calculation of the financial results. The unrealised portion 
of the earnings would usually be a minus item to be deducted from the 
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earnings. However, if^a result of efforts made to collect the receivable 
from traffic, whether relating to the current year or even earlier years, 
it is possible to realise much more than what has been booked during 
the year as unrealised earnings, it will result in an addition to the gross 
earnings resulting In higher gross receipts during the year ^. The net 
revenue for the year is arrived at by deducting from the "gross 
receipts" the total expenditures from the net revenues the dividend 
payable to the general revenues is deducted and the balance 
represents net surplus or deficit for the year. 
While looking at the financial position of Indian Railways, 
one must avoid the pitfall of pronouncing judgment on the results of 
the last few years. Their performance should be seen in retrospect 
over a long enough period through which runs some well-defined 
trend.^ "One should therefore, expect that when Indian Railways will 
make money, they will also run into profit. 
The ability of the Indian Railways to accelerate the growth 
rate of their revenues from freight and passenger traffic Is controlled to 
the success of any effort to restructure the organisation and to finance 
' Journal of Indian Railways, Jan. 1979, Delhi: pp.9-10. 
2 Ibid. p. 10. 
^ Khosia, G.S. "Railway Management in India", Thacker & Co. Ltd., Bombay-I, 
1972, pp. 116-117. 
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the necessary investments. Higher growth rates will emerge as the 
outcome of the Interaction between demand and supply forces. The 
latter are reflected in the enhancement of the system capacity to 
provide a higher volume of services, accompanied by an improvement 
in quality. These would encompass both an increase in the physical 
capacity of the system through investment and an improvement in its 
operating efficiency achieved through better management of Its 
resources. This is the primary objective of its organisational 
restructuring".^ 
The performance of a commercial enterprise is measured in 
terms of its net profit or earnings - Railways, however, are not 
purely commercial undertakings as they have to fulfill certain national^ 
economic and social obligations which do not give them freedom to 
charge commercial rates of freights and fares.^ The railways have 
always endeavoured to levy charges for goods traffic at levels 
sufficient to meet all costs and provide reasonable profit. Passengers 
fares especially those of ordinary third class (Now Second Class), 
however, used to be kept low this policy has continued even now 
passenger services as a whole are subsidised to the extent of around 
' The Indian Railway Report - The Main Report, Part-I, Vol.-II, New Delhi, July 
2001, p-61. 
^ Journal of Indian Railways, May-June 1979, New Delhi, p. 24. 
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Rs.2000 crores by the freight services, a level of cross-subsidisation 
which has started hurting the railways by driving away freight traffic 
to the competing mode of transport.^ 
Theoretically railways have powers to fix their own rates, 
and do not require voting by Parliament - because, as the speaker of 
the Lok Sabha himself has ruled, they represent charges for services 
rendered and not taxes. But "as a matter of courtesy^ the Minister of 
Railways has been taking the proposals to the Parliament along with 
the budget presented by him and these are also discussed in both the 
houses of Parliament. To that extent, it can be said that the rate 
revisions are also subject to Parliamentary control. As long as railways 
continue as a departmental undertaking, it may not be possible to bring 
about any radical change in these procedures, but the need for 
substantial autonomy in the matter of pricing is imperative for facing 
competition from other modes of transport.^ 
As the earnings of Indian Railways mainly include 
passengers earnings and freight earnings. The passengers earnings, 
however, do not play a significant role. The share of passenger 
earnings in gross traffic receipts dropped from 29 percent in 1970-71 
' Verma, K. B. "Indian Railway Finance", Academic Foundation, Delhi, 1998, 
p. 61 . 
' Ibid, pp.61-62. 
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to 25 percent in 1990-91. The passenger trains run to predetermined 
schedules and the main operational concerns are punctuality, safety 
and passenger comfort. These factors do not get translated into better 
financial results, but only add to passenger comfort.^ 
Corresponding to the growth of traffic the gross traffic 
receipts have been constantly increasing since 1950-51. With the 
growth of traffic, the freight traffic increased more than the passenger 
traffic. The current mix of revenues comes about 70 percent from 
freight and the remainder for passenger services. Competition has been 
increasing across all sectors of the economy and the transportation 
business is no different. Over the years, railways have also faced stiff 
competition from the roadways. However passenger transportation is 
an important business on Indian Railways. Its sweep and extent is 
indicated by the fact that one crore of passengers travel by trains 
every day.^ The geographical dimensions of the country where a'lr 
travel is beyond the reach of the majority of the people, railway forms 
the bulwark of a dependable transportation system and command a 
prominent place both for high density mass commuter traffic and for 
cross-country inter-city requirements. 
' Ibid, p.350 
^ Journal of Indian Railways, Feb. 1979, New Delhi, p.11. 
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The bulk of the passenger traffic load devolves on the 
broad gauge network 70 percent of the passenger kilonrieters accrue 
on the broad gauge and the narrow gauge, the narrow gauge system 
sharing only about 1 percent. The second class travel aggregates to as 
much as 96 percent of the Indian Railways' passenger traffic. 
The growth of passenger business on Indian Railways 
during the plan era has been phenomenal, while the railways carried 
1284 million passengers (412 million suburban and 872 million non-
suburban) in 1950-51, the number went up to some 3,858 million 
(2259 million sub-urban and 1599 million non-suburban) in 1590-91 
while ]n 2000-2001, the number of passengers carried by Indian 
Railways were 4833 million {2861 million suburban and 1972 million 
non-suburban). Table No. 2.1 gives a clear picture of the number of 
passengers carried by Indian Railways, passenger kilometer, average 
lead, proportion of number of passengers in total traffic and the 
proportion of passenger kilometers in total traffic. 
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Table No. 2.1(a) 
Number of Passenger Originating 
(in Millions) 
Years 
1 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
999-2000 
2000-01 
Suburban 
(all 
classes) 
2 
412 
680 
1219 
2000 
2259 
2578 
2657 
2668 
2771 
2861 
Upper 
Class 
3 
25 
15 
16 
11 
19 
27 
29 
30 
38 
40 
Non-suburban 
Second Class 
Mail/ 
Express 
4 
52 
96 
155 
260 
357 
403* 
446* 
4 6 1 * 
445* 
472* 
Ordinary 
5 
795 
803 
1041 
1342 
1223 
1145 
1216 
1252 
1331 
1460 
Total 
Sub-urbar 
(4+5) 6 
847 
899 
1196 
1602 
1580 
1548 
1662 
1713 
1776 
1932 
Total Non-
Suburban 
(3 + 6) 7 
872 
914 
1212 
1613 
1599 
1575 
1691 
1743 
1814 
1972 
Grand 
Total 
12 + 7)8 
1284 
1594 
2431 
3613 
3858 
4153 
4348 
4411 
4585 
4833 
Source: Year Book 2001, Indian Railways, 
Government of India, New Delhi. 
Ministry of Railways (Railway Board), 
Note: Include Sleeper Class. 
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Table No. 2.1(b) 
Passenger Kilometers 
Years 
1 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-
2000 
2000-01 
Source: 
Suburban 
(ad 
classes) 
2 
6551 
11770 
22984 
41086 
59578 
76543 
78844 
82786 
85066 
88872 
Year B 
Upper 
Class 
3 
3790 
3454 
4394 
5140 
8712 
15551 
16385 
17264 
22981 
26315 
ook 200 
Non-suburban 
Second Class 
Mail/ 
Express 
4 
12537 
22251 
37856 
86712 
138054 
175332* 
189548* 
1 9 7 6 5 1 * 
213778* 
222568 
0-01 , Indij 
Ordinary 
5 
43639 
40190 
52886 
75620 
89300 
89587 
95120 
106183 
108841 
119267 
in Railways 
Total 
Sub-
urban 
(4-1-5)6 
56176 
62441 
90742 
162332 
227354 
264919 
284668 
303834 
322619 
341835 
, Ministry 
{ 
Total 
Non-
Suburban 
l3^-6)7 
59966 
65895 
95136 
167472 
236066 
280470 
301053 
321098 
345600 
368150 
of Railways 
n Million 
Grand 
Total 
(2 + 7) 8 
66517 
77665 
118120 
208558 
295644 
357013 
379897 
403884 
430666 
T5"7022~ 
(Railway 
Board) Government of India, New Delhi. 
Note: *Also include Sleeper Class. 
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Table No. 2.1 (c) 
Average Lead 
(In Kilometers) 
Years 
1 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-
2000 
2000-01 
Source: Y 
Suburban 
(ail 
classes) 
2 
15.9 
17.3 
18.9 
20.5 
26.4 
29.7 
29.7 
31.0 
30.7 
31.1 
ear Book . 
Upper 
Class 
3 
151.6 
203.3 
274.6 
484.0 
462.8 
575.3 
564.5 
568.8 
607.1 
659.3 
2000-01 
Non-suburban 
Second Class 
Mail/ 
Express 
4 
241.1 
232.4 
244.2 
333.3 
386.5 
4 3 4 . 7 * 
4 2 5 . 3 * 
4 2 8 . 7 * 
4 8 0 . 0 * 
4 7 1 . 3 * 
Indian Ra 
Ordinary 
5 
54.9 
50.0 
50.8 
56.4 
73.0 
78.3 
78.3 
84.8 
81.8 
81.7 
i lways, Min 
Total 
Sub-urbar 
6 
66.3 
69.5 
75.9 
101.9 
143.9 
171.2 
171.3 
177.3 
181.6 
176.9 
istry of Ri 
Total Non-
Suburban 
7 
68.8 
72.1 
78.5 
103.9 
147.6 
178.1 
178.0 
184.2 
190.5 
187.7 
j j iways (Raih 
Grand 
Total 
8 
51.8 
48.7 
48.6 
57.7 
76.6 
86.0 
87.4 
91.6 
93.9 
94.6 
/vay Boarc 
Government of India, New Delhi. 
Note : *Also include sleeper class. 
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Table No. 2.1 (d) 
Proportion of Number of Passengers in Total Traffic 
(In Percentage) 
Years 
1 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-2000 
2000-01 
Source: Year 
Suburban 
(all classes) 
2 
32.09 
42.66 
50.14 
55.36 
58.55 
62.08 
61.10 
60.49 
60.44 
59.20 
Book 2000-
Upper 
Class 
3 
1.95 
0.94 
0.66 
0.30 
0.49 
0.65 
0.67 
0.68 
0.83 
0.83 
0 1 , (ndian 
Non-su 
Seconc 
Mail/ 
Express 
4 
4.05 
6.02 
6.38 
7.20 
9.25 
9.70* 
10.26* 
10.45* 
9.71* 
9.77* 
Railways, IV 
lurban 
Class 
Ordinary 
5 
61.92 
50.38 
42.82 
37.14 
31.70 
27.57 
27.97 
28.38 
29.03 
30.21 
inistry of F 
Total Non-
Suburban 
6 
67.91 
57.34 
49.86 
44.64 
41.45 
37.92 
38.90 
39.51 
39.56 
40.80 
Railways (Raih 
Grand 
Total 
7 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
A/ay Board) 
Government of India, New Delhi. 
Note * include Sleeper Class. 
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Table No. 2.1 (e) 
Proportion of Passenger Kilometers in Total Traffic 
(In Percentage) 
Years 
1 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-2000 
2000-01 
Suburban (all 
classes) 
2 
9.85 
15.15 
19.46 
19.70 
20.15 
21.44 
20.75 
20.50 
19.75 
19.45 
Upper Class 
3 
5.70 
4.45 
3.72 
2.46 
2.95 
4.36 
4.31 
4.27 
5.34 
5.73 
Non-suburban 
Second Class 
Mali/Exp. 1 Ordinary 
4 
18.85 
28.65 
32.05 
41.58 
46.70 
4 9 . 1 1 * 
49 .90* 
48 .94* 
49 .64* 
48 .70* 
5 
65.61 
51.75 
44.77 
36.26 
30.21 
25.09 
23.04 
26.29 
25.27 
26.10 
Total 
Non-
Suburban 
6 
90.15 
84.85 
80.54 
80.30 
79.85 
78.56 
79.25 
79.50 
80.25 
80.55 
Grand 
Total 
7 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
Source: Year Book 2000-01 , Indian Railways, 
Government of India, New Delhi. 
Note: * Include Sleeper Class also. 
Ministry of Railways (Railway Board), 
Table No. 2.1(b) shows that the passenger kilometers In 
1950-51 were 66517 million, which were increased upto 295644 million 
during the year 1990-91. There is a gradual increase in the number of 
passenger kilometers since independence. In 2000-01, the total number 
of passenger kilometers were 457022 million. Average lead has also 
increased from 51.8 kilometers in 1950-51 to 76.6 kilometers during 
1990-91. In 2000-01 average lead was 94.6 kilometers which is shown 
in table 2.1(c). Table 2.1 (d) shows the proportion of number of 
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passengers in suburban class in 1950-51 it was 32,09 percent while in 
upper class it was 1.95 percent. In non-suburban second class in 1950-
5 1 , the proportion of passengers in mail/express train was 4.05 percent, 
in ordinary class it was 61.92 percent and the proportion of total non-
suburban class was 67.91 percent. There was an increase in the number 
of passengers in suburban class (all classes) in 2000-01 when this 
percentage increased from 32.09 percent to 59.20 percent while the 
share of upper class was reduced from 1.95 percent to 0.83 percent 
during 1950-51 to 2000-01. The percentage of total non-suburban 
passengers carried by railways in 1950-51 was 67.91 percent but this 
was reduced to 40.8 percent in 2000-01. 
The proportion of passenger kilometers in total traffic carried 
by Indian Railways in 1950-51 was 9.85 percent in suburban (all classes), 
5.70 percent in upper class, 18.85 percent in non-suburban class in 
mail/express and 65.61 percent in ordinary trains. The total of non-
suburban class was 90.15 percent, while the proportion of passenger 
kilometers, in 2000-01, in suburban class was increased upto 19.45 
percent. The share of upper class was increased from 5.70 percent in 
1950-51 to 5.73 percent in 2000-01. The number of passenger 
kilometers increased from 18.85 percent to 48.70 percent in 2000-01 
while the proportion of passenger kilometers in ordinary trains was 
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reduced upto 26.10 percent in 2000-01 from 65.61 percent in 1950-51. 
The total non-suburban passenger kilometers also reduced from 90.15 
percent in 1950-51 to 80.55 percent in 2000-01 as shown in table 
2.1(e). 
The passenger fare structure on the Indian Railways is based 
on the system of uniform passenger fares for the whole country 
irrespective of the gauge or traction. The only exception is that in certain 
hilly sections, fare is recovered on inflated distance for fare charge as an 
exception to the general rule.^ Passengers earnings in railways, however, 
have a little share in the traffic earnings. Passengers revenues are just like 
the recovery of passengers services which are provided by Indian 
Railways. The extent of passengers earnings are not as much as in 
respect of freight traffic. The bulk of passenger earnings on Indian 
Railways {88 percent) come from third class passengers. The projections 
made from past trends are fairly reliable and have generally indicated an 
annual increase of three to four percent in passenger traffic^. Table No. 
2.2 shows passenger earnings of Indian Railways during 1950-51 to 
2002-03. 
' Saxena, R.N. "Rail Transport Pricing in India", Meeranjani Publications, New 
Delhi, 1985., p. 195. 
^ Khosia, G.S., Railway Management in India" Op.Cit., p. 103. 
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Table No. 2.2 
Passenger Earnings 
(Rupees in crores) 
Year 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-2000 
2000-01 (BE) 
2001-02(RE) 
2001-02 (BE) 
2002-03(BE) 
Gross Traffic 
Receipts 
263.00 
456.80 
1006.69 
2624.02 
12096.49 
13729.74 
15688.44 
17946.02 
20100.99 
22417.85 
24319.41 
28589.03 
29619.46 
32938.81 
34880.48 
39939.00 
37720.00 
41538.00 
Passenger 
Earnings 
98.2 
131.6 
295.5 
827.5 
3144.7 
3681.6 
4311.2 
4891.2 
5458.8 
6113.0 
6633.2 
7573.2 
8550.0 
9581.1 
10515.1 
11387.0 
11400.0 
13450.0 
Percentage of Passenger 
Earnings to Gross Traffic 
Receipts 
37.34 
28.81 
29.35 
31.54 
26.00 
26.81 
27.48 
27.26 
27.16 
27.27 
27.28 
26.49 
28.87 
29.09 
30.15 
28.51 
30.22 
32.38 
Source: Compiled by various. Annual Report and Accounts of Indian Railways, 
Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) Government of India, New Delhi. 
The table shows that the earnings of Indian Railways by its 
passengers were Rs. 98.2 crores in 1950-51. This was increased upto 
Rs. 3144.7 crores in 1990-91, Rs.3681.6 crores in 1991-92, Rs. 
4311.2 crores in 1992-93, Rs. 4891.2 crores in 1993-94, Rs. 5458.8 
crores in 1994-95, Rs. 6113.0 crores in 1995-96, Rs. 6633.2 crores 
ni 
in 1996-97, Rs.7573.2 crores in 1997-98, Rs. 8550.0 crores in 1998-
99, Rs. 9581.1 crores in 1999-2000 and Rs. 10515.1 crores in 2000-
0 1 . In 2002-03, it was estimated that the Indian Railways will get 
revenue of Rs. 13,450.00 crores from the services provided to its 
passengers. The gross traffic receipts were of Rs, 263.00 crores in 
1950-51, which was increased upto Rs. 34,880.48 crores in 2000-01. 
The percentage of passenger earnings to Gross Traffic Receipts was 
37.34 in 1950-51, which was reduced to 30.15 in 2000-01 . But it 
was estimated that for the year 2002-03 the percentage of passenger 
earnings to G.T.R. {Gross Traffic Receipts), will be 32.38 percent. 
Passenger earn'tngs \n 2000-01 were Rs. 10,483.16 crores {including 
Rs.31.90 crores earned by Metro Railways, Kolkata). This was Rs. 
938.54 crores more than the earnings in 1999-2000. Suburban traffic 
contributed 10.41 percent of the total earnings. The remaining 89.59 
percent came from non-suburban passengers. Passengers' earnings 
from second and sleeper class main/express long distance passengers 
comprised 52.71 percent of the entire passengers earningsV 
The most important source of revenue to the Indian 
Railways is the freight transport. Indian Railways play an Important role 
"Year Book' 2000-01, Indian Railways, Op.Cit., pp.44-95. 
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in freight transport moving 1.2 million tones of freight every day. 
Freight transport is a major business for the railways. It accounts, for 
nearly 70 percent of the total revenues. 
Ensuring adequate and efficient transportation of goods by 
rail is vital for the industrial and economic progress of the country. 
Though, the share of freight traffic carried by rail as compared to by 
road has come down In the past, it Is Important that In future the 
railways will play a more dominant role in meeting the transportation 
needs of the country,^ In the four decades, since independence, there 
has been a phenomenal increase in the freight traffic.^ Railways now-a-
days meet approximately 40 percent of the national freight transport 
needs, a share that has been failing continuously over the past 50 
years because of the stiff completion with road transport. Moreover, 
the growth in freight traffic has been modest in the 1990s. 
The customers of freight transport service typically want 
high reliability of service with an assurance that the goods will be 
picked up and delivered according to time frame as indicated. They 
also require that the transport mode should be safe and their goods 
' Pal Vinod, "Indian Railways Transportation Management", Bahri Brothers, 
742, Lajpatrai Market, Delhi-"? 10006, 1998, p. 140. 
^ Jain, J.K. "Transport Economics", Chaitanaya Publishing house, Allahabad, 
1987. p.78. 
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should be protected against damage, loss or theft. Railways provide 
safe and cheap services by transportation of goods and services from 
one place to another. 
The freight business in railways can be segmented into 
bulk commodities and other cargo. Bulk commodities typically travel 
long leads making them ideally suited for rail transportation. The share 
of these in the railways freight business has been increased in recent 
times and currently they account for 95 percent of the freight revenue. 
In recent years, Indian Railways have concentrated on commodities 
that can provide train loads rather than wagon loads. Consequently, 
the share of bulk commodities has increased. Most of these 
commodities are shipped by public sector entities. Indian Railways has 
therefore, increasingly become the in-house carrier for public sector 
entities engaged in the transportation of bulk goods. Indian Railways 
thus, have permanently become a bulk freight carrier. It is now the 
main provider of the transportation for eight commodities, coal, raw 
materials for steel plants, finished steel, iron ore for export, cement, 
food, fertilisers and Petroleum Oil Lubricants products. This was not 
always the case. As recently as 30 years ego, more than 3 percent of 
the freight carried by Indian Railways consisted of commodities other 
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than these eight. The current pattern of data reporting by the Indian 
Railways provides individual traffic and revenue data for each of these 
eight commodities, while all other freight traffic is aggregated into the 
residual category of other commodities. Other commodities were more 
profitable with 32 percent of traffic volume generating almost 39 
percent of freight revenue 30 years ago. 
The changing structure of the freight traffic over the last 
three decades reflecting the physical volume of traffic and revenues 
shows the continuing movement of Indian Railways towards bulk 
commodities. Coal is the most important commodity carried by the 
railways now accounting for more than 40 percent of the total freight 
traffic. This high rate of growth has seen the share of coal increase 
from less than 30 percent to about 45 percent over a 30-year period. 
A striking feature of the changing patterns of Indian Railways in freight 
traffic \s the drop In the share of other commodities from about 40 
percent at the end of the 1960s to below 15 percent by the end of the 
1990s. 
With respect to the trends in freight traffic, the observation 
that other commodities have become less Important in total traffic 
volumes as well of revenues are important. It underscores the fact that 
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in a business line in which Indian Railways open competition from 
other modes, it has witnessed a significant decline in market share, 
reflecting its competitive weakness. Its core strength in the 
transportation of bulk commodities is also under threat, judging from 
the fact that many commodities such as cement and steel, whose 
production and consumption has increased significantly over the 
period, appear to be using^ Indian Railways services to a lesser and 
lesser degree. As new investment in some of these commodities is 
taking place in the private sector, which is more cost and quality 
conscious, Indian Railways losing even this bulk goods traffic to road 
transport. For example, data complied by the Cement Manufacturers 
Association indicate that Indian Railways has fallen in share of total 
cement transportation from a virtual monopoly around 80 percent three 
decades ago to about 40 percent today, with much of that decline 
coming in the last two decades. 
Indian Railway is not only losing its competitive strength In 
its traditional bulk transportation activities, but it also appears to be 
losing Its traditional cost advantage over long haulage traffic. The 
Poulose Committee Report, submitted in 1995 indicated that the Indian 
' The Indian Railways Report - The Main Report, Part I, Vol. II, Op.Clt., 
pp.65-66. 
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Railways in competitiveness with respect to distance had slid from an 
absolute advantage over road freight for distance over 250 kilometers 
to an advantage on distances above 750 kilometers. In other words, 
Indian Railways is steadily losing traffic to roads in the range between 
250 kms. and 700 kmsJ The revenue from freight transport although 
has been increasing since independence it has also been decreasing in 
comparison of road transport. Table No. 2.3 shows the clear picture of 
freight revenues received by Indian Railways. 
Ibid, p.66. 
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Table No. 2.3 (a) 
Revenue Earnings Freight Traffic 
Year 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-
2000 
2000-
2001 
Tonnes 
(In Millions) 
73.2 
119.8 
167.9 
195.9 
318.40 
337.98 
350.05 
358.72 
364.96 
390.69 
409.02 
429.38 
420.92 
456.42 
473.50 
Index 
(1950-
51 = 100) 
100.0 
163.7 
229.4 
267.6 
435.0 
461.7 
478.2 
490.1 
498.6 
533.7 
558.8 
586.6 
575.0 
623.5 
646.9 
Net Tonne 
Kms. 
(Millions) 
37565 
72333 
110696 
147652 
235785 
250238 
252388 
252411 
249564 
270489 
277567 
284249 
281513 
305201 
312371 
Index 
1950-
50=100 
100.0 
192.6 
294.7 
393.1 
627.7 
666.1 
671.9 
671.9 
664.4 
720.1 
738.9 
756.7 
749.4 
812.5 
831.5 
Lead 
(kms.) 
513 
603 
659 
754 
741 
740 
720 
704 
684 
692 
679 
662 
669 
669 
660 
Index 
(1950-
51=100) 
100.00 
117.6 
128.5 
147.0 
144.4 
144.2 
140.5 
137.2 
133.3 
134.9 
132.4 
129.0 
130.4 
130.4 
128.7 
Source: Compiled by various Annual Report and Accounts of Indian Railways, 
Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) Government of India, New Delhi. 
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Table No. 2.3 (b) 
Freight Earnings 
(Rupees in Crores) 
Years 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-2000 
2000-2001 
2001-02 (BE) 
2001-02(RE) 
2002.03(BE) 
Gross Traffic 
Receipts 
263.00 
456.80 
1006.69 
2624.02 
12096.49 
13729.74 
15688.44 
17946.02 
20100.99 
22417.85 
24319.41 
28589.03 
29619.46 
32938.81 
34880.48 
39939.00 
37720.00 
41538.00 
Freight Earnings 
139.3 
280.5 
600.7 
1550.9 
8247.0 
9293.1 
10663.8 
12275.5 
13423.6 
#15290.4 
#16668.2 
#19866.4 
#19960.4 
#22060.1 
#23305.1 
#25235.00 
#24610.00 
#26118.00 
Percentage of Freight 
Earnings of Gross Traffic 
Receipts 
52.97 
61.41 
59.67 
59.09 
68.18 
67.69 
67.97 
68.40 
66.78 
68.21 
68.54 
69.49 
67.39 
66.97 
66.81 
63.18 
65.24 
62.88 
Source: Compiled by various Annual Report and Accounts of Indian Railways, 
Ministry of Railways (Railway Board), Government of India, New 
Delhi. 
Note : # makes include earnings from demurrage, wharfage etc. 
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Table No. 2.3 (c) 
Statement of Tonnes Originating, Net Tonne Kilometers 
and Earnings from Bulk Commodities in 1999-2000 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1 1 . 
Commodity 
Group 
Coal 
^oodgrains 
ron & steel 
ron Ore & 
other Ore 
Cement 
=»0L (Mineral 
Oil) 
fertilizers 
[Chemical 
•nanures) 
-imestone & 
io la mite 
Stonesdnclude 
gypsum) other 
than marble 
Salt 
Sugar 
Total 
Commodities 
other than 
above 
Grand Total 
Tonne Originated 
In 
millions 
209.96 
31.14 
14.12 
53.19 
43.62 
34.26 
31.13 
8.80 
6.38 
4.54 
2.02 
439.16 
17.26 
456.42 
%age 
Total 
46.00 
6.82 
3.09 
11.65 
9.56 
7.51 
6.82 
1.93 
1.40 
1.00 
0.44 
96.22 
3.78 
100.00 
Net Tonne Kms. 
In 
millions 
126771 
38180 
13746 
19935 
24774 
18650 
25584 
5400 
3314 
6665 
2994 
286013 
19188 
305201 
%age 
Total 
41.54 
12.51 
4.50 
6.53 
8.12 
6.11 
8.38 
1.77 
1.09 
2.18 
0.98 
93.71 
6.29 
100.00 
Earnings 
Rs. in 
Crores 
9929.82 
1593.78 
1440.18 
1412.42 
1947.71 
2473.32 
1052.26 
354.39 
205.28 
183.23 
159.51 
20751.90 
1003.09 
21754.99 
%age 
Total 
45.64 
7.33 
6.62 
6.49 
8.95 
11.37 
4.84 
1.63 
0.95 
0.84 
0.73 
95.39 
4.61 
100.00 
Source: Year Book 1999-2000, Indian Railways, Ministry of Railways (Railway 
Board) Government of India, New Delhi. 
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Table No. 2.3 (d) 
Statement of Tonnes Originating Net Tonne Kilometers 
and Earnings from Bulk Commodities in 2000-01 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 . 
Commodity 
Group 
3oal 
-oodgrains 
ron & steel 
ron Ore & 
Dther Ore 
Cement 
POL (Mineral 
Oil) 
-ertilizers 
Chemical 
manures) 
-imestone & 
dolamite 
Stonesdnclude 
gypsum) other 
than marble 
Salt 
Sugar 
Total 
Commodities 
other than 
above 
Grand Total 
Tonne Originated 
In 
millions 
223.69 
26.65 
13.98 
61.26 
42.90 
36.18 
27.01 
9.17 
6.04 
4.87 
2.57 
454.32 
19.18 
473.50 
%age 
Total 
47.24 
5.63 
2.95 
12.94 
9.06 
7.64 
5.71 
1.94 
1.27 
1.03 
0.54 
95.95 
4.05 
100.00 
Net Torme Kms. 
In 
millions 
133444 
33096 
13222 
24166 
24915 
19873 
22997 
5316 
2757 
6828 
4071 
290685 
21686 
312371 
%age 
Total 
42.72 
10.60 
4.23 
7.74 
7.98 
6.36 
7.36 
1.70 
0.88 
2.19 
1.30 
93.06 
6.94 
100.00 
Earnings 
Rs. in 
Crores 
10552.16 
1467.50 
1398.89 
1748.56 
1994.38 
2663.26 
1150.79 
353.64 
186.561 
191.97 
205.15 
21912.36 
1133.05 
23045.41 
%age 
Total 
45.79 
6.37 
6.07 
7.59 
8.65 
11.56 
4.99 
1.53 
0.81 
0.83 
"0.89 
95.08 
4.92 
100.00 
Source: Year Book 2000-2001, Indian Railways, 
Board) Government of India, New Delhi. 
Ministry of Railways (Railway 
Table No. 2.3 presents the freight revenues of railways. 
Since independence, there has been a phenomenal growth in the freight 
traffic from 73.2 million tonnes of freight in 1950-51 to 473.50 miilion 
tonnes in 2000-01. In 2000-2001, the total earnings from freight were 
Rs. 23,305.1 crores. However, the earnings from passenger traffic wt5a 
Rs. 10515.1 crores during the same period. The traffic earnings have 
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been constituting 66.81 percent of the Gross Traffic Receipts of the 
railways. Freight earning has increased since independence. The goods 
earnings for 2002-03 have been placed at Rs. 26118.00 crores assuming 
an additional 21 million tonnes originating revenue earnings, freight traffic 
over the 489 million tonnes adopted In the revised estimates for 2001-02 
and anticipating additional earnings of Rs.450 crores on account of the 
proposed nationalisation of the freight structure. In 1950-51, the freight 
earning was Rs. 139.3 crores. It has marked an increase of Rs. 23165.8 
crores in 2000-2001 when the freight earning was Rs.23305.1 crores. 
In the earnings from the movement of bulk goods which 
increased appreciably, coal has consolidated its position as the single 
largest revenue source for the Indian Railways over the years during 
1999-2000, the earnings from coal were Rs.9929.82 crores as against 
total freight earning (having 45.64 percent to freight earnings). During 
2000-01, the earning from coal was Rs. 10552.16 crores as against the 
total freight earnings of Rs.23045.41 crores. 
The railways have lost the traffic in non-bulk goods to the 
roadways. Road Transport tends to be more flexible in terms of routes, 
containers, destination and pricing. However to combat this threat, the 
railways have introduced a number of schemes intended to wean back 
the traffic from roadways such as the domestic container service, freight 
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forward scheme, quick transit service and speed link express etc. These 
have also introduced door to door services for domestic users and 
international transport in international standard organisation Container, 
new trains connecting Delhi w i th Mumbai and Chennai ports for the 
movement of export containers on scheduled t ime, ' own your wagon ' 
scheme for private investment, single windows booking system, 
simplification of rules for supply of wagons, freight rebate on wagons in 
the empty, f low direction and closure of yards to facil itate faster 
movement of goods.^ 
With 
industrialisation is undergoing a significant change w i th production 
centres coming closer to the source of raw materials or consumption 
centres. The average distances over which some of the major 
commodities are moved by rail have been gradually declining and railways 
have to take various measure to capture short lead traff ic. In the Railway 
Budget 1999-2000, freight concession of 25 percent was granted to 
traffic booked for distances upto 50 kilometers as the minimum distance 
for charge is 100 kilometers. This measure has shown positive results 
and generated additional revenue to the railways. It is now proposed to 
the liberalisation of Indian economy, the pattern of 
' Report of the Steering Committee on Indian Model linkage and programmes 
and approach to 9* plan. Transport Division, Planning Commission, Govt, of 
India, New Delhi, March 1997, p. 16. 
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rationalise the charging of freight for all traffic booked upto 100 
kilometers through a scheme of graded concessions. Under this scheme 
50 percent freight concession will be allowed for traffic booked upto 50 
kilometers followed by 25 percent concession from 51 kilometers to 75 
kilometers and 10 percent concession from 76 kilometers to 90 
kilometers'. In the proposed rationalisation, the freight rate per tonne per 
kilometer for these distance slabs would be exactly the same. The rail 
users have an option to pay freight charges either at the time of booking 
or at the time of deliver at destination station. If the freight is not paid at 
the time of booking, a 'to-pay' surcharge of 10 percent on norma/ freight 
is levied for ail commodities other than coal. In the case of coal traffic, 15 
percent 'to-pay' surcharge is levied. The rail users consider this 
surcharge excessive. Therefore, In current year's budget (2003-04), it is 
proposed to reduced the 'to-pay' surcharge from 15 percent to 10 
percent for coal and 10 percent to 5 percent for ail other commodities. 
As railway manufactures and sells transport, its sale of 
transport is effected through the agency of thousands of stations spread 
over the entire railway system. Station Master, thus, in the capacity of 
Agency Manager, must submit his accounts to the head office. This is 
done through the monthly balance sheet which shows the financra/ 
The Economics Times, Thursday, February 27 2003, New Delhi, p. g 
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transactions, arise at the station for which he is accountable to the 
railway administration. Further, It serves the purpose of a basic document 
for Incorporation of the transactions In railway accounts. The station 
balance sheet is the personal accounts of a station master and is prepared 
separately for coaching and goods transactions monthly. On the debit 
side of the account, the Items of earnings (for the accounting of which he 
is responsible) are shown as classified under various categories of traffic. 
On the credit side, the amounts remitted by the Station Master to the 
cashier are shown and acknowledged by the latter, whether in "cash" or 
"vouchers" and other special items by which the Station Master clears his 
liability. The balance represents unrealised earnings at the close of the 
month for the collection of which the Station Master is responsible and 
this forms the first liability In the balance-sheet of the following month".' 
Railway also makes the statement of its Gross Traffic Receipts during the 
year. Table No.2.4 shows the statement of Gross Traffic Receipts of 
Indian Railways during 1981-82 to 2002-03. 
' Nanda, R.R. "Railway Accounts and Administration" Bahri Brothers, 
Publishers, 742, Lajpatrai Market, Delhi-110006, 1987, p.853. 
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Table 2.4 shows the earnings of Indian Railways from 
passengersA i h e total earnings of Indian Railways in an accounting 
period irrespective of whether the earnings have been realised or not. 
Gross Traffic Earnings include all earnings from passenger traffic, 
goods traffic, parcels, luggage and other miscellaneous sources of 
revenue. As per the table, the gross earnings of Indian Railways are 
rising continuously sinceAlong time. The gross earnings which were Rs. 
3538.24 crores in 1981-82 have increased upto Rs. 34880.48 crores 
in the year 2000-01. Both the coaching earnings and goods earnings 
"Wv .^ increasing trends. The coaching earnings were Rs. 1117.34 
crores in 1980-82, the proportion of passenger earnings was Rs. 
988.56 crores and remaining amount cajne from the other coaching 
earnings. During the same year, there were Rs. 2357.14 crores ccyne 
from goods traffic and a little amount of Rs. 9295 crores cdjne from 
the other miscellaneous earnings. Since then, the earnings of Indian 
Railway are raising continuously. During 1990-91, the passenger 
earnings were Rs. 3147.50 crores and other coaching earnings were 
Rs. 336.38 crores and the goods earnings were Rs. 8407.87 
crores. In the year 2000-01, the coaching earnings were Rs. 11279.23 
crores, the proportion of passenger earnings Moj nearly 93.23 percent 
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with Rs. 10515.07 crores and the other coaching earnings JUJojg 6.77 
percent with Rs. 764.16 crores. The goods earnings were Rs. 
23305.10 crores and other miscellaneous earnings were Rs. 703.25 
crores during 2000-01. 
The budget estimates, during 2002-03, for gross total 
earnings were Rs. 41488.00 crores which were Rs. 3718.00 crores 
more than the revised estimate of 2001-02. The passenger earnings 
for 2002-03 have been estimated at Rs. 13450.00 crores based upon 
an anticipated growth of suburban and non-suburban passenger traffic. 
Taking into account the trend of actual earnings during the course of 
the year 2001-02, the revised estimates of earnings from other 
coaching traffic Is fixed at Rs. 860.00 crores, Rs. 10.00 crores more 
than the budget estimates for the year. Other coaching earnings for 
2002-03 are estimated at Rs. 920.00 crores, Rs. 60.00 crores above 
the revised estimates of 2001-02. The revised traffic output Is 
estimated to fetch an earning of Rs. 24610.00 crores which Is Rs. 
625.00 crores less than the budget estimates of Rs. 25235.00 crores 
during 2001-02. The goods earnings for 2002-03 have been placed at 
Rs. 26118.00 crores as budget estimates. 
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In conclusion we can say that the overall freight and 
passenger traffic carried by railways has increased substantially over 
the years, but it is unfortunate that the considerable quantum of 
freight and passenger traffic has been diverted to road transport. This 
is not a good ^|_Lgrml for railways as these are much more energy 
efficient mode of transport. So as the railways revenues are 
concerned, they have certainly increased. The main factors which are 
responsible for this are increased in traffic and increase in rates and 
fares. The railways could not attract that much of traffic as they 
should have done. The increaseiitraffic has gone in an increased ratio 
to the mechanized road transport due to its greater flexibility, cheaper 
rates and better and quick services as compared to railways. The 
operating efficiency of the railways could not be improved to the 
desired extent. Hence the railway earnings could not increase as were 
expected. There is a great leakage in railway revenues due to ticketless 
traveling, pilferage, corruption and other malpractices. The increases in 
rates and fares almost every year is also not justified as it affects the 
welfare of public, increases the prices of commodities and causes 
various hardships. The railways therefore, should recommence 
manufacture of parcel vans with a view to increase parcel traffic. 
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running of special parcel trains between important stations and trading 
centjios In which some space will be available on lease and Increase 
minimum penalty for ticketless travelling. It should also utilize the air 
space above newly re-built railway stations for commercial purposes. 
As an addition to the study of earnings of Indian Railways, the next 
chapter of this thesis will focus on the working expenditures of Indian 
Railways so that a comparison Is made between earnings and 
expenditures of Indian Railways. 
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Chapter Four 
Working Expenditures of 
Indian Railways 
CHAPTER-IV 
WORKING EXPENDITURES OF INDIAN RAILWAYS 
In the preceding chapter a discussion was made on 
"Revenue Earnings of Indian Railways". The earnings are essential 
requirements to meet the working expenditures of railways. The 
earnings come from many sources i.e. coaching earnings, goods 
earnings and other miscellaneous earnings. However, the goods 
earnings have a major portion in total earnings of Indian Railways 
because freight traffic play an important and a vital role in growth of 
railway business. The present chapter will discuss the working 
expenditures of Indian Railways. There are two kinds of railway 
expenditures i.e. Railway Capital or Capital expenditure and Railway 
working or operating expenditure. A huge amount of capital is required 
for railways to meet several Items of expenditure. The capital 
investment is an unending process to meet the growing requirements 
of railway because it has unlimited public needs. Moreover, the nature 
of capital expenditure and revenue expenditure . alike^ so it is very 
necessary to distinguish between the two. Capital could be compared 
to the trees in an orchard, while income can be compared to the fruit. 
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and just as the trees have to be tended to keep them in good 
condition, and eventually have to be replaced when they grow too old, 
so capital has to be maintained and renewed from time to tlme.^ The 
capital invested to start the railway services is the initial expenditure 
and called capital expenditure while expenditure incurred later on to 
keep the railway in working order is a revenue expenditure. The 
railways capital expenditures are preliminary expenses, construction of 
railway buildings, tracks, expenses on land purchase, expenses on 
purchasing rolling stock and expenses on making purchases of other 
properties. The revenue expenditure meet out of revenue receipts of 
railways. 
All of these expenditures made for running the railway 
service and its maintenance are included in the working expendituresof 
railways. The annual expenditure is the money disbursed out of 
earnings to meet the recurrent charges for working and maintaining the 
railways. The spending on capital accounts have to incur a handsome 
money annually on a number of Items such as maintenance of way and 
works, repairs and renewals of locomotives, coaches and wagons, 
running of locomotives and trains, soliciting traffic, administration. 
Jain, J.K., "Transport Economics", Chaitanaya Publishing House, Allahabad, 
1990. p. 94 . 
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security and management, rates and taxes, compensation to be paid to 
employees, passengers and for damage and loss of goods, legal and 
insurance charges, wages, salaries, electricity, water, stationery, audit 
and accounts and so onJ All these expenditures are the working 
expenditures or operating expenditures The working expenditures of 
railways are also known as revenue, operating or annual expenditures-
The term working expenditure embraces the whole of railway's 
expenses, a part from capital expenditure, and not merely the 
expenses of moving the traffic". ^ 
The railway network in India was, therefore not motivated 
by the social and economic needs of the country. The first railway line 
was built to facilitate military movement, for the defence of the sub-
continent, and the export of the raw materials from India to England to 
feed British industry. The heavy expenditure was involved in the 
expansion of railways in India, regardless of the needs of Indian 
economy. The Government of India started implementing the policy of 
constructing and managing railway lines on its own. 
A large amount of money wei;^ spent on doubling the 
track, rebuilding of the bridges, covering platforms or building new 
' Ibid, p.99, 
^ Bolland W. Railways and the Nation, 1909 - p.30. 
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ones etc. The ordinary working expenses are considered under a 
number of demands, such as, administration, repairs and maintenance, 
operating (staff), operating (fuel), operating {other than staff and fuel), 
labour welfare and miscellaneous expenses. The expenditure on works 
is distributed to capital. Depreciation Reserve Fund, Development Fund 
and Open Line Works (Revenue) depending upon the source from 
which it is financed. The budget provides for appropriation from 
revenue to these funds and also to the Railway Pension Fund, created 
in 1966, for meeting the pension liability, from year to year, of railway 
staff. Appropriation to this fund are quite heavy. The sum total of 
contribution to these funds and the ordinary working expenses is 
deducted from the gross traffic receipts, out to arrive at the net traffic 
receipts, out of which allocation is made for Open Line Works 
(Revenue). The yield is not revenue, the first change on which is 
payment of dividend to general revenues, after which emerges the final 
A, picture of profit or deficit. A heavy annual amount'^ incurred on 
operating expenses. 
The largest single item in railway expenditure is the cost of 
actual running, excluding contribution to the depreciation fund. The 
working expenses include the maintenance of structural works and of 
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locomotives and rolling stock, and all expenses of the traffic and 
general department. There has probably been no single item of railway 
policy that has come in for so much of criticism as railway 
expenditure. 
The working expenditure^ are those which help in moving 
trains and maintenance of ways and works, all those which are not in 
the nature of capital expenditure like - expenditure on repairs and 
renewals of locomotives, wagons and coaches, general expenses on 
administration and management, rates and taxes, compensation, 
insurance, salaries, wages, stationary, audit, accounts etc. The nature 
of capital expenditure having different five heads such as - preliminary 
expenses, expenses on land purchase, expenses on construction of 
railway buildings and tracks, expenses on purchasing rolling stocks, 
and expenses on purchasing miscellaneous properties.^ 
The working expenses also include the pension and the 
dividend payable on the capital invested by the Central Government in 
railway. The Internal generation of funds has come under several 
pressure after the implementation of the recommendations of the Fifth 
Central Pay Commission. The support from the Government is in the 
Jain, J.K., "Transport Economics", Op.Cit. pp.94-95, 
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form of capital from general exchequer which is used mainly for 
creating capital assets. The railways pay an annual dividend on the 
support from the Government. A parliamentary committee revises the 
rate of return payable to the Government from time to time. However, 
this return to the Government is significantly lower than the cost of 
market borrowings. The share of the budgetary support in the plan size 
has been coming down over the years from 75 percent during the Fifth 
Five Year Plan to 23 percent during the Eight Five Year Plan. The 
internal generation of resources and budgetary support are not 
adequate to fully meet the plan requirements so Indian Railway has 
been resourting to market borrowings. The borrowings are routed 
through the Indian Railway Finance Corporation, a subsidiary of the 
railways. The Indian Railway Finance Corporation was set up in 1986, 
as the primary borrowing agency on the behalf of the railways. The 
market rates of interests are payable on borrowings from Indian 
Railway Finance Corporation (IRFC). 
The rising employee costs, poor productivity and declining 
budgetary support have compounded the problem. Staff costs, which 
account for about 50 percent of the costs have been growing the 
fastest. The percentage is likely to increase even faster after the 
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implementation of the recommendations of the Fifth Pay Commission, 
The relatively low levels of employee productivity in the railways 
compound the problems of having a large workforce, when we 
comprise to the late 1980s, when budgetary support accounted for 40 
percent of the railways finances the figure decline to 18 percent In the 
mid nineties. 
Currently^ support from the government accounts for 
around 25 percent of the railways annual expenditure It is unlikely to 
increase beyond these level In future given the lack of funds with the 
government. To compensate for this decline, the railways have 
increased the share of Internal resources. As this source come under 
pressure In recent time dependence on market borrowing through 
Indian Railways Financial Corporation has grown. While the borrowings 
have bridge the shortfall In resources the rate of Interest payable on 
these Is high In comparison to the return earned by the railways. As a 
result proportion of interest/lease payments in the overall expenditure 
has been Increasing steadily. 
On the railway resources has also prevented adequate 
investment In track renewals and other safety related areas. The 
proportion of expenditure on repairs and maintenance has been 
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declining steadily over the years. The arrears of track renewals have 
grown from 3548 kilometers to 12260 kilometers over the last ten 
years. In addition to the requirements for new investment for 
modernisation and remunerative capacity expansion^ 4he railway now 
has considerable backlog of investment for track maintenance and 
repair. To arrest the steep decline in share and to improve the quality 
of its services, the railways need to Increase Investments in 
infrastructure. However, if the existing trends of increase in costs, 
uneconomical tariff setting and investments in unremunerative projects 
were to continue it would be impossible for the railways to generate 
funds Internally for these Investments.^ 
Most of the spending on rolling stock which makes up the 
largest single component of plan outlay 'involves railways' own 
production units that manufacture diese! and electric locomotives, 
passenger coaches and wagon components. The production units 
together employ 56000 railway staff and have a total production 
budget of Rs.3300 crore (2000-01). Barring small quantities that are 
exported from time to time, the production is wholly for railway needs. 
One of the factors influencing the number of rolling stock units 
The Indian Railways Report, Vol. II, Part-I, Ministry of Railways, Govt, of 
India, New Delhi, July 2 0 0 1 , p.23. 
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purchased each year through the plan is the available in-house 
manufacturing capacity. If enterprises are unable to receive a benefit of 
efficient transportation services provided by the railways they are 
forced to seek higher cost alternatives that may have unfavourable 
impact on profits and production levels. Unreliability of services can 
lead to under utilization of existing productive efficiency and output 
growth. Users are forced to invest in alternative transport modes -
buses and air services for passenger and tracking and air freight for 
freight users. 
The accounts of railways were separated from the 
government budget after the Acworth Committee Report in 1924. The 
intention was to separate these accounts so that the railways can be 
run on a commercial basis. At the time of the country independence, 
the railways Inherited a system that needed much rehabilitation after 
the strains of the war and immediate post war years. At a total route 
length of about 54000 kilometers, the network was fairly extensive, 
although its configuration was shaped largely to meet the commercial 
and strategic interests of the colonial power. The post-independence 
additions to totalling about 1000 kilometers form only 17 percent of 
the present route kilometers of Indian Railway, while additions to the 
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route length have been relatively small in the last five decades. The 
railway has invested heavily in doubling of trunk routes including most 
sectors of the so-called Golden Quadrilateral connecting the four 
largest metropolises: Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai and its 
diagonals. A large share of railway plan investments have also gone 
into adding new rolling stock, setting up captive units for production of 
locomotives, coaches and their components and electrifying high 
density sections. In the last decade considerable amounts have been 
deployed for converting an extensive metre gauge network and some 
narrow gauge sections into broad gauge. 
The railways total transportation output Is now about 6.5 
times what it was in 1950. The fleet of rolling stock has, however, 
grown over a range of only 2.0 to 2.5 times. Transport output has 
been raised through improved productivity per unit of assets, secured 
chiefly by newer technology and designs. Overall extension of the 
order achieved was made possible because of the priority that railway 
was consistently accorded in plan investments. The Fourth and Fifth 
Five Year Plans, Indian Railway has accounted for about half or more 
of public investments in the transport sector. The organisation could 
set apart a large share of internal resources for plan expenditure. The 
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Capital Fund was created in the Eight Plan, 'Indian Railways' internal 
resources for the plan were mainly channelled through the Depreciation 
Reserve Fund. This was mainly designed to meet the very considerable 
requirements for replacing over-aged assets and those prematurely 
worn-out through intensive use and poor maintenance practices. The 
Depreciation Reserve Fund has provided about a third of the resources 
required for plan spending throughout the period. Depreciation Reserve 
Fund resources are created by crediting it with amounts appropriated 
out of the revenue surplus the balance of revenued after meeting only 
the working expenses. The Capital Fund appropriations are made from 
a net surplus available to the railways after paying the dividend due to 
the government. 
The railway transport is capital Intensive and the cost of 
construction of a railway line even to branch line standard is much 
higher than that of roads, designed for few density of traffic. This 
costly asset must be utilised intensively in order to justify the capital 
investment. The economic unit for rail transport Is a unit train moving 
from point to point without having to stop and lose time at many 
locations on the way. The railway comprising a locomotive and its 
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trailing load is a very costly asset which must be utilised intensively in 
order to give adequate return on the capital. 
The railways spend a huge amount on traction of rail like 
fuel. Steam traction is on the way out on Indian Railways on account 
of its very high cost, low energy efficiency and excessive manpower 
requirement for operation and maintenance of locomotives steam 
traction is not suitable for present day requirement of moving heavy 
loads over long distances at a fast speed. Railways are expected to 
estimate steam traction from broad gauge by the end of 1995 and 
from meter gauge and narrow gauge by the end of the century, except 
for a few selected section where it is proposed to be retained as a 
tourist attraction. The alternative modes of traction available now are 
diesel and electric. Electric traction involves heavy capital investment 
on overhead traction equipment, sub-stations and provision of colour-
light signalling. The cost of maintenance of these assets is 
considerable. The cost of operation is lower as compared to diesel 
traction although this advantage has been diluted considerably on 
account of the very high tariff for electricity being charged by the 
State Electricity Boards from Railways, which is even higher than that 
for other industrial loads. 
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The traction is an essential and impactable factor for 
running the railways. The railways have to work under circumstances 
which are altogether different and they are required to carry a large 
volume of traffic at subsidised rates in line with government policy and 
in the best interest of the country. Inspite of these handicaps, Indian 
Railways not only fully meet their operating expenses and generate 
funds for replacement of their assets, but also give dividend on the 
capital invested on them by the union government. 
The operating ratio is the proportion of the total operating 
expenses to the gross revenues from operation. It is generally 
considered that this furnishes a good guide in normal times as to the 
efficiency of the management of a railway, showing whether and to 
what extent the business is handled economically.^ 
The restructuring of railways envisages a large sum of 
money is to be spent over a long period of time on capacity building to 
meet growing transportation demand and it is hoped that, gradually 
railways will achieve operational efficiency comparable to any world 
class railways. Operating expense of the strategic high growth 
scenario increase faster as variable cost increases in proportion to 
Jain, J.K., "Transport Economics" Op.Cit. p. 107, 
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volume of business. It should be noted that capital expenditure of the 
Strategic High Growth Scenario is substantially more than the Low 
Growth and the Medium Growth Scenario. It is not important that 
more money is being spent on capital expenditure but is the money 
spent giving rise to higher productivity. Operating ratios of the three 
scenarios show that under the business as usual case the operating 
ratio deteriorates quite rapidly from 93 to 102, which implies that 
railway spent more than one rupee to earn one rupee. Though it is not 
explicitly modelled deterioration in operating ratio is indicative that 
capital expenditure under the Low Growth Scenario is nothing but fire-
fighting on the operational front on a day-to-day basis. Railways under 
this scenario slides down day-by-day and becomes more inefficient as 
years pass by. 
The analysis of various capital and working expenses that 
the ratio of annual or working expenses in a railway undertaking Is 
very low. The capital expenses incurred on survey, land purchase, 
preparing rail-bed and laying railroads, construction of railway 
buildings, bridges and platforms etc., purchasing railway equipments 
and rolling stocks, involve a huge expenditure and in proportion to this 
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capital expenditure the annual operating expenses are very low J 
Under the Medium Growth Scenario there is good improvement in 
operating ratio but it is on the back of lower pension liability which 
railways have to meet year after year. Operating ratio in this case is 
comparable to the Strategic Growth Scenario in the first six or seven 
years and marginally lower after that. Under the strategic high growth 
scenario, operating ratio is worse than the medium growth case in the 
beginning, since the model calls for only 20 percent pension 
development on the government. However, performance gradually 
improve and then surpasses the medium growth operating ratio. This 
clearly indicates not only improved physical productivity but also the 
expected contribution of the capital expenditure to improved revenue, 
commensurate with better service provided to customers. 
Most of the railway expenditures capital or operating,Anot 
have any direct relation with the volume of traffic rather all expenditure 
is incurred in anticipation of the demand. As and when the demand for 
railway services increase, the full utilisation of the capacity may be 
made or vice-versa. Thus the capital invested in it is sunk for ever. 
However, Indian Railway is one of the few railways in the world to 
Samiuddin - Economics of Indian Railways, A.M.U. Press, Aligarh, 1987 
p.74. 
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produce any surplus at all on the operating account, but Its margin is 
very thin and have large elements of what is essentially fixed charged, 
thus making the surplus realised very sensitive to fluctuations in 
traffic. The costs of repairs are virtually fixed both in terms of staff 
costs and material costs. The table 3.1 shows the working expenditure 
of railways during 1951-52 to 2002-03. 
Table No.3.1 
Statement of Total Working Expenses of Indian Railways 
(Rupees in Crore) 
Years 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
Total Working 
Expenditure 
224.35 
218.17 
231.75 
236.09 
258.22 
279.27 
309.44 
321.44 
334.62 
358.24 
390.51 
429.52 
472.27 
528.11 
583.04 
639.25 
693.30 
741.93 
Gross Traffic 
Receipts 
290.82 
270.56 
274.29 
286.78 
316.29 
347.57 
379.78 
390.21 
422.33 
456.80 
500.50 
566.79 
632.21 
660.85 
733.57 
768.78 
818.14 
898.84 
%age of Worlcing Experience to Gross 
Traffic Receipts 
77.14 
80.64 
84.49 
82.32 
81.64 
80.35 
81.48 
82.38 
79.23 
78.42 
78.02 
75.78 
74.70 
79.91 
79.48 
83.15 
84.74 
82.54 
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1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978.79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-2000 
2000-2001 
2001-02(BE) 
2001-02(RE) 
2002-03(BE) 
790.02 
847.34 
911.85 
982.62 
1066.33 
1317.29 
1609.62 
1718.56 
1750.12 
1867.55 
2142.38 
2536.46 
3182.05 
3883.35 
4661.46 
5142.17 
5823.14 
6900.56 
7802.95 
8632.99 
9887.73 
11153.86 
12389.19 
13980.08 
15134.54 
16590.12 
18524.90 
21000.80 
25876.03 
27834.60 
30843.99 
34667.34 
38684.00 
36470.44 
39128.00 
951.28 
1006.69 
1096.59 
1162.42 
1137.89 
1408.19 
1767.01 
2036.11 
2123.42 
2151.04 
2337.84 
2624.02 
3538.24 
4376.21 
4986.24 
5358.77 
6428.14 
7505.66 
8435.25 
9259.29 
10739.41 
12096.49 
13729.74 
15688.44 
17946.02 
20100.99 
22417.85 
24319.41 
28589.03 
29619.46 
32938.81 
34880.48 
39939.00 
37720.00 
41538.00 
83.05 
84.17 
83.15 
84.53 
93.71 
93.54 
91.09 
84.40 
82.42 
86.82 
91.64 
96.66 
89.93 
88.74 
93.49 
95.96 
90.59 
91.94 
92.50 
93.24 
92.10 
92.21 
90.24 
89.11 
84.33 
82.53 
82.63 
86.35 
90.51 
93.97 
93.64 
99.39 
96.86 
96.69 
94.20 
Source: Compiled by various annual reports and 
Government of India, New Delhi. 
accounts, Indian Railways, 
Table 3.1 presents the performance of total work ing 
expenses of Indian Railways since 1951 -52 . It is revealed f rom the 
above table that the work ing expenses were increased over the years. 
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At the beginning, in 1951-52, the total working expenses were only 
Rs.224.35 crore, while during 1952-53 the total working expenses were 
218.17 crore. The total working expenses during 1952-53 were 
declined by Rs.6.18 crore against 1951-52. Moreover, the total working 
expenses were increased o\/eT the year. 
After independence, there was a great change in the 
economy of the country. The demand of infrastructure increased for the 
production of finished goods. The mode of rail transport, at that time 
not having broad scope, the industrialists faced many problems in 
meeting their demanded commodities. For the development of ^z. Coun5i^  
-give attention on the growth of railway transport. The government of 
lndia*responsible for meeting their general public demand. Therefore, the 
railways need huge amount of money for their development and 
expansion, and provide their facilities for both purpose viz. movement of 
loaded goods and travel the passengers from one place to another. The 
railways spent a huge amount from their gross traffic receipts on the 
running of the undertaking. The development of the Indian economy is 
not possible without the participation of railway transport system, the 
large number of commodities moved through the railways which are 
very necessary for the development of the economy. At the beginning. 
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the railways used steam traction but the time has been changed and the 
requirement of the hour^no change and improve the railway system 
So that, the railways used diesel and electric traction for running the 
transportation. The working expenses of Indian Railways were 
incremented after utilisation of diesel and electric traction. The total 
working expenses were^during 1990-91, Rs.11153.86 crore. However, 
during 1991-92 Rs. 12389.19 crore. During 1991-92, there was an 
increase of Rs.1235.53 crore. During 1999-2000, the total working 
expenses were Rs. 30843.99 crores while during 2000-2001 were 
Rs.34667.34 crore and an increase of Rs. 3823.35 crore as against the 
year 1999-2000. 
During 1951-52, the percentage of working expenses to 
gross traffic receipt was 77.14, while during 1990-91 this was 92.21 
and during 2000-01 this percentage was 99.39. The working expenses 
has grown up with the growth of gross traffic receipt. During 2001-02 
the working expenses were Rs.36470.44 crore while its budget 
estimates during 2002-03, Rs.39128.00 crore. The percentage of 
working expenses to Gross Traffic Receipts was revised in 2001-02 at 
96.69, however this percentage estimates at 94.20 during 2002-03. 
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In building a model of railway there are three critical 
parameters i.e. government support, capital expenditure and provision 
for unfunded liabilities like pension. The politicisation of setting of user 
charges and spreading of services has led to delinking of user charges 
with the cost of providing the services and inefficient investments. As 
railway finances are put back in order it will neither be politically feasible 
to increase user charges to reflect economic cost immediately nor would 
customers be willing to pay. It is decided that the government should 
provide a part of financing gap as preference capital at the same cost as 
the government provides assistance to railways, and also decided that 
40 percent of the financing gap would be an appropriation support for 
the reasons as to show the commitment of the government to the 
railways and to help in keeping the department service under control. 
The other two critical parameters as capital expenditure and 
development of pension liabilities, for capital expenditure two 
alternatives were suggested first, capital expenditure with 
unremunerative Investment and second, without the unremunerative 
investments. The unremunerative Investments include money spent on 
new lines, gauge conversion. Metropolitan Transport projects and a 
proportion of investments on doubling of lines and Railway 
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Electrification. For development of pension liability three alternatives 
were chosen. These projections of pension liabilities are based on the 
base year level of withdrawals from the Railway Pension Fund. This 
includes significant element of one-time arrears payments because 
several revisions in pension entitlements over last year three years and 
the added factor of freeze on retirement, owning to raising of retirement 
age to 60 years, exact quantum of arrears could not be worked out 
ordinary working expenditures, contribution to Reserve Funds, dividend 
payment to General Revenues and excess/shortfall of Indian Railways 
from 1996-97 to 2002-03. 
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Table No.3.2 
Statement Showing the Total Ordinary Working Expenditures, 
Contribution to Reserve Funds, Dividend Payment to General 
Revenues and Excess/Shortfall of Indian Government Railways 
(Rs. in Crores) 
Particulars 
WORKING EXPENSES 
Ordinary Worlcing Expenses 
1. General Superintendence and 
Services on Railways 
2. Repairs and Maintenance of 
Permanent Way and Worlcs. 
3. Repairs and Maintenance of 
Motive Power 
4 . Repairs and Maintenance of 
Carriage and Wagons. 
5. Repairs and Maintenance of 
Plant and Equipment 
6. Operating Expenses - Rolling 
Steele and Equipment. 
7. Operating Expenses - Traffic 
8. Operating Expenses - Fuel 
9. Staff Welfare and Amenities 
10.Miscellaneous Working Expenses 
1 1 . Provident Fund, Pension and 
other Retirement Benefits 
Total 
1996-97 
Actual 
837.14 
1751.73 
1042.51 
1778.68 
939.02 
1504.18 
3196.70 
3725.28 
678.74 
718.37 
9.74 
16182.09 
1997-98 
Actual 
1137.73 
2278.70 
1248.46 
2297.54 
1190.16 
1884.85 
4242.09 
4637.45 
867.62 
905.28 
10.51 
20700.39 
1998-99 
Actual 
1273.43 
2453.52 
1391.83 
2574.79 
1327.69 
2370.27 
4991.59 
4854.25 
977.26 
1031.74 
11.73 
23258.10 
1999-2000 
Actual 
1384.93 
2741.44 
1524.10 
2833.10 
1487.08 
2453.07 
5377.03 
5629.67 
1102.50 
1163.63 
14.31 
25710.86 
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Suspense 
Ordinary Working Expenses 
Appropriation to : 
Depreciation Reserve Fund 
Pension Fund 
Total Appropriation to Funds 
Total Working Expenses 
Net Traffic Receipts 
Miscellaneous Transactions 
a) Receipts 
i. Subsidised Companies 
ii. Railway Recruitment Boards 
iii. Other Miscellaneous Receipts 
iv. Subsidy from General Revenues 
towards Dividend relief and other 
V. Contribution from General 
Revenues for Railway Safety 
Works 
vi. Receipts from Safety 
Surcharge on Passengers Fares. 
vii. Total Miscellaneous Receipts 
b) Miscellaneous Expenditure 
i. Payment to Worked Lines 
3.71 
16185.80 
2200.00 
2615.00 
4815.00 
21000.80 
3318.61 
0.03 
1.96 
11.44 
468.47 
481.90 
-95.36 
20605.03 
1904.00 
3367.00 
5271.00 
25876.03 
2713.00 
0.06 
1.64 
6.97 
536.53 
545.20 
-3.50 
23254.60 
1155.00 
3425.00 
4380.00 
27834.60 
1784.86 
0.13 
4.10 
8.61 
601.65 
614.49 
-65.93 
25644.93 
1670.00 
3529.06 
5199.06 
30843.99 
2094.82 
0.10 
3.19 
28.17 
685.41 
200.00 
916.87 
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1. Net Earnings 
2. Rebate 
ii. Survey 
iii. Other Miscellaneous Expenditure 
iv. Open Line Works Revenue 
V. Appropriation to Special Railway 
Safety Fund 
vi. Appropriation to Pension Fund 
Total Miscellaneous Expenditure 
Net Miscellaneous Receipts 
Net Revenue 
Payment Due to General Revenues 
Dividend Payable 
Grant in Lieu of passenger fare tax 
Contribution to Railway Safety 
Works 
Total Dividend Payable 
$ Less Dividend deferred 
Net Dividend Payable 
Excess (•»-)/Shortfsll (-) 
% Operating Ratio 
Ratio of Net Revenue to capital-at-
charge and Investment from 
Capital Fund 
* Capital-at-Charge 
Investment from Capital Fund 
Total 
0.16 
0.02 
3.39 
134.44 
27.98 
10.00 
175.99 
305.91 
3624.52 
1481.96 
23.12 
2.38 
1507.46 
-
1507.46 
2117.06 
86 .2% 
11.7% 
23474.67 
7437.10 
30911.77 
0.20 
0.02 
6.73 
182.38 
34.44 
10.00 
233.77 
311.43 
3024.43 
1463.72 
23.12 
2.37 
1489.21 
-
1489.21 
1635.22 
90 .9% 
8.9% 
25320.28 
8526.05 
33846.33 
0.23 
0.01 
8.27 
204.74 
3494 
10.00 
258.19 
356.30 
2141.16 
1716.15 
23.12 
2.81 
1742.08 
-
1742.08 
3d9.0B 
93 .3% 
5.8% 
2731^784 
9516.50 
36829.34 
0.27 
0.01 
6.60 
227.27 
31.87 
10.00 
276.02 
640.85 
2735.67 
1863.89 
23.12 
2.77 
1889.78 
-
1889.78 
846.89 
93 .3% 
6.9% 
29655.31 
10116.75 
39772.06 
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Particulars 
WORKING EXPENSES 
Ordinary Working Expenses 
1. General Superintendence and 
Services on Railways 
2. Repairs and Maintenance of 
Permanent Way and Worlcs. 
3. Repairs and Maintenance of 
Motive Power 
4. Repairs and Maintenance of 
Carriage and Wagons. 
5. Repairs and Maintenance of 
Plant and Equipment 
6. Operating Expenses - Rolling 
Stock and Equipment. 
7. Operating Expenses - Traffic 
8. Operating Expantet - Fuel 
9. Staff Welfare and Amenities 
10. Miscellaneous Working Expenses 
1 1 . Provident Fund, Pension and 
other Retirement Benefits 
Total 
2000-01 
Actual 
1420.32 
2564.19 
1539.02 
2924.30 
1530.40 
2525.17 
5977.23 
6443.23 
1143.20 
1184.21 
17.03 
27568.30 
2001-02 
BE 
1511.68 
2963.39 
1681.19 
3225.98 
1648.76 
2700.20 
6510.10 
7386.74 
1235.92 
1353.25 
18.44 
30234.65 
2001-02 
RE 
1482.59 
2954.78 
1593.55 
3055.78 
1622.61 
2620.40 
6314.53 
6810.94 
1205.78 
1348.83 
20.35 
29130.14 
2002-03 
BE 
1551.74 
3136.28 
1708.32 
3243.00 
1728.38 
2760.95 
6760.35 
7482.64 
1297.48 
1499.81 
23.79 
31192.64 
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Suspense 
Ordinary Working Expenses 
Appropriation to : 
Depreciation Reserve Fund 
Pension Fund 
Total Appropriation to Funds 
Total Working Expenses 
Net Traffic Receipts 
Miscellaneous Transactions 
a) Receipts 
i. Subsidised Companies 
ii. Railway Recruitment Boards 
iii. Other Miscellaneous 
iv. Subsidy from General Revenues 
towards Dividend Relief and other 
V. Contribution from General 
Revenues for Railway Safety 
Works 
vi. Receipts from Safety 
Surcharge on Passengers Fares. 
vii. Total Miscellaneous Receipts 
b) Miscellaneous Expenditure 
i. Payment to Worked Lines 
-33.88 
27534.42 
2301.07 
8431.85 
7132.92 
34667.34 
213.14 
0.11 
7.95 
10.15 
812.26 
300.00 
1130.47 
-44.65 
30190.00 
2704.00 
5790.00 
8494.00 
38684.00 
1255.00 
-
3.40 
8.89 
912.91 
300.00 
1225.20 
-30.14 
29100.00 
1780.44 
5590.00 
7370.44 
36470.44 
1249.56 
-
5.64 
8.36 
965.82 
300.00 
300.00 
1579.82 
-32.64 
31160.00 
1978.00 
5990.00 
7968.00 
39128.00 
2410.00 
-
5.90 
8.81 
1128.94 
450.00 
860.00 
2453.65 
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1. Net Earnings 
2. Rebate 
ii. Survey 
iii. Other Miscellaneous 
Expenditure 
iv. Open Line Works Revenue 
V. Appropriation to Special Railway 
Safety Fund 
vi. Appropriation to Pension Fund 
Total Miscellaneous Expenditure 
Net Miscellaneous Receipts 
Net Revenue 
Payment Due to General Revenues 
Dividend Payable 
Grant in Lieu of Passenger Fare 
Tax 
Contribution to Railway Safety 
Works 
Total Dividend Payable 
$ Less Dividend Deferred 
Net Dividend Payable 
Excess ( + )/Shortf8ll (-) 
% Operating Ratio 
Ratio of Net Revenue to Capital At 
Charge and Investment from 
Capital Fund 
* Capital-at-Charge 
Investment from Capital Fund 
Total 
0.27 
0.01 
9.10 
217.74 
35.26 
10.00 
272.38 
858.09 
1071.23 
2105.09 
23.12 
2.73 
2130.94 
1823.30 
307.64 
763.69 
98 .3% 
2.5% 
32661.88 
10390.00 
43051.88 
0.28 
0.01 
10.35 
241.36 
35.00 
10.00 
297.00 
928.20 
2183.20 
2328.88 
23.12 
2352.00 
1000.00 
1352.00 
831.20 
98 .8% 
4 . 7 % 
35823.30 
10408.75 
46232.05 
0.69 
0.01 
7.82 
231.82 
39.00 
400.00 
10.00 
689.34 
890.48 
2140.04 
2344.76 
23.12 
2367.88 
1000.00 
1367.88 
772.16 
96 .6% 
4 .5% 
36804.76 
10390.00 
47194.78 
0.72 
0.01 
7.44 
251.21 
35.00 
860.00 
10.00 
1164.38 
1289.27 
3699.27 
2655.99 
23.12 
2679.11 
-
2679.11 
1020.16 
94 .4% 
7.3% 
40579.03 
10390.00 
50969.03 
Source : Explanatory Memorandum, Railway Budget 2002-03, Ministry of Railways 
(Railway Board), Government of India, New Delhi. 
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Table 3.2 shows that the total ordinary working 
expenditures were Rs. 21000.80 crores during 1996.97. The ^^ . |>-Ii&5n 
of Depreciation Reserve Fund and Pension Fund were Rs. 4815.00 
crores, and the suspense have a portion of Rs. 3.71 crores. During the 
same year Rs. 1507.46 crores were paid as the amount of net 
dividend. During 2000-01, it was clear that the total ordinary working 
expenditures were Rs. 34667.34 crores, the Depreciation Reserve Fund 
and Pension Fund have the J cb \'>^'<^i Rs. 2301.07 crores and Rs. 
8431.85 crores respectively. The net dividend payable was Rs. 307.64 
crores during the same year. 
The budget estimates of ordinary working expenses for the 
year 2002-03 has been placed at Rs. 39128.00 crores involving an 
increase of Rs. 2657.56 crores over the revised estimates of 
expenditure is mainly on account of increase in staff cost, such as 
payment of dearness allowances, salaries, wages and higher 
pensionary charges due to increase in the numbers of pensioners, 
others are as increase in material and other costs on account of 
increase in prices, additional maintenance of assets, repairs and 
maintenance of rolling stock, electrical, signal and telecommunication 
services, contractual payments and increase in traffic etc. More 
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expenditure on fuel arising from increase in traffic and prices of diesel 
and electricity tariff are also other various compensates which are 
responsible for increase the ordinary working expenses of the railways. 
The Railways are deeply concerned about the increase in 
their working expenses in recent years and have been adopting a 
variety of measures for effecting economy therein. These measures, 
among other things, Include strict control over spurt In staff strength, 
planned introduction of diesel and electric traction, mechanisation and 
expansion of Important yards to maximise throughput, welding of rail 
joints to minimise wear and tear and to reduce maintenance, 
substitution of imported Items by Indigenous Items, computerisation of 
Broad Gauge Wagon movement to secure better utilisation of wagons 
and control over trip ration of fuel, etc. Besides, these measures, steps 
have also been taken to step up the throughput wagons in yards and 
repairs to damaged rolling stock and to put the railway assets to more 
intensive and profitable use. 
For the purpose of Investment projections, it has to be 
assumed that sufficient resources will be set apart from revenue each 
year to meet the depreciation requirements. This is an important 
departure from the practices actually followed by the railways. The 
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replacements are charged to the Depreciation Reserve Fund, which Is 
made up through amounts credited from railway revenues year to year. 
The same is the case with the works of additional asset creation which 
are charged to revenue itself or to the Development Fund and Capital 
Fund. Replacements are crucial for smooth railway operations and one 
effect of the creation of Capital Fund in 1992-93 has been the 
diversion of railway surplus to less remunerative projects, at the same 
time as outlays on replacements were cut backs. 
Despite a marked Increase over previous year In gross 
revenue receipt by about 14 percent, withdrawals from as well as 
contribution to Depreciation Reserve Fund were cut down substantially 
In 1993-94. Dividend payments were also lower in that year by about 
Rs.218 crore. 
The lowering of Depreciation Reserve Fund allocations and 
dividend payments in that year were aimed at putting more money in 
Capital Fund, used for unproductive Investments. If these were decided 
on the basis of normal procedures, there would be no reason for them 
to decline. In more recent years, fund balances under Depreciation 
Reserve Fund have been drawn down In the effort to present a more 
acceptable picture of overall financial results. As appropriations made 
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to Depreciation Reserve Fund reflect on the operating ratio and the size 
of the net surplus or deficit, there, in fact, a perverse 'incentive' in the 
financial structure now obtaining to under-provide Depreciation 
Reserve Fund, 
In commercial practice, depreciation is a permitted charge 
to revenue and investments are determined according to priority set by 
the business strategy, rather than the source of funding. The problem 
is more serious in regard to pensions, which are again charged to a 
separate fund-viz Pension Fund, created out of Railway Revenues. The 
liability towards pension is incurred during the working years of each 
employee and ought, ideally, to be provided at that time Itself and not 
when the liability is discharged after the employee retires. The failure 
to do this is another structural defect that has resulted in serious 
financial problem for the Indian Railways. In the absence of a clear 
assessment of future liabilities of pension, the true financial positron of 
the organisation is not known to the decision-makers. Additionally, 
these liabilities are ballooning owning to factors like increased 
longevity, more numbers super-annuating each year, temporarily 
arrested over 1997-98 and 1998-99 through raising of retirement age, 
the Improved age average pensionary benefit. For the financial 
t^>^ ' 
projections made it has not been possible to estimate the liabilities in 
respect of employees who are currently in service. Instead, yearly 
liabilities have been estimated and provided for, based on the trends of 
total pension payment and the number of pensioners, and also 
providing for expected increase in number of pensioners over the 
period of 15 years. Ideally, the forecasts should have not been feasible 
for the present purpose. 
The Depreciation, for providing, making the product bear 
appropriate share of the cost of capital assets for the use of those 
assets. Therefore, it is not disputed by anyone that depreciation should 
be charged to working expenses. Dispute arises in the method of Its 
changing. At present the appropriation of Depreciation Reserve Fund is 
charged to total working expenses as distinguished from the actual 
expenditure on renewals and replacements meet from the fund. It is 
argued that this is not current because the amount of appropriation Is 
not based on any principle. It varies depending on the overall financial 
condition of the railways. The operating ratio of any year can be 
improved simply by deciding to put less money in the Depreciation 
Reserve Fund in that year. In fact, this Is what has happened in the 
past and now more than adequate amounts are being appropriated to 
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Depreciation Reserve Fund as a support to the ways and means 
position of Government of India. Thus it can be said that the operating 
ratio in a given year is equal to what the railway management decides 
it to be and not determined independently by the results of operating 
earnings and operating expenses. This renders the use of operating 
ratio as an index of financial health completely irrelevant. 
The dividend paid by railways to the General Revenue is 
not a part of the operating expenses. The reason for this again is not 
quite clear. As is well known this dividend is not like dividend In the 
commercial parlance. It is actually an interest payment, for this 
payment the word dividend is used only in the railway documents. In 
the Budget documents of the Central Government, the word used is 
'interest'. It is interest payment not only because of the compulsory 
nature of payment but more so because it is a payment for the capital 
borrowed by railways from the Central Government. Therefore, the 
operating ratio of Indian Railways should be calculated after excluding 
the figures of production units. 
In conclusion we can say that with the change in 
technology and modernisation of operations coupled with emerging era 
of computerisation, the areas where the bulk of expenditure was being 
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incurred in the past are undergoing a sea change. There is a greater 
emphasis on introducing more efficient equipment plant machinery, 
rolling stock etc. and controlling the injection of additional manpower 
by adopting less labour Intensive methods of operation and 
maintenance. The expenditure of hitherto minor departments like 
electrification, signal and telecom Is gradually increasing while the 
expenditure on some major departments like operating and mechanical 
is either static or is gradually declining with the change of traction 
from steam to diesel/electric. 
Similarly, the proportion of expenditure on staff should 
gradually come down while the proportion of expenditure on stores 
may correspondingly go up. With greater emphasis on timely 
replacement of worn out assets the expenditure on Depreciation 
Reserve Fund should also go up because of Intensive utilisation of 
assets and need for revising the prescribed life of our rolling stock, 
track and other plant and machinery. It is with this conclusion that the 
next chapter of my thesis will focus on the role of auditing in bringing 
about reforms and efficiency in the accounting and financial 
management practices In the railways. 
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Chapter Five 
Accounting and Auditing 
in Indian Railways 
CHAPTER V 
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING IN INDIAN 
RAILWAYS 
In the previous chapter we have discussed the working 
expenditures of Indian Railways. Now this chapter will highlight the 
accounting system of Indian Railways. It will also focus on the 
auditing practices adopted by the Indian Railways. There is a need 
to have a system by which the revenues and expenditures in 
different periods should be properly checked and verified. This 
chapter will also discuss the process of accounting, auditing and 
reporting system in Indian Railways. 
Accounting is no longer a mere rendering of accounts 
but a meaningful interpretation of figures. Auditing, however, 
continues to be a matter of vouching. The Company Auditor is 
satisfied with the production of vouchers in support of the 
expenditure and certifies as to the correctness of the accounts in 
accordance with the Companies Act. He is not, in any way, 
concerned with the propriety of the transactions. He is merely 
concerned with whether the transactions have been properly 
authorised or not by the competent authority. Similarly, he is only 
coneerned with true reflection of the same in the accounts. The 
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Chartered Accountant is the auditor of the companies and is 
confined to narrow straits. He is beholden to the management and 
his capability on reporting to the shareholders. But in the 
Government undertaking, the accounting systems, methods and 
controls followed quite a different pattern from others. As the 
Government undertaking concern, the Government and the people 
expect proper control over expenditures and receipts. The various 
checks and balances in this system have led to propriety audit and 
overall accountability of the system. The integrity of account 
systems, methods and controls and propriety of expenditures and 
receipts come under the purview of the Comptroller and Auditor 
General. The Controller and Auditor General reports to the 
Parliament and a committee known as Public Account Committee 
constituted wi th the Members of Parliament goes into the various 
aspects of the report so submitted, thus ensuring overall 
accountability of the bureaucracy to the Parliament. 
The railways in India are as much asGovernment concern 
as a commercial enterprise. They are a Government concern 
because most of the capital invested on railways has been provided 
by the Government of India either by loans raised by it or from its 
own other resources. They are a commercial concern as much as 
they are engaged in manufacturing and in the sale of transport, thus 
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making profits and maintaining its own assets and paying interest, 
in shape of dividend, to the general revenues at the fixed rate 
decided upon from time to time. 
The Government Accounts are kept purely on cash basis 
while the accounts of railways are kept on liability or accrued basis. 
The railway accounts, therefore, not only follow the essential 
formalities of commercial accounting but also conform to the 
requirements of Government accounting. This objective is achieved 
by keeping accounts of the railways on commercial basis outside 
the regular Government accounts. The railway accounts are kept of 
all money coming into and going out of the railway finances. These 
accounts are maintained by each railway administration and 
submitted to Railway Board. Account is maintained separately for 
revenue and capital transaction by the railways and divided into 
three parts. Such as Consolidated Fund, Contingency Fund and 
Public Account. The Consolidated Fund was created under Article 
266(1) of the Constitution and is a reservoir into which all the 
revenues are received by the Government. The Contingency Fund is 
intended for meeting unforeseen expenditure pending authorisation 
of such expenditure by Parliament. In Public Account, all other 
public money received by the Government, are credited to the Public 
Account of India. 
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In 1 9 2 1 , the Acworth Committee recommended that the 
railway department, should be responsible for its own accounts. In 
September 1925, the duties of auditing and accounting were 
separated in railway department. In accordance wi th the resolution 
introduced in the Legislative Assembly in 1925, the accounting staff 
on each state-managed railway system was placed under the 
Financial Commissioner of the railways wi th the assistance of the 
controller of railway accounts, while the audit staff continued to be 
under the administrative control of the Auditor General. The object 
of separation of railway revenues from the general budget was to 
introduce flexibility in the administration of railway finance as also 
to secure stability for civil estimates by providing for an assured 
contribution from railway revenues. The flexibility in the 
administration of the railway finance was more important. The 
Acworth Committee had further recommended that an economical 
railway management cannot be ensured without the proper system 
of railway accounting. The accounting methods should be used in 
preparation of accounts in concerned manner, the principles of 
accounting system should also be helpful in maintaining the 
accounting records in proper way. 
Prior to creation of Railway Accounts Department, the 
accounting staff of the Audit Department controlled the Indian 
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Railways and their duties were limited to accurate keeping of 
accounts, payments of wages and bills, prevention as far as 
possible or discovery of frauds and irregularities or infringement of 
what were known in the Audit Department, as the canons of 
financial property. The Chief Accounting Official who was known as 
Chief Auditor was appointed by and was responsible to the 
Accountant General of Railways. He was in no position either to 
appreciate the administrative needs or to adopt the accounting 
procedure to conform thereto. It was the lack of appreciation of the 
administrative needs that stood in the way of flexibility of railway 
administration. 
The Agent and other railway officials had no control 
over their own accounts or their Chief Auditor while they were 
responsible for the economic and efficient management of the 
railways, and such disabilities were removed through the separation 
of railway accounts from the audit. The separation of accounts and 
audit were to be gained for the railways. The separate account was 
to be gained in having an internal accounting organisation function 
as a handmaid to the administration and an independent audit was 
also desired, as an audit by the railways as that kept the accounts 
could hardly be Independent. The separation of accounts from audit 
was accepted and was first introduced on the East Indian Railway 
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from 1 " December 1925 and, as the results proved satisfactory, it 
was extended by the degrees to the other state-managed railways J 
And this experiment was found successful result. The position was 
reviewed by Sir Arthur Lowes Dickinson in 1926-27. He found that 
there had been a divorce of accounts from operation and 
recommended the separation of Audit from the Accounts 
Department. The duties of Accounting and Audit were entirely 
separate and dissimilar.^ 
After the separation of accounts department and the 
audit system, the post of ControUer of Accounts was created in 
October 1928. The Controller of Accounts was to be responsible for 
the compilation of the final accounts of railway receipts and 
expenditures and for all efficiency of the working of the accounts 
offices of all state-managed railways and he was the subordinate to 
the Financial Commissioner Railways. He was all charged with the 
responsibility of compiling all financial administrative and operating 
statistical Information in the administration of the Railway Accounts 
Department. 
^ Khosia, G.S. "Railway Management in India" Thacl<er & Company Ltd., 
Bombay-I, 1972, p.89. 
^ Journal of Indian Railways, Ministry of Railways (Railway Board), New 
Delhi., July 1977, p.20. 
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The Indian Railways Accounts Service was constituted 
simultaneously as a Superior Service on State-managed Railways. 
The 
Finance and Accounts wings of the railways have fully and 
effectively participated in and contributed to all the structural 
changes that have taken place on the railways.^ 
In 1931, the Railway Retrenchment Sub-Committee 
examined the growth of expenditure under railway audit and 
accounts and in the course of this investigation, the question of 
placing the Chief Accounts Officer and his staff entirely under the 
control of the Agent was also examined. While the Sub-Committee 
did not approve of the idea or placing the Chief Accounts Officer 
entirely under the control of the Agent. 
The Pope Committee emphasised on the view that the 
place of the Chief Accounts Officer should be under the control of 
the Agent. The Committee was appointed in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Retrenchment Sub-Committee to suggest 
methods of improving efficiency and securing economy on Indian 
Railways. The Pope Committee felt that the Chief Accounts Officer 
should be definitely under the Agent Control and also felt that 
' Verma, K.B., "Indian Railway Finance", Academic Foundation, New Delhi, 
1998, p.50. 
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unless this was clearly laid down, the preparation of managerial 
information could not be carried out on cooperative and coordinated 
lines and the Chief Accounts Officer could not take his proper place 
in the organisation of the railway. The function of the Chief 
Accounts keeping his accounts in an efficient and economical 
manner for which he was responsible to the Controller of Railway 
Accounts was hardly more important than his function in connection 
with management. 
This recommendation was endorsed by the Railway 
Enquiry committee. The Committee recommended that the Chief 
Accounts Officer and their staff on State-managed railways should 
be definitely regarded as being responsible to the respective Agent, 
however, being granted to the Chief Accounts Officer to correspond 
directly with the Financial Commissioner of Railways but with the 
knowledge of the Agent on matters of finance. The existing 
arrangement, which treated the Chief Accounts Officer as 
independent of him and owing allegiance primarily to an authority 
outside his administration, trends to be subversive of that unity and 
harmony which are essential to the successful working of the 
railway. The Chief Accounts Officer would continue to have the 
right of access through the General Manager to the Financial 
Commissioner. The Financial Commissioner would also, in 
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consultation with the Auditor General, continue to be responsible for 
all matters relating to the structure of the accounts. 
After the recommendation of Railway Enquiry 
Committee the Chief Accounts Officer doing their work under the 
control of Agent. The Government of India decided to Institute an 
experiment on two railway systems such as North Western Railway 
and G.I.P. 
Railways, wherein the Chief Accounts Officer was 
placed under the control of the Agent. The experiment thus 
instituted in 1938 was reviewed in 1940 and it was found that in 
one of the railways Impediments existed in free communication 
between the Chief Accounts Officer and his subordinates. The 
Control of the Accounts Staff was under the personnel branch. The 
workshop Accounts Officer's professional ability was being 
commented upon by the Chief Mechanical Engineer. After examining 
the material collected for his report to the Public Accounts 
Committee in 1940, the Auditor General felt that by certain existing 
arrangements barriers had been interposed between the Chief 
Accounts Officer and his staff. The separation of Accounts and 
Audit was considered a success and extended to other railway 
systems In 1941. 
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The Budget Branch came to be placed under the 
Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Officer. He is responsible for 
rendering financial advice in all matters affecting the operations of 
the railways such as new activities, factory management, inventory 
management etc. in giving financial advice to the executive, the 
Accounts Officer, acts solely in the interest of the Executive 
Officers.^ Based on the recommendations of the Public Accounts 
Committee and the Estimates Committee, increasingly, the Financial 
Adviser has come to be regarded as the foremost among the Heads 
of Department. To quote the Administrative Reforms Committee, 
the Finance and Accounts Department should be responsible for the 
financial management and control in all matters within the field of 
responsibility of the concerned organisation. The relationship 
between the Financial Commissioner/Financial Adviser and the 
Administrative Head should be that of a senior partner in a common 
enterprise. Thus, in the railways, the General Manager exercises the 
executive powers with the concurrence of the Financial Adviser and 
the Railway Board exercises its powers with the consent of the 
Financial Commissioner. 
The modifications have been introduced over the years 
to bring about improvement in the achievement of the basic aims 
^ Indian Railway Code, Part I, Published by The Manager of Publications, 
New Delhi, 1960, p.3. 
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without, however, affecting the general structure of the accounts. 
The financial accounts of the railways include the block accounts to 
give an overall picture of the expendlturegof a capital nature incurred 
by the railways on assets out of not only Loan Capital but also 
Depreciation Reserve Fund, Development Fund, Open Line Works 
Revenues and the Accident Compensation and Safety Funds. The 
railways also prepare a statement of funds and their utilisation 
bringing out the extent to which requirements of capital nature have 
been financed from the internal sources. After independence the 
significant growth In the industrial field of the country, there was a 
tremendous Increase of the workload on the Indian Railways. The 
freight tonnage originating had risen from 93.0 millions in 1950-51 
to 504.2 millions in 2000-01 and the tonne kilometre which reflect 
the overall workload devolving on the railways had above the five 
time during this period. The transport output registered phenomenal 
increase, the volume of clerical work, specially in the area of 
revenue accounting and commercial statistics, went up to such 
proportions that the manual method of compilation showed signs of 
breakdown. 
Procedure for maintenance of leave account was 
considerably simplified by lumpsum credit once in half year. The 
recoveries on account of rent, provident fund and advances from 
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staff are rendered by the bill preparing office to the accounts office 
on an exception basis, showing only the variation from the post 
instead of details of every single case. On the mechanisation front, 
the Indian Railways were used a punch card data processing in a 
limited way for statistical purposes. An integrated system of 
revenue accountal and compilation of revenue statistics was 
evolved and implemented on the Unit Record Equipment replacing 
the tardy and tedious manual method employed independently by 
the accounts department for audit and accountal of revenue 
earnings and by statistical department for compilation of revenue 
statistics. It was found that the unit record equipment could not 
handle all the information needs of the railways. It was, therefore, 
decided to replace the unit record equipment by computers. The 
computers uses/< restricted to mainly data processing 
applications, such as freight and passenger accounting, pay roll and 
fuel accounting and inventory control etc. Engineering design and 
operation research problems have also been attempted but in a very 
limited way due to hardware limitation. In the field of commercial 
data processing, it has been possible to achieve optimum and 
efficient utilisation of the computing capacity through careful 
systems, designs and effective programming. 
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T^ concidor ti^e accounts aftd the ofiieefs NAHTO 
administer thefn as a ch©G4c upwi the op«Mrtifig otficials m all 
divfsioFis of the railways rather than a& an aid te them- IR its effteiefrt 
administration. The separation of accounts from audit involved an 
internal check, the primary duty being to assist the executive.^ 
Internal check was no doubt an important functions of the accounts 
department but it was only one of the functions. There should be 
internal check of those transactions which affecting the receipts and 
expenditures of railways, the check about the prompt settlement of 
proper claims against the railway and keeping the accounts of the 
railway in accordance with the prescribed rules. To check that there 
are no financial irregularities in the transactions of the railway. The 
emphasis on internal check as well as prevention of financial 
irregularities, unfortunately, settled the accounts department in the 
same role as was being done by Audit before the separation 
convention. The role of the accounts department as a restraining 
department was to some extent relevant in the circumstances of 
yesteryears when the financial health of the railways was good, 
when the problem was as to how to run the services to meet with 
the growing demand for rail transport. The railways held the 
monopoly in the field. There was no competition worth the name. 
Khosia, G.S. "Railway Management in India" Op.Cit. p.89 
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Business was good and profit was substantial, we could call the 
railways as a growth industry. 
The imefnal au^ftor cheeked the aocow^s and ts an 
indopcndcnt review af operations .and recoi ls und.ertaken by the 
staff-. The main function of the internal auditor is to audit the 
financial records and operations from time to time and discussed the 
errors and frauds which have already been committed. Internal audit 
involves the examination and verification of all books entries and 
checked them against the supporting documents.^ The Accounts 
Officer is responsible for internal check on financial transactions of 
the railway. The internal check conducted the rules and orders 
issued by the President, the Railway Board, General Manager of the 
railways and other subordinate authorities whom the power issue 
rules or orders has been deligated and the further instructions 
contained Issued from time to time by the Railway Board. The 
accounts department of railways is responsible for the check of 
accounting transactions, no transactions should be brought Into 
account before they have been completely checked. 
The internal check of accounts to carry out through the 
internal auditor and the result do not give the satisfaction to the 
organisation so there Is need of external auditor who examine the 
^ Baig, Nafees "Transport Account ing", Printwell Publications, Aligarh, 
1984 , p. 166. 
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transaction and vouch out the irregularities, that could not found by 
the internal auditor, verifying the accounts and give their report to 
the management. In respect of railway accounts, after the internal 
check system, the accounts are examined by the Comptroller and 
Auditor General. The Comptroller and Auditor General is the Final 
Audit Authority in India. The Comptroller and Auditor General is just 
like a high independent statutory authority and have right to take 
decision himself about the irregularities in the accounting 
transactions. His own judgement looks to and has no frowns or 
favours to be guided from outside.^ His functions, and powers are 
derived in the Articles 149 to 151 of the Constitution of India. 
The Comptroller and Auditor General is responsible for 
the audit of the accounts of the Indian Railways but has no 
responsibility for the compilation of such accounts. In all matters 
relating to the audit of railway accounts, the Comptroller and 
Auditor General is assisted by the Additional Deputy Comptroller 
and Auditor General. 
In the railway accounting system, if there is any change 
in accounts classification, affecting the recording the expenditure in 
^ Gupta, Rupram and Vidya Saran, "Advanced Accounting", Agra Book Store, 
Agra, 1967, p. 1254. 
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the finance and revenue accounts of the Government.^ The 
Comptroller and Auditor General is also responsible for approval of 
the changes in the accounting system and examined the affected 
environment. 
When the Comptroller and Auditor General completely 
examine the railway accounts and find out the minor or major 
mistakes, he gives their own views to remove them. He prepareghis 
report on whole working performance and to submit this report to 
the Parliament, according to the Article 150, of the Constitution of 
India. 
The audit gives their reporting on railway accounts after 
full examination of undertaking, in respect of financial management, 
the audit is responsible to discover the irregularities and gives their 
observations also. The audit's observation may be helpful in 
strength management of railways and inefficient working also. 
Now we are able to give the audit observation on 
railways. Firstly we take the financial management of railways. The 
observation about financial performance will provide a fair picture of 
railways. 
Audit found from the financial result of the Indian 
Railways during 2000-01, there was a net revenue of Rs. 1071.23 
^ Nanda, R.R. "Railway Accounts and Administration", Bahri Brothers, 742, 
Lajpatrai Market, Delhi, 1987, p.9. 
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crores against the budget projection of Rs.1791.69 crores and the 
actual net revenue of Rs.2735.67 crores for the year 1999-2000. 
The steep reduction in net revenue as compared to that of 1999-
2000 was mainly on account of increase in working expenses. 
However, the audit found from the financial result of 1998-99 that, 
the budget of that year had projected generation of net revenue of 
Rs. 3433.12 crores, against the actual net revenue of Rs. 3024.43 
crores in 1997-98. While, the year ended wi th net revenue of 
Rs.2141.16 crores only. The sharp deterioration was due to 
absence of growth in traffic receipts coupled wi th steep rise in 
pensionary liabilities. In the circumstances, railways appropriated 
Rs.1207 crores more than budged to augment Pension Fund during 
the year and reduced the appropriation to Depreciation Reserve Fund 
by Rs.1318 crores, but still ended up wi th significantly lower net 
revenue than projected. The actual surplus left after payment of 
dividend to General Revenues was only Rs.399.08 crores which 
was Rs. 1256.78 crores less than the budget estimates of 
Rs. 1655.86 crores. 
During 2 0 0 0 - 0 1 , the dividend payable to the General 
Revenues was Rs.2130.94 crores, the payment of dividend of 
Rs.307.64 crores only and deferred the payment of dividend by 
Rs. 1823.30 crores. The surplus left after payment of dividend to 
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General Revenues was Rs.763.59 crores. It was observed by audit 
if full dividend had been paid, the railways would have ended wi th a 
net deficit of Rs.1059.71 crores Instead a surplus of Rs.763.59 
crores. During the same year (2000-01), the railways received a 
subsidy of Rs.812.26 crores from the General Revenues on capital 
invested in strategic lines, unremunerative branch lines, new lines 
taken upon other than financial consideration etc. The railways had 
paid only Rs.307.64 crores dividend during the year, there was a 
negative f low of funds by Rs. 504.62 crores to the General 
Revenues. 
The audit of railway earnings now, the major 
portion of earnings comes from goods earnings, the passenger 
earnings and other earnings also, important segment. The audit 
found that the earnings from passenger traffic of Rs 10515.07 
crores during 2000-01 , were more than the budget (Rs.10148 
crores) and revised estimates (Rs. 10450 crores) by Rs.367.07 
crores and Rs.65.07 crores respectively. The audit showed in his 
report of 2002, the overall passenger earnings indicate that the 
average rate per passenger kilometre increased by 3.42 percent 
from 22.21 paise in 1999-2000 to 22.97 paise in 2000 -01 . The 
average lead also increased by 1.42 kilometres (1.53 percent) from 
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92.96 kilometres in 1999-2000 to 94.38, kilometres in 2000-0V 
Rs.9392.03 crores (budged Rs.8933.66 crores and revised 
Rs.9346.19 crores) were came from non-suburban passenger traffic 
and Rs. 1123.04 crores (budgeted Rs. 1214.34 crores and revised 
Rs. 1103.81 crores) from suburban passenger traffic. There was no 
revision of passenger fares of any class, in the year 2000-01. There 
was an increase of 7 percent in the scale rates of parcel and 
luggage including motor car rates but excluding the rates for 
newspaper magazine and medicine were, however proposed and 
implemented with effect from 1 April, 2000. 
The audit examined the goods earnings, during 1998-
99, the actual earnings from goods traffic were Rs. 19960.39 
crores, however, earnings from goods traffic were estimated to yield 
Rs. 21686 crores in the budget estimates and Rs. 20390.16 crores 
in the revised estimates. The actual earnings fell short of both the 
budget and revised estimates by Rs. 1725.61 crores (7.96 percent) 
and Rs. 429.77 crores (2.11 percent) respectively. There was an 
increase of 20 million tonnes in originating revenue earning goods 
traffic, over the revised estimates 1997-98 (430 million tonnes), 
was projected in budget estimates 1998-99 (450 million tonnes). It 
was brought down to 424 million tonnes in the revised estimates 
^ Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India, 2002 Union 
Government (Railways) No.9 of 2002 , pp5, 6. 
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1998-99. However, the railways could actually lift only 420.92 
million tonnes of revenue earning goods against 429.38 million 
tonnes in 1997-98 a fall of 8.46 million tonnes (1.97 percent). The 
volume of revenue earning goods traffic in net tonne kilometres 
carried by the railways in 1998-99 was 281513 million net tonne 
kilometres against 284249 million net tonne kilometres in the 
preceding year, which implied a fall of 2736 million net tonne 
kilometres (0.96 percent). The traffic actually carried was also short 
of both budget and revised estimates of 308180 million net tonne 
kilometres and 282374 million net tonne kilometres by 8.65 percent 
and 0.30 percent respectively. Thus in physical terms, there was 
shrinkage though the earnings from revenue earning traffic 
marginally increased by Rs. 94.01 crores. However, the average 
lead which had shown deterioration upto 1997-98, slightly improved 
by 6.80 kilometres from 662 kilometres in 1997-98 to 668.80 
kilometres in 1998-99.^ 
From the result of goods earnings during 1998-99, the 
audit observed that there was no general increase in freight rates, 
but a few marginal adjustments, involving small increases in some 
cases and small reductions in others were made. In the freight rates 
for coal, the adjustment was made in shorter distances, the increase 
1 Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 2000 , Union 
Government (Railways) No.9 of 2000 , p.8. 
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being in the range of about 2 percent at different distances upto 
500 kilometres. There was no increase beyond 500 kilometres upto 
1500 kilometres, but there was reduction of 1 percent beyond 1500 
kilometres. The existing classification for charge of iron ore, 
manganese and other common ores, timber, soda ash, rubber crude 
and caustic soda was moved up by one step. The taper of rates for 
coal, cement, iron or steel were so adjusted that the rates would 
reduce at longer distances, by about 1 to 2 percent. The 
classification for charge of lime stone, dolomite and gypsum were 
reduced by one step. 
However, the major head of gross traffic receipts is the 
goods earning and these goods earnings come from carried of 
several commodities. The Government pays more attention on the 
passenger traffic rather than the goods traffic. The goods traffic is 
more important from the earning point of view, because the 
contribution in total earnings, the goods traffic played a significant 
role. The audit found that the earnings from goods traffic were 
estimated to yield Rs. 23608 crores in the budget estimates and Rs. 
23486 crores in the revised estimates during 2000-01. The actual 
earnings of Rs. 23305.10 crores fell short of both budget and 
revised estimates by Rs. 302.90 crores {1.28 percent) and 
Rs. 180.90 crores (0.77 percent) respectively. There was an 
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increase of 25 million tonnes in originating revenue earning goods 
traffic over the revised estimates 1999-2000 (450 million tonnes) 
was anticipated in both budget and revised estimates {475 million 
tonnes) of 2000-01. The railways actually lifted 473.25 million 
tonnes of revenue earning goods traffic In 2000-01 against these 
projection and actuals of 456.42 million tonnes in 1999-2000. The 
volume of revenue earning goods traffic carried by the railways in 
2000-01 was 310906 net tonne kilometres and was 5705 million 
net tonne kilometres more than the actual (305201 million net tonne 
kilometres) of 1999-2000. This was, however, less than both 
budget (317280 million net tonne kilometres) and revised (313000 
million net tonne kilometres) estimates (2000-01) by 6374 million 
net tonne kilometres and 2094 million net tonne kilometres 
respectively. The average lead which was 668.68 kilometres in 
1999-2000 however, came down to 656.96 kilometres in 2000-
01.^ The major commodities which earned freight over Rs.500 
crores in 1998-99 were coal, P.O.L. (Petroleum Oil Lubricants), 
other goods, cement, pig Iron and finished steel for steel plants, 
foodgralns, raw materials to steel plants and fertilizers. All these 
commodities gave their contribution in total earnings more 
attractive. The railways earned from the carried of all these 
' Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 2002, Op.Cit., 
p. 7. 
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commodities during 1998-99 an attractive amount. The carrying of 
these commodities^also essential for the growth of the country. 
The earnings from the carriage of coal and raw materials 
to steel plants were less by Rs. 194.53 crores and Rs.58.99 crores 
respectively from their earnings of 1997-98. Despite the taper of 
rates of coal, cement, iron or steel having been so adjusted that 
these get reduced at longer distances by about 1 to 2 percent and 
despite reduction of 1 percent in freight rates of coal beyond 1500 
kilometres, the offering of the coal, cement, pig iron and finished 
steel, raw material to steel plants and iron ore for export were less 
than the budget estimates of 1998-99, by 20.41 million tonnes, 
1.25 million tonnes, 3.03 million tonnes, 7.09 million tonnes and 
0,52 million tonnes. Thus the reductions in rail rates announced in 
the budget speech to make it more attractive did not achieve the 
expected results. And as compared to the budget projections of 
2000 -01 , the shortfall in goods earnings was noticed in foodgrains, 
pig iron and finished steel for steel plants, raw materials to steel 
plants, P.O.L. (Petroleum Oil Lubricants) coal and cement. We point 
out from out of these that the earnings in respect of foodgrains and 
pig iron and finished steel for steel plants were less than their 
earnings in the previous year (1999-2000) by Rs. 138.47 crores and 
Rs.67.07 crores respectively. Inspite of the fact that the commodity 
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foodgrains was exempted from the general increase of 5 percent in 
freight rates, the originating tonnage, net tonne kilometres and the 
earnings were less than the budget estimates by 3.35 million 
tonnes, 4787 million net tonne kilometres and Rs. 164.48 crores 
respectively. Although the general Increase of 5 percent in freight 
rates announced and Implemented from 1 April 2000 in respect of 
cement, iron and steel for steel plants and iron ore was continued to 
less than 5 percent, by down grading their classification, the 
offering of cement pig Iron and finished steel for steel plants and 
raw materials to steel plants was also less by 1.16 million tonnes, 
0.99 million tonnes and 3.25 million tonnes respectively from the 
budget estimates 2000-01. 
During 1998-99, both the budget and the revised 
estimates projected clearance of Rs. 260 crores from unrealised 
earnings. However, this achievement was negative and at the end 
of 1997-98 the unrealised earnings, which stood at Rs. 1174.44 
crores increased by 215.09 crores {18.31 percent) bringing the 
balance to Rs. 1389.53 crores at the end of 1998-99. The 
cumulative balance of Rs. 1389.53 crores at the end of 1998-99 
was 4.66 percent of total traffic earnings of Rs. 29824.86 crores 
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during 1998-99J However, during 2000-01 the budget estimates 
projected clearance of Rs.500 crores but in the revised estimates 
further accumulation of unrealised earnings of Rs.50 crores were 
anticipated. These targets became unrealistic as the unrealised 
earnings which stood at Rs. 1582.09 crores at the end of 1999-
2000, increased by Rs.389.33 crores (24.61 percent) bringing the 
balance to Rs. 1971.61 crores at the end of 200-01. The accretion 
of unrealistic earnings of Rs.389.33 crores were 1.10 percent of 
total traffic earnings of Rs. 35287.58 crores during 2000-01.^ 
It was observed by the audit that about 72 percent of 
the unrealised earnings was on account of outstanding freight 
during 2000-01, while in the back of two years, in 1998-99, this 
was nearly 83 percent of unrealised earnings. Thus, during 2000-01 
the outstanding freight was less by 11 percent as compared with 
the year 1998-99. The Northern Railway continued to have the 
maximum amount of unrealised freight. The contribution of Northern 
Railway in the total unrealised freight was Rs. 1079.98 crores during 
1998-99, however, during 2000-01 this amount was Rs. 1170.06 
crores. Of this Rs.955.38 crores were due from Badarpur Thermal 
' Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of lndia-2000. Op.Cit., 
p.11. 
^ Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 2002. Op.Cit., 
p.11. 
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Power Station, in 1998-99 and Rs.958.60 crores in 2000-01, 
managed by the National Thermal Power Corporation. 
The total amount outstanding against the State 
Electricity Boards/Power Houses which stood at Rs. 1306.19 crores 
at the end of 1999-2000 increased by Rs. 354.87 crores bringing 
the balance to Rs.1661.06 crores at the end of 2000-01. This 
clearly indicates that the bulk of increase in unrealised earnings was 
mainly attributable to the increase in outstanding dues of the State 
Electricity Boards/Power Houses. The demand recoverable increased 
by Rs. 17.76 crores, from Rs. 80.43 crores at the end of March 
2000 to Rs.98.19 crores at the end of March 2001. 
This was observed by the audit that the actual Plan 
Expenditure exclusive of extra-budgetary resources fell short of 
budget and revised estimates and the internal resources met 49.69 
percent of the total Plan Expenditure (exclusive of extra-budgetary 
resources). However, the expenditure met from internal resources 
was also less than the budget estimates and revised estimates. 
Further, the Plan Expenditure met out of borrowed capital from 
general revenues was also less than the budget and revised 
estimates. The percentage of the Plan Expenditure exclusive of 
extra-budgetary resources, budgetary support from government 
worked out to 50.31 percent in 2000-01 as against 42.17 percent 
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in 1999-2000, and the percentage was 49.78 in 1989-90 and had 
declined to 21.32 percent in 1995-96, to rise again to 38.74 
percent in 1998-99. 
In the audit reports for 1997-98 and for earlier years, 
the distribution of Plan Expenditure for creation of Block Assets, 
was shown excluding the expenditure not capitalised as also that 
incurred on renewal of assets. As the total Plan Expenditure met 
from borrowed capital and internal resources did not match with the 
figures shown in the report. The plan head-wise details have been 
revised and to show the all inclusive distribution of plan expenditure 
during the years 1995-96 to 1998-99 met from borrowed capital 
and internal resources. 
In July 1998 the railways prepared the White Paper and 
showed that, the railways had 215 major infrastructure projects in 
hand casting over Rs. 39300 crores. Of these, as many as 127 
costing over Rs.28400 crores, were unviable, but considered 
socially desirable. During 1994-95 to 1998-99, railways had 
included as many as 37 projects costing Rs. 10979 crores in the 
budget without completing even the requisite survey, of which only 
6 had been cleared. The railways were also making provisions for 
projects without the requisite clearance, such projects numbered 
103 during 1992-93 to 1998-99 and estimated cost over Rs.21810 
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crores. It was observed by the audit that while only 322 works 
were completed during 1992-93 to 1996-97, a fresh shelf of 1847 
new works, costing nearly Rs.22900 crores, was created during the 
period. Many of these works had to be frozen/slowed down, largely 
due to shortage of funds. Railways often were starting work under 
urgency certificate, 32 out of these 235 estimated cost of Rs.2455 
crores, when there was no urgency. This was only to avoid prior 
sanction. A large percentage of these works was financially not 
viable and overall there was substantial under provisioning loading 
to slow execution. 
Specific funds have been raised and created for 
particular purpose In order to meet the current demand and future 
needs. For the replacement and renewal of assets. Depreciation 
Reserve Fund is maintained which is financed by transfer from 
revenue. This fund was created In 1924-25. It is observed by audit, 
that the opening balance in the fund as on 1 April 2000 was 
Rs.50.81 crores and Rs.2424.89 crores (Inclusive of Rs. 123.82 
crores from manufacture suspense-capital) was contributed to the 
fund during the year 2000-01. An amount of Rs.4.36 crores was 
credited as interest at 7 percent per annum on the fund balance 
during the year. The withdrawals on account of expenditure on 
renewals and replacements was Rs.2402.02 crores, leaving a 
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balance of Rs.78.04 crores on 31 March 2001, during the Railway 
Budget, 2001-02. 
An other fund known as the Development Fund is doing 
work since 1946-47 and is financed by appropriation from surplus 
or loans from general revenue to the extent required to meet 
expenditure on works relating to amenities for users of railway 
transport such as labour welfare works, safety works and 
unremunerative operating improvement works. It was observed that 
the opening balance in the fund on 1 April 2000 was Rs.0.45 
crores. During 2000-01 out of the surplus of Rs.763.59 crores, Rs. 
732.11 crores were appropriated to the fund for meeting 
expenditure (Rs.518.11 crores) chargeable to Development Fund. 
An amount of Rs. 12.87 crores was credited to the fund as interest 
at 12 percent per annum on fund balance In 2000-01 and the fund 
had a closing balance of Rs.227.32 crores on 31 March, 2001 
during the Railway Budget, 2001-02. 
The Pension Fund was constituted in 1964 for meeting 
expenditure on pensionary benefits to retiring railway employees, 
was to be financed on the basis of actuarial calculations so that the 
fund had adequate balance to meet the estimated liability on this 
account. After 1974, there was no actuarial assessment and the 
contribution to the fund continued to be with reference to the trend 
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of actual withdrawals. In the Pension Fund, the closing balance on 
31 March 2000 was Rs. 76.14 crores. Rs.11.98 crores being the 
Government contribution to State Railway Provident Fund of those 
who had opted for pensionary benefits upto 31 March 2000 were 
transferred to the fund on 1 April, 2000. Total appropriation from 
revenue and capital amounted to Rs.5041.85 crores (inclusive of 
Rs.200 crores from capital and Rs.10 crores from miscellaneous 
expenditure other than working expenses) during 2000-01. An 
amount of Rs. 0.01 crore, being the Government contribution to the 
State Railway Provident Fund of those who opted for pension upto 
30 September 2000, was also transferred to pension fund. The 
withdrawals during 2000-01 were Rs. 5102.05 crores. The fund 
received Rs.4.06 crores on account of interest at 7 percent per 
annum for the year 2000-01, leaving a balance of Rs.31.99 crores 
as on 31 March 2001. Thus there was a net depletion of Rs.44.15 
crores In the fund balance during 2000-01. 
The Capital Fund was created with effect from April 
1993 to finance the capital works of the railways. The balance 
amount of surplus left after appropriation to Development Fund is 
credited to this fund. It is found that Ministry of Railways obtained a 
loan of Rs. 249 crores from general revenues, as the surplus of 
Rs.31.48 crores that was appropriated to Capital Fund fell short, by 
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Rs. 242.18 crores, of the expenditures of Rs. 273.66 crores from 
Capital Fund. Had the Ministry not appropriated Rs. 214 crores more 
than the requirement of funds to Development Fund, the loan 
amount of Rs.249 crores could have been reduced to Rs. 35 crores 
in 2000-01. 
For the expenditure of railways, the Appropriation 
Accounts are prepared under which the different components of 
expenditures are involved. The summary of appropriation accounts 
comes under the demands for grants for expenditure of Central 
Government on railways. The summary of these accounts/^compared 
with the sums of authorised in demands for grants. It was observed 
by the audit that, in the year 2000-01, there was aggregate saving 
of Rs.3327.90 crores in all the 18 grants (grant nos. 1 to 15 of 
revenue section and all the three segments of grant no. 16 under 
capital section) and in 9 Appropriations {appropriation nos. 4,5, 7 to 
13 under revenue section and appropriation no. 16 railway funds 
under capital section) amounting to Rs. 3315.74 crores and Rs. 
12.16 crores respectively^ Apart from savings of over Rs. 100 
crores in six grants (grant nos. 6, 13,14,15, 16 - capital and 16 
railway funds), savings ranged between Rs. 20 crores and Rs. 89 
crores in seven grants (grant nos. 5 and 7 to 12) and less than Rs. 
' Ibid, p. 19. 
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20 crores in remaining five grants (grant nos. 1 to 4 and 16 -
revenue). In the previous year 1999-2000 saving had occurred in 15 
grants. The appropriation audit is done by comparising the gross 
expenditure wi th the gross annount of grants/appropriations, the 
excess and shortfall in recoveries indicate inaccurate estimation of 
recoveries and defective budgeting. In revenue section, against the 
revised estimated recoveries of Rs.5626.45 crores and the actual 
recoveries were Rs.5630.20 crores. On the other hand in capital 
section, against revised estimated recoveries of Rs. 13839.16 crores 
while the actual recoveries were Rs. 13587.94 crores during the 
year 2000 -01 . 
The summary of freight services and coaching services are 
very essential documents of railways because these shows the end 
results of both services. The summary of end results of freight services 
and coaching services were published by the Ministry of Railways, In 
July and August respectively, every year, and these are brought out 
very late. In framing, either the revised estimates of the ensuring year 
or the budget estimates of the second following year, have no use of 
these services results. However, the end results of freight services 
provided statistics of unit costs only, but their profitability is not 
disclosed. Now, we are able to express the views of audit In respect of 
traffic receipts and working expenses between the coaching and goods 
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services. About 28.97 percent, as against 29.36 percent in 1998-99, 
of expenses on coaching services during 1999-2000 were left 
uncovered by actual receipts from coaching services and about 19.80 
percent, as against 19.78 percent inl 998-99, of receipts from goods 
services during 1999-2000 went to make up the loss in operation of 
coaching services. However, metre gauge services, for both passenger 
and goods, were incurring losses in all the railways which amounted to 
Rs. 1090.66 crores on passenger services and Rs. 699.45 crores on 
goods services. Over the years, the increase in passenger fares has not 
kept pace with the increase in cost of operation of passenger services. 
The loss on passenger services, other than Electric Metro Unit (EMU), 
increased by Rs. 155.64 crores from Rs. 2761.08 crores in 1998-99 
to Rs. 2916.72 crores in 1999-2000. The losses incurred on running 
of EMU suburban services and catering services were also higher at 
Rs. 433.18 crores and Rs. 332.28 crores in 1999-2000, as against Rs. 
343.03 crores and Rs. 301.22 crores during 1998-99 respectively. 
The loss on parcel/luggage/postai services were also increased by 
Rs. 140.96 crores from 713.46 crores in 1998-99 to Rs. 854.42 crores 
in 1999-2000. Overall losses on coaching services which was Rs. 
3945.25 crores in 1998-99 increased to Rs. 4366.69 crores in 1999-
2000. ' This was also observed that as per the summary of end results 
for 1999-2000 of coaching services, while the total loss on the 
' Ibid p.25. 
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different classes in mail/express trains is Rs. IbUl crores as against 
Rs. 1062.24 crores in 1998-99 and the loss on ordinary trains is Rs. 
2163.95 crores as against Rs. 1698.85 crores in 1998-99. Review on 
classwise performance in 1999-2000 against 1998-99, is indicated in 
the following table: 
Table No. 4.1 
Statement of Profit Making Services and Loss iVIalcing Services 
(Rupees in crores) 
S.No. 
1. 
Class 
Profit Making Services: 
i) AC 1st Class (M/E) 
ii) AC Sleeper (M/E) 
iii) AC III Tier (M/E) 
iv) AC Chair Car (M/E) 
Total 
2. i) First Class (M/E) 
11) Sleeper Class (M/E) 
iii) Sleeper Class (M/E) 
Iv) First Class (Ordinary) 
v) Sleeper Class 
vi) Second Class (Ordinary) 
Total 
Grand Total 
1998-99 
22.41 
189.31 
5.42 
(-) 23.76$ 
193.38 
4.51 
1089.62 
161.48 
34.01 
82.79 
1582.04 
2954.45 
(-)2761.08# 
1999-2000 
41.17 
306.92 
191.97 
48.19 
588.25 
3.64 
958.97 
378.40 
33.71 
102.22 
2028.03 
3504.97 
(-)2916.72 
lncrease( + )/Dec 
rease(-) 
( + ) 18.76 
( + ) 117.61 
( + ) 186.55 
( + ) 71.95 
(+) 394.87 
(-) 0.87 
(-)l 30.65 
( + ) 216.92 
( + )0 .30 
( + ) 19.43 
( + ) 445.99 
( + ) 550.52 
(-) 155.64 
Source: Report of Comptroller and Auditor General of India - 2002 Union 
Government (Railways) 
$ AC Chair Car (M/E) made loss in 1998-99. 
# Differences of Rs. 0.01 crore is due to rounding off. 
The table shows both components, profit making 
services and loss making services, of 1999-2000 and compared 
with 1998-99 in different classes. The total profit making from 
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mail/express trains during 1998-99 was Rs. 193.38 crores while it 
was Rs. 588.25 crores in 1999-2000. The total profit was 
increased by Rs. 394.87 crores during 1999-2000, however, the 
total loss from Mail/Express and Ordinary trains was increased by 
Rs. 550.52 crores from Rs. 2,954.45 crores In 1998-99 to Rs. 
3504.97 crores in 1999-2000. The overall passenger services 
continued to Incur heavy losses which increased by Rs. 155.64 
crores in 1999-2000 over 1998-99. The loss in Second Class 
(ordinary) and Second Class Mall/Express (M/E) increased 
substantially by Rs. 445.99 crores from Rs. 1582.04 crores in 
1998-99 to Rs. 2028.03 crores in 1999-2000 and Rs. 216.92 
crores from Rs. 161.48 crores in 1998-99 to Rs. 378.40 crores in 
1999-2000 respectively. 
From the analysis of receipts and expenditure on this 
class, the audit revealed that whereas the receipts increased by 
42.35 percent over 1998-99, against an increase of 4.98 percent in 
1998-99 over 1997-98 and the working expenses of this class 
increased by only 2.33 percent over 1998-99, against 21.83 
percent in 1998-99 over 1997-98. It was also observed that the AC 
Chair Car (M/E) which suffered a loss of Rs. 23.76 crores in 1998-
99 not only recovered the loss but also made profit of Rs. 48.19 
crores in 1999-2000. 
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After given the audit observations about the financial 
management there is a need to check the other departments of 
railways also. And now, we give the observations of audit about the 
earnings of railways. 
In case of earnings, the non-revision of siding charges in 
respect of electric locomotives used for placement and removal of 
wagons resulted in short recovery of Rs.24.67 crores. The siding 
charges are normally fixed on the basis of All India Engine Hour 
Cost. It was observed the siding charges should be reviewed 
periodically at intervals of not less than once a year to ensure that 
they adequately cover the cost of haulage of wagons over the 
siding. The short recovery of Rs.24.67 crores belong from South 
Eastern Railways. As on 31 March 1999, altogether 1295 sidings 
were in operation. Out of these Eastern Railway had 216 sidings in 
operation on the same date but In respect of these full Information 
was not available. It had shown in audit report of 2000, that total 
freight earnings on the 8 Zonal Railways, excluding Eastern Railway 
Zone, during 1994-95 to 1998-99 Rs.76,688.74 crores, of which 
Rs.56,807.99 crores were from siding (74.08 percent).^ 
The objective of the railways is to run longer trains to 
earn more revenues at minimal operating expenses. The Railway 
Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 2000, Op.Cit., 
p.92. 
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Board has been issuing instructions to Zonal Railways from time to 
time for running full load rakes of BCN/BCX/CRT wagons to avoid 
wastage of haulage capacity of locos, line capacity and crew 
capacity etc. In August 1994, Railway Board viewed the decrease in 
average load of rakes on Western Railway seriously and instructed 
that BCN/BCX and CRT rakes should not be run with less than 40 
and 75 wagons respectively. But in June and July 1995, Railway 
Board emphatically instructed Zonal Railways that under no 
circumstances should BCN rakes be permitted to be loaded and run 
with Jess than 40 wagons. 
The test-check of records of 9 loading points at 7 
stations/siding (Dadhdevi, Morak, Lakheri, Beawar, Bangurgram, 
Chanderiya and Mangliagaon) on Western Railway revealed that in 
spite of the Board's clear Instructions, 1193 BCN rakes, booked 
during August 1994 to February 1999, were run with less than 40 
wagons each. The shortfall ranged between 1 and 12 wagons. 
These rakes containing cement, rice, single super phosphate, urea, 
zinc bars and de-oiled cake were booked from the 9 loading points 
on Western Railway to several destinations for distances running 
from 62 to 2181 kilometres. For these 1193 rakes, railways 
accepted indents for 47,574 BCN wagons, but actually supplied 
only 44288 BNC wagons. The reason for short supply of wagons by 
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railway administration were not on record. Further, of the supply 
made, 1920 wagons were not loaded by the consignors and were 
hauled empty which the loaded wagons upto the destinations. 
Consequently, there was empty haulage of 1920 BCN 
wagons supplied to parties resulting in loss of earning capacity of 
Rs.4.98 crores and there was wastage of hauling capacity of 
engines, capacity of line and crew to the tune of Rs.4.44 crores due 
to short composition of 1193 rakes. Thus, the aggregate loss came 
to Rs.9.42 crores.^ 
The matter was taken up with Deputy Chief Accounts 
Officer (Traffic), Ajmer in December 1998. The railway 
administration in their reply, approved by Railway Board, stated in 
October 1999 that, the major reason for loading less than the full 
composition of BCN rakes was forfeiture of wagons by railway after 
their supply to the parties, and empty haulage of wagons was due 
to less loading by the parties and it would not have been prudent for 
railway administration to split up the rake and detain the wagons 
not loaded by the parties. 
The Container Corporation of India (CONCOR) was set 
up with the prime objective of developing multi-modal transport 
logistics Infrastructure to support the country's growing 
Ibid, p. 128. 
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international trade as well as for transport of domestic traffic in ISO 
containers by adopting the latest technology and practices. The 
Container Corporation of India had been collecting all charges 
including freight from the customers with effect from 1 November 
1990. They are required to deposit the railway freight at the 
prescribed rates with the Traffic Account Office of the originating 
railway on fortnightly basis. However, as per Railway Board's 
instructions, whenever railways were called upon to render 
additional services by way of placement of wagons in a siding, 
instead of regular goods shed, separate placement charges were to 
be recovered from the parties in addition to normal freight charges. 
It was noticed that Container Corporation of India had partially paid 
(March 1996) an amount of Rs.0.57 crores towards placement 
charges for the period from November 1990 to March 1996. 
Subsequent payments had, however, not been made deposit raising 
of bills. The Container Corporation of India had made no payment 
after March 1996 despite the fact that during the visit of a team 
consisting of General Manager (GM Container Corporation of India 
and Deputy Chief Account Officer/Traffic, Southern Railway, it was 
confirmed during the field study that extra operations were being 
carried out for placing the Container Corporation of India containers 
at lay-by siding. The railway administration failed to enforce clause 
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2.8 of memorandum of guidelines which specifically provided 
payment of a schedule of charges by Container Corporation of India 
determined mutually between Indian Railways and Container 
Corporation of India for pilot and shunting operations for any 
specific operational need that might arise. 
As a result, an amount of Rs.3.44 crores for the period 
November 1990 to February 2001 excluding the amount of Rs.0.57 
crores paid in March 1996, remained outstanding.^ The Western 
Railway incurred loss due to incorrect grant of benefit of trainload 
class rates on Liquefied Petroleum Gas booked in BTPGLN tank 
wagons. The Western Railway zone resulted in loss of revenue 
amounting to Rs. 16.56 crores for period from October 1998 to 
March 2001 in respect of three siding.^ As per the instructions of 
Railway Board of 1 January 1982, that the benefit of train load 
class rates was admissible only when the minimum tonnage 
prescribed for various conditions was offered and loaded by the 
party. The minimum tonnage prescribed for Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
(LPG) was 1100 tonnes Broad Gauge. It was, however, reduced to 
800 tonnes (BG) from November 1984. In July 1997, Railway Board 
took some corrective measures and revised the train load tonnage to 
' Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India - 2002. Op.Cit., 
p.40. 
2 Ibid, p.35. 
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conform to the number of wagons in rakes of different types of 
wagons. The benefit of train load rate would be admissible if the 
party loads all the f i t wagons of a full rake. However, these 
instructions did not cover BTPGLN tank wagons, which are used by 
the oil companies for loading of Liquefied Petroleum Gas. The 
benefit of train load class rates therefore, continued to be allowed 
on minimum tonnage {800 tonnes). This condition could be achieved 
by the party by loading only 22 BTPGLN tank wagons. In January 
2000, a review of records by Audit of Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
siding, Kandia, revealed that in absence of the prescribed standards 
rake size for BTPGLN tank wagons, the benefit of trainload rate was 
being granted in all such cases where the composition of rakes was 
22 and above. 
In case of Western Railway, Kandia Port resulted in loss 
of Rs.4.00 crores during the period August 1992 to November 
2000, in respect of delay in notifying the through distance for levy 
of freight charges.^ The Metre Gauge rail link between Gandhidham 
and new Kandia Port Station was opened to traffic in June 1955. 
The distance from Gandhidham to Kandia Port Station is 11.88 
kilometres out of which Western Railway's portion is 7 kilometres 
from Gandhidham to the interchange point and that of Kandia Port 
' Ibid, p. 51. 
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Trust is 4.88 kilometres from the interchange point to Kandia Port 
station. For this entire stretch, haulage charges on kilometre basis 
was being collected by railways and shared between railways and 
the Kandia Port Trust proportionate to the length of line owned by 
them i.e. 7:4.88. The haulage charges leviable were initially fixed 
tentatively in June 1955. In December 1977, the Railway Board 
advised revised haulage charges to Western Railway Administration 
for this section. Western Railway Administration made the revised 
rates effective from 15 February 1978. Consequently, the haulage 
charges were not revised thereafter. Later, reviewing the position, 
the Western Railway Administration considered that the system of 
computation of haulage charges on the basis of working expenses 
was cumbersome, and, therefore, decided in July 1991, to do away 
with the existing arrangement and to levy freight charges for the 
entire stretch of 11.88 kilometres on through distance basis from 
Gandhidham station to Kandia Port Station. However, the progress 
in implementation of the decision was very slow. The notification 
for levy of freight charges on through distance basis upto Kandia 
Port was, however. Issued in December 2001, effective from 15 
December 2000. Throughout the period from March 1978 to 
December 2000, the basic haulage charges remained unrevised. The 
Railway Board issued instructions in December 1994 that BRH/BRN 
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wagons should not be used for any engineering loading and also 
desired the railways should clearly indicate that there were no 
BRH/BRN wagons with the Engineering Departnnent and that these 
wagons were not being utilised for any engineering loading. But yet, 
BRH/BRN wagons were used for engineering loading by the Eastern 
Railway and resulting in loss of earning capacity of Rs.2.65 crores 
due to their detention. In December 1997, Railway Board further 
desired that railways should set up a suitable system to avoid 
recurrence of cases of loss of earning capacity due to avoidable 
detention to wagons. Any such case coming upto the notice of the 
General Manager was to be taken up suitably. This was revealed 
from the records that 19 wagons {9BRH, 6BRF, 3B0X and 1 
covered) loaded with rails, concrete sleepers, bridge girder etc. were 
received at Gaya between 23 January 1993 and 14 November 
1997. Out of these 19 wagons, 8 wagons consigned to different 
engineering branches of Gaya had been detained for periods ranging 
from 402 days to 2287 days, as on 30 April 1999, 2 wagons 
consigned to other stations, received on 28 December 1996, had 
been detained at Gaya for 852 days each, as on 30 April 1999, and 
the remaining 9 wagons, also consigned to other stations, could be 
despatched from Gaya to their destination only after receipt of 
instructions from Divisional Operating Manager, Eastern Railway in 
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November 1998 after their detention for different periods ranging 
from 12 days to 105 days. 
The observations are made by audit that the BRH 
wagons are still in use by railways for engineering loading in 
contravention of Railway Board order of December 1994, despite 
Railway Board's orders to evolve a system to avoid recurrence of 
loss of earnings due to unnecessary detention to wagons, no 
system has been evolved so far, as is evident from the present case 
and consequently, due to lack of co-ordination among different 
departments, the railway administration suffered loss amounting to 
Rs.2.65 crores on account of earning capacity due to avoidable 
detention of these 19 loaded wagons for 11,595 days. 
The Indian Railways provide services for the purpose of 
tourist also. For this purpose in January 1982, the Ministry of 
Railways (Railway Board) in collaboration with Rajasthan Tourist 
Development Corporation started running the tourist train called 
'Palace on Wheels' on Metre Gauge sector of Western Railway. The 
Metre Gauge tourist train continued upto January 1995 and 
earnings were shared between Railways and Rajasthan Tourist 
Development Corporation in the ratio of 72:28. The entire cost of 
Metre Gauge tourist train was borne by railways. When the 
conversion of Metre Gauge sector into Broad Gauge, the Railway 
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Board decided to manufacture a Broad Gauge tourist train and 
operate it on the action as per revised itinerary finalised in 
consultation with Rajasthan Tourist Development Corporation. The 
cost of the new Broad Gauge tourist train was Rs.20.48 crores and 
was required to be shared equally by Railways and Rajasthan Tourist 
Development Corporation. The new Broad Gauge Palace on Wheels 
tourist train was Introduced In September 1995. 
It was observed, in case of Metre Gauge tourist train, 
earnings sharing ratio between Railways and Raiasthan Tourist 
Development Corporation was 72:28 and the share of Rajasthan 
Tourist Development Corporation was low, the reason was the 
entire cost of this train borne by railways. However, in case of 
Broad Gauge tourist train, the cost of the train consisting of 21 
coaches was shared equally by Rajasthan Tourist Development 
Corporation and Railways and the earning ratio was 55:45. The 
Railway Board insisted on higher earning ratio of 67:33 without 
working out the actual cost of operation of the tourist train. But 
Rajasthan Tourist Development Corporation did not accept this ratio. 
Now, from June 1997, Rajasthan Tourist Development Corporation 
started remitting earnings on 50:50 basis. The loss of earnings of 
Rs.4.17 crores due to non-Implementation of mutually acceptable 
earning sharing ratio, which was 55:45 In 1996, railways also 
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suffered a loss of Rs.3.02 crores towards interest on delayed 
remittances of Rs.41,71 crores and non-payment of the full cost of 
the tourist train by Rajasthan Tourist Development Corporation.^ 
The railway administration also provide service to their 
staff to travel by a train on concessional railway staff to travel from 
the nearest railway station to their work place without having to 
buy a ticket because they have residential card passed which are 
issued by the railway administration to such staff. With a view to 
providing transport facilities to these railways employees, a shuttle 
train was started long back between Itarsi Railway Station and 
Goods Cabin, New Yard, Itarsi. This shuttle train has been making 
three trips a day as per schedule prescribed for it. Prior to February 
1997, a WAG-2 engine which is generally used for hauling a goods 
train, was being used. From February 1997 to October 2000, an 
inferior WAM-4 loco, which can be used both for passenger and 
goods trains, was used. From November 2000 onwards, AC locos, 
which are generally used for Marl/Express trains are being used to 
haul this train. The crew for this train consists of three drivers, three 
assistant drivers and two guards who are booked for this shuttle 
train according to their roster. However, the road transport for the 
work place was not available to the railway employees residing near 
' Ibid., p.71. 
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the railway station and working in the offices of Senior Divisional 
Mechanical Engineer (Diesel Shed), Itarsi, Senior Divisional Electrical 
Engineer (Traction Rolling Stock) Itarsi, Area Manager, Itarsi and 
Senior Section Engineer (carriage and wagon) Itarsi, which are 
situated at a distance of around 6 kilometres from their work place. 
It was noticed that this shuttle train was introduced 
when no other means of conveyance was available for the staff to 
commute distance from the residential colonies to their work places 
near the Goods cabin. New Yard, Itarsi. From April 1989, many mini 
buses started playing between the Itarsi railway station and the 
work place offices as per the prescribed time tables prepared in 
consultation w i th and permission of Sr. Divisional Electrical Engineer 
(Traction Rolling Stock). Itarsi and Sr. Division Mechanical Engineer 
(Diesel Shed) Itarsi. The residential card passes to the employees 
travelling by this train were not being used. Nor were any types of 
tickets being sold for this train to even passengers other than 
railway employees. No records to ascertain as to how many 
passengers were actually travelling by the shuttle train were being 
maintained. Therefore no earnings were derived from running of this 
shuttle train. 
It was observed by Audit that around 3546 employees 
were working in these offices and out of these 3356 employees 
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who are entitled to transport allowance since 1 August 1997 based 
on the recommendations of the Fifth Pay Commission were in 
receipt of the same. They are not availing officially the facility of the 
shuttle train and the remaining 190 employees residing within the 
radius of one kilometre from their offices, are not entitled to 
transport allowance. So those employees who are in receipt of 
transport allowance as per rules and are going to their places of 
work as per their own arrangement, there is no necessity to run this 
shuttle train. The unnecessary running of this train, therefore, 
resulted In avoidable loss to railway administration of Rs.2.85 crores 
[Rs. 0.43 crores on pay and allowances of the crew and earning 
capacity of Rs. 0.93 crores of coaching vehicles, from August 1997 
to March 2 0 0 1 , and Rs. 1.49 crores on AC locos, from November 
2000 to March 2001] . 
This issue was taken up wi th railway administration at 
the Divisional level in January 2000. The Divisional Operating 
Department stated in August 2000 that they had no objection to 
discontinue the shuttle train because private buses are easily 
available between Itarsi station and Itarsi yard. 
In some cases the railway administration provide rebate 
on full payment of demurrage charges. On June 24 , 1985, the 
Railway Board issued Instructions to all Zonal Railways that a rebate 
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of 2 percent would be allowed if full payment of the undisputed 
amount of the demurrage charges is made within 10 days of the 
submission of the bill. For disputed amount of the bill with held by 
the Steel Plant, a reference is to be made by the Steel Plant to the 
Zonal Railways within 30 days of submission of the bill. It was 
found that payable on the disputed amount, the Steel Plants are 
required to pay to the railways interest at the rate of 0.5 percent 
per month to be applicable from the month following the month of 
submission of the bills. The interest would be payable for the 
number of months or part thereof for which the payment is with 
held, subject to a maximum of twelve months. In May 1996, the 
Railway Board reiterated their earlier instructions of June 1985. 
It was noticed, during the inspection of Senior Divisional 
Operating Manager's Office, Adra in August 1996, that despite 
Railway Board's instructions (June 1985 and May 1996), no claims 
of interest amounting to Rs.0.42 crores for the period from July 
1992 to March 2001 and Rs.0.32 crores for the period July 1993 
to December 2000 were preferred on Steel Authority of India Ltd., 
Bokaro and Vishakhapatnam respectively on delayed payment of 
demurrage charges. Even though. Area Manager, Bhilai preferred 
bills relating to interest on demurrage charges amounting to Rs. 1.16 
crores for the period July 1985 to January 2001 on Steel Authority 
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of India Limited, Bhilai, the payment is still awaited. Against an 
amount of Rs.0.10 crores due from M/s Tata Iron Steel and 
Company (TISCO) on this account for the period from March 1994 
to February 2001, an amount of Rs.0.05 crores is still to be 
preferred and realised from them. Failure on the part of the railway 
administration to prefer claims/delayed submission of claims of 
interest on belated payment of demurrage charges, resulted in non-
realisation of Rs.1.95 crores till March 2001.^ 
In respect of wagons It Is very necessary for the railway 
administration that to check and verify the wagons. Each wagon is 
to be thoroughly checked and examined by the Train Engineer's 
(TXR) staff to see that it is made water tight. When the wagon is 
found to be defective, immediate steps are to be taken to get it 
repaired. Where TRX staff is not available, the commercial staff is to 
plug the holes and make the wagon water-tight with the aid of the 
roofing compound. 
At Raasi Cement Siding empty rakes are coming from 
different stations are Southern Railway/South Central Railway, duly 
checked At TXR Depots. The rakes with invalid Brake Power 
Certificate (BPC) are checked by carriage and Wagon (C&W) Depot, 
Nadikudi entrusted with check of wagons being supplied to this 
Ibid, p.77-78. 
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siding. The check of records for the period June 1998 to March 
2001 in this siding revealed that out of 258 rakes received at the 
siding, 532 wagons were not loaded due to rejection of wagons by 
the consigner, M/s Raasi Cement Limited, due to top holes, side 
holes, bottom holes and door holes etc. The rejected CRT wagons 
(114) were detached at the serving station (Vishnupuram). The 
remaining 418 wagons were moved empty wi th the loaded rakes to 
the destination. However in both cases the loaded rakes were 
hauled w i th less than the specified number of wagons to make a 
standard rake to qualify for train load rate. 
Thus, supply of non-water-tight wagons led to their 
rejection by the consigners, resulting in unnecessary haulage of 
empty wagons and causing loss of earning capacity of Rs.1.58 
crores.^ 
The works and contract management also very 
necessary for the railways. After audit of railway revenues we are 
able to present the observations of audit about the works and 
management of railways. 
When we discuss about the projects, firstly we can take 
the project of 'Gaya-Manpur' section. There was a provision of 
wired third line under traffic facilities and this was included in Final 
' Ibid, p.79. 
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Works Programme 1990-91 wi th anticipated cost of Rs.3.74 crores, 
with target date of completion as 31 December 1993. The work 
was proposed to remove deterrents of cross movements and 
interferences etc. on Gaya-Manpur section causing serious problems 
for fluid operation of goods movement over Ground Chord. The 
General Manager, Eastern Railway, sanctioned the detailed estimate 
of Rs.4.98 crores In November 1990 the execution was started in 
May 1991 . During the General Manager's inspection in January 
1992 on Kiul-Gaya section, he ordered that the work should be 
suspended and desired that a comprehensive master plan about the 
freight pattern should be made by Chief Operating Manager (COM) 
concerning Kiul-Gaya section, electrification between Patna-Gaya 
section and the 3'*^  line between Gaya-Manpur. In April 1993, the 
Chief Engineer requested Chief Operating Manager to decide the 
scope of work of the 3''' line between Gaya-Manpur and sought 
orders for re-starting the work. The Chief Operating Manager 
ordered In July 1993 that the 3'*^  line between Gaya-Manpur section 
wi th the exception of stretch over Falgu bridge should be provided. 
The 3"* line on either side of bridge should have joint line working 
and cabins on either side of the bridge should be provided for 
passage of trains across the bridge. 
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The work was re-started in November 1993. By 
November 1996, most of the civil engineering works were 
completed except permanent way linking of track. However, the 
commissioning of the line was not possible unless the construction 
work of cabins at both ends of the Falgu river was completed and 
the cabins were not covered in the sanctioned estimate. The Signal 
and Telecommunication Department was provided sanction of 
material modification for construction of cabin. In November 1996, 
It was informed by the Deputy Chief Engineer (construction) to the 
Deputy Chief Signal and Telecommunication Engineer, Mughalsarai 
that his office was not able to produce further with the construction 
of cabins due to non-availability of sanctioned material modification 
even though the target date was December 1996. 
In August 1997, it was decided in the conference of 
Chief Administrative Officer (construction) with other officers that 
to have the scope of the work of Gaya-Manpur section reviewed by 
the Additional General Manager (AGM). The Chief Administrative 
Officer (construction) also emphasised that no money was to be 
spent till the scope of work was decided and that arrangements 
should be made to dispose of the excess materials lying there. 
Accordingly the work was suspended in September 1997 on 
technical grounds. Thus, the scope of the work was still not decided 
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(January 2000) due to non-finalisation of the signalling plan of the 
work of Gaya Route Relay Interlocking and in view of the remarks of 
the DRM, Mughalsarai that the line was not required. There was 
expenditure of Rs.5.38 crores already incurred on the project 
remained unfruitful. 
Another project was introduced by the Railway Board in 
respect of Southern Railway. In March 1995, Railway Board 
sanctioned the Gauge conversion project. Metre Gauge to Broad 
Gauge, of Yeshwantpur-BaiyyappanahalH-Salem section over 
Southern Railway including the provision of a bye-pass at 
Yeshwantpur. The section (Yeshwantpur-Baiyyappanahalli) when 
commissioned along with bye-pass would make available a direct 
Broad Gauge link for traffic coming from Jolarpettai side and the 
work was targeted for completion by February 1996. Under this 
project, the conversion of Salem- Baiyyappanahalli section was 
completed and commissioned for Broad Gauge traffic from 12 
January 1997. The other work of residual section between 
Yeshwantpur-Baiyyappanahalli was completed on 31 August 1999 
except bye-pass at Veshwantpur, which was yet to be completed 
(August 2001). Upto February 2001, the cost incurred on the 
Yeshwantpur-Baiyyappanahalli Gauge conversion work was Rs. 
15.10 crores. This line has not been commissioned and the goods 
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trains from Baiyyappanahalli side to areas beyond Yeshwantpur 
were routed through Baiyyappanahalli-Yelahanka-Yeshwantpur 
involving reversal of Train Engine and Brake Van twice, once at 
Yelahanka and again at Yeshwantpur. 
It was observed from the work that the work of 
Baiyyappanahalli-Yeshwantpur section was completed in August 
1999 except bye-pass at Yeshwantpur. This section was non-
commissioned and had led the investment of Rs. 15.10 crores 
remaining unfruitful. The commissioning of the Traffic In the 
section, even without bye-pass at Yeshwantpur, could have avoided 
one reversal at Yelhanka and the reduction of resultant loss on 
account of detention of rolling stock to the extent of about 50 
percent of total loss. 
In the case of deposit work, under the provision of Para 
1849 of Indian Railway code for Engineering Department, no 
expenditure in excess of either the sanctioned estimate or the 
sanctioned allotment of the deposit made, by the party, should be 
incurred. If there any excess expenditure is anticipated, acceptance 
of the party concerned should be called for an additional deposit 
obtained. 
Para 1853 of the same, Accounts Officer could prefer a 
provisional bill on account of maintenance charges even before 
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sanction of the completion report. Further, in terms of Para 1171 of 
the Indian Railway Code for Engineering Department stipulates that 
for works costing rupees one crore or less, the completion report 
should be submitted within six months of completion of the work. In 
case of works on which no expenditure is recorded for three 
consecutive months, the Accounts Officer should call for the 
completion report. If abnormal delay in submission in reports by the 
executive officers should be brought to the notice of the Head of 
the Railway Administration by the Accounts Officer. 
A private siding for Indian Oil Corporation Bangaigaon 
(IOC) was constructed by the railway administration. The railway 
administration incurred expenditure of Rs. 0.58 crore which 
exceeded the deposits made by the party by Rs. 0.09 crore. The 
siding was opened for traffic on 30 January 1985. Only one rake 
was placed on the siding in 1986 and since then no traffic was 
offered till January 2000. 
The agreement was reached between the Railways and 
Indian Oil Corporation on 31 March 1986. According to the 
agreement, the railway administration was to maintain the track at 
Indian Oil Corporation's cost and such cost being paid annually in 
advance. 
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Review of the records relating to this work, however, 
revealed that though the line was opened for traffic on 30 January 
1985, the completion report could be drawn up only In January 
1998. The railway administration attributed the delay in drawal of 
completion report to non-payment of the excess expenditure of Rs. 
0.09 crore by Indian Oil Corporation. On the other hand, Indian Oil 
Corporation insisted on the completion report as a pre-requisite for 
making payment.^ 
A meeting was held in February 1998 and It was 
decided that a iolnt inspection of the siding would be conducted by 
representatives of both parties in March 1998 and the siding would 
be handed over or commissioned subsequently. 
In case of conversion of track, the Ministry of Railways 
(Railway Broad) is responsible for different Railway Zones track 
conversion or existence the lines. It was decided in April 1994 that 
conversion of Metre Gauge sections into Broad Gauge, the existing 
private Metre Gauge sidings also be converted into Broad Gauge on 
assisted siding terms. The maintenance charges for the converted 
sidings were directed to revised, and the agreements were also be 
revised or updated. The gauge conversion of defence siding should 
^ Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 2000, Op.Cit., 
p.208. 
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also be done on assisted siding terms, this provision was decided 
after one month of the previous decision. 
Under Northern Railway Zone, the gauge conversion of 
Jodhpur-Jaisalmer Metre Gauge was taken up during 1994-95. In 
September 1994, defence authorities requested Northern Railway 
Administration for gauge conversion of defence sidings. It was also 
requested providing additional facilities at some of the stations and 
to send estimates for the same. The estimates of Rs.4.93 crores 
were prepared for providing Broad Gauge facilities of 5 stations, viz. 
Odaniya Chacha, ShriBhadrlya, Lathi, Jetha Chandan, Thaiyat 
Hamira and Jaisalmer, in December 1994. The proposal for 
providing additional facilities at Phalodi and Pokaran Road stations 
were prepared as the insistence of defence authorities. The revised 
estimated cost amounted to Rs.5.34 crores. Out of this, the share 
of defence department worked out to Rs.3.42 crores.' The works of 
gauge conversion were completed and during April 1995 to October 
1996 this was opened for traffic without getting any deposit or 
even a formal acceptance of defence authorities to bear the cost. 
In August 1996, when defence authorities were 
requested to deposit Rs.3.42 crores towards their share of cost 
' Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 2002, Op.Cit., 
p,96. 
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because they did not make the payment. Thereafter, railway 
administration did not pursue the matter. 
It was found that out of 6 stations where facilities were 
provided, the interest and the maintenance charges for only two 
stations were recovered and the other 4 stations (3 sidings were 
opened in June 1995 and 1 siding in October 1996) were not on 
record. For the recovery of maintenance charges the Accounts 
Department did not raise any bill. In respect of these 4 stations from 
the date of their opening to March 2001, the total interest and 
maintenance charges due for recovery from defence department 
worked out to Rs.1.78 crores and the agreements with the defence 
department have also not been executed as yet (September 2001) 
in respect of all the six slidlngs. 
In September 1999 the matter was taken up by Audit. It 
was observed by Audit that for the 4 stations, the railway 
administration have not taken any action to raise the debit amount 
of Rs.1.78 crores for interest and maintenance charges for defence 
works. And Rs.3.42 crores were also deposited for defence 
authorities because no payment has been made. Thus, the railway 
administration start the work without getting any deposit from 
defence authorities and its failure to raise debits towards interest 
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and maintenance charges for these works at 4 stations resulted in 
non-recovery of Rs.5.20 crores. 
In respect of recovery of electric charges the Railway 
Board recover charges for supply of electricity from employees 
residing in railway colonies. The electricity charges are recovered at 
the monthly average of the metered consumption during the 
previous six months multiplied by the pooled rate per unit. The bills 
for the first six monthly period are prepared on the basis of the 
charges fixed for similar type of quarters and are recovered each 
month till a new charge is fixed based on the metered consumption. 
It is the duty of Electrical Department to prepare bills separately for 
each pay bill until and sends to the bill preparing office and the 
accounts office concerned. The responsibility of correct and 
complete recovery of monthly electricity charges Is the pay bill 
preparing office. At the time of recoveries of electric charges the 
Accounts Department comprise the bills with the rent rolls to ensure 
that electricity charges in respect of each electrified quarter have 
been duly accounted for, scrutinise the statement showing the 
amount to be recovered and the amount actually recovered. 
It was observed by the audit, in case of Bhopal Division 
of Central Railway, that the recovery of electricity charges was less 
than the demanded billed for. During April 1993 to March 1996, 
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against a demand of Rs.1.29 crores, the recovery effected was 
Rs.1.21 crores. Thus, the short recovery was taken up with 
Divisional Accounts Department, Bhopal in October 1996. With a 
view to ascertaining position on other divisions a review of records 
maintenance in Electrical Department, Accounts Department and 
Personnel Department of all the seven divisions including Bhopal on 
Central Railway for the period from 1996-97 to 1999-2000 was 
conducted in audit and the review revealed that the total sum of 
half yearly electricity bills preferred against railway staff worked out 
to Rs.29.46 crores. Against this demand, the recovery made from 
railway employees amounted to only Rs.20.51 crores and resulted 
In short recovery of Rs.8.95 crores from the staff concerned.^ It 
clearly shows that the Accounts Department and pay bill preparing 
office failed to effect complete and correct recovery of the 
electricity charges billed to the occupants the railway quarters. 
Further, there was wide gap between the number of 
quarters electrified in each division and actual number of quarters 
for which bills had been preferred, this was revealed from the 
scrutiny of the electricity bills preferred in each of 7 divisions. 
During 1999-2000, the number of electrified quarters on Central 
Railway was 67,283. Against this, the average number of quarters 
Ibid, p. 109. 
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for which monthly bills had been preferred was 57,723J And there 
were no reasons on record for not preparing the bills for remaining 
9,560 quarters. This also cleanithat the Accounts Department failed 
to compare! the bills with the rent rolls. 
On the part of stores and assets management of 
railways, some Important equipments are imported by the Railway 
Board from abroad. For ballast cleaning the Indian Railways use a 
machine known as the Ballast Cleaning Machine and this equipment 
Ballast Cleaning Machine Is Intended for deep screening the ballast 
to a width of 4 metre under the sleeper. 
The Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) entered Into a 
contract with an American firm, M/s Kershaw Manufacturing 
Company, USA, for supply of 2 Ballast Cleaning Machines with 
spares at Rs.13.10 crores per machine. This contract was done in 
December 1995 and the delivery of these two machines was to be 
completed by July 1997. These two Ballast Cleaning Machines were 
received In December 1998 and January 1999 respectively. The 
amount of Rs.2,86,89,447 was paid, as custom duty for each 
machine, by the purchaser. On delay of both machines, delivery 
received, the custom authority demanded additional Counter-Veiling 
Duty (CVD) of Rs.4.23 crores and the amount was paid by the 
Ibid, p. 109. 
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railways as demanded. In December 1998, and September 1999, 
the Controller of Stores, Central Railway filed an appeal for refund 
of the excess custom duty of Rs.4.23 crores.^ The appeal, however, 
was rejected in February 2001 by the commissioner of customs 
(Appeal). 
It was revealed from the performance of the contract in 
audit review that the two machines were to be supplied by 31 July 
1997 and the firm failed to adhere to contractual dates of delivery 
of machines. The date of delivery was extended by the Railway 
Board upto June 1998 without liquidated damages and further 
extension was given upto 15 November 1998. The Southern 
Railway and Western Railway were received the machine on 2 
December 1998 and on 23 January 1999 respectively. On 24 
September 1999, one machine was commissioned on Southern 
Railway after a delay of more than 9 months. Delay in 
commissioning of the machine was attributed to modification of axle 
gear boxes, replacement of brake valve in brake system and 
replacement of roller and modification of rail lifter. After 
modifications carried out by the firm the machine Is working 
satisfactorily. On the other hand, due to defect in the transmission 
system, the second machine could not be commissioned on Western 
Ibid, p. 138. 
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Railway. Railway administration Is carrying out the wojk of deep 
screening of track by two existing machines. The amount of 
Rs.13.10 crores, invested by the railways, could not yield any 
profit. However, an amount of Rs.1.82 crore was paid by the 
railway to generate revenues for the years 1999-2000 and 2000-
2001 for this defective machine. On account of excess payment of 
custom duty, the recoverable amount from the contractor worked 
out to Rs.9.48 crore by the Railway Board withheld Rs.3.81 crore 
under this contract and encashed bank guarantee of Rs.1.83 crore. 
Thus, the extra amount of Rs.3.84 crore was recoverable from the 
firm, however, a period of more than 2 years has passed and no 
efforts have been made by the Railway Board to recover the amount 
from the firm. 
In South Eastern Railway, a Narrow Gauge section of 
Adra Division was closed for passenger traffic. The section Bankura-
Damodar-Rainagar was closed for passenger traffic because the 
serving steam engine was beyond repair and there was no other 
engine to run the section, and also there was no goods traffic on 
this line. In 1997-98, the Hon'ble Railway Minister announced in his 
budget speech the introduction of Narrow Gauge Rail Buses on the 
four sections such as : 
i) South-Eastern Railways - Bankura-Damodar 
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ii) Western Railway - Bodeli-Chhota Udepur 
iii) Western Railway - Ankaleshwar - Raj Pipla 
iv) North Eastern Railway - Maharajganj-Durandha. 
On 4 March 1998, the first set of Narrow Gauge Rail 
Bus, cost of Rs.0.45 crore, was received at Bankura from Mysore 
Workshop. On 21 October 1998, the second set was received at 
Vishakhapatnam, and the other two Narrow Gauge Rail Buses were 
to be despatched to the Western Railway in April 1998. The two rail 
buses were not commissioned as the work of gauge conversion of 
the Bankura-Damodar-Rainagar section which were received on 
South Eastern Railway in March 1998 and October 1998. In 
October 1998, the General Manager of South Eastern Railway 
decided to introduce the Rail Bus Service on Naupada-Gunupur 
section of Waltair Division and the same date the two sets of rail 
busMiWere diverted into Naupada. However, the Chief Operations 
Manager stated that there was no traffic requirement of running Rail 
Buses on any section of Southern Eastern Railway. So both sets of 
Rail Busmwere led without any traffic requirement at Naupada. 
The railway administration incurred in fructuous 
expenditure of Rs.0.90 crore. On injudicious procurement of two 
sets of diesel Rail Buses for the period from April 1996 to March 
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1999J It was observed from the above that in 1998-99, a proposal 
for repair of track in order to introduce 'Rail Bus Service' in BDR 
section was sent to Railway Board for inclusion. In August 1998, 
Railway Board froze the work of track renewal and provision of Rs.1 
crore allotted for 1998-99 was permitted to be utilised for other 
work. 
The Railway Board provide the facilities of transfer of 
trains from one track to another. This crossing system consists of 
points and splice rails, wing rails and check-rails suitably held 
together. Under the solid crossings the Cost Manganese Steel are 
particularly useful in continuous welding of rails. 
On March 1997, the Railway Board floated open tender 
for manufacturing and supply of 5044 numbers of Cost Manganese 
Steel crossings on Pre-stressed Concrete Sleeper layouts covering 
the period 1997-98, 1998-99 and 1999-2000. 
During the years 1997-98, 1998-99 and 1999-2000, 
the review of tenders finalised revealed that the Railway Board 
placed order for 10,489 numbers Cost Manganese Steel crossings 
against the total requirement of 5,044 crossings through three 
tenders without ascertaining the quantity available and quality 
utilised. The orders placed on the regular suppliers, developmental 
' Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 2000, Op.Cit., 
p.291. 
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orders for 5,350 numbers Cost Manganese Steel crossings, 2800 
numbers in 1997-98, 2500 numbers in 1998-99 and 50 numbers in 
1999-2000, were placed, which were outside the vetted and 
tenders quantity. For consumption, of these orders 1500 numbers 
were received and available. However, the availability of Pre-
stressed Concrete Sleeper turnouts are very essential requirement 
because the utilisation of Cost Manganese Steel crossings depended 
upon these. The Railway Board revealed that the acute shortage of 
Pre-stressed Concrete Sleeper turnouts due to inability of 
manufacturers to supply the ordered quantity and it was clear from 
the procurement of Pre-stressed Concrete Sleeper turnouts. The 
Cost Manganese Steel crossings procured could not be utilised fully 
due to acute shortage of Pre-stressed Concrete Sleeper turnouts. 
The Railway Board ma^^ corresponding reduction in the orders 
placed for Cost Manganese Steel crossings but failed to link up the 
procurement of Cost Manganese Steel crossings wi th Pre-stressed 
Concrete Sleeper turnout. In the successive years (1997-98 to 
1999-2000), there was excess inventory because of failure of the 
Board to correctly assess the requirement of Cost Manganese Steel 
crossings, by taking into account the supplies due orders placed and 
the availability of Pre-stressed Concrete Sleeper turnouts. 
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The Audit has worked out an excess stock balance of 
2,846 numbers valuing Rs.20.05 crores at the end of 1997-98, 
3,995 numbers valuing Rs. 28.14 crores at the end 1998-99 and 
4,587 numbers valuing Rs.32.32 crores at the end of 1999-2000.^ 
The permanent way and works are very essential for the 
railways. The Railway Board spend money on the repairing and 
maintaining of these permanent way and works. The Board is 
responsible for the new construction also. For this purpose the 
Board make contracts with the Contractors for construction of 
bridges from time to time. 
In June 1989 and March 1991, the railway 
administration excluded two contracts with the same contractor in 
connection with the construction of Rail-cum-Road Bridge across 
river Brahmaputra at Jogighopa in Northeast Frontier Railway Zone. 
Against these two contracts, the works were started simultaneously 
in October 1991 and completed by December 1998. As par the 
provision of the contract the required cement and steel for the 
permanent work was to be supplied free of cost. 
It was revealed from Northeast Frontier Railway that the 
provisions were not followed In as much as steel materials were 
supplied to the Contractor directly through Steel Authority of India 
Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India, 2002, Op.Cit., 
p. 162. 
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Ltd. Consequently audit observed that 38,081.041 metric tonne of 
steel was supplied to the contractor. Of this, only 32, 097.435 
metric tonne was consumed and 5,983.606 metric tonne valued at 
Rs. 10.13 crores (at the average purchase rate of Rs. 16,935.00 per 
metric tonne) became surplus and further it was observed that this 
surplus steel material could have been utilised in various on-going 
conversion works where matching material was required. Instead, 
3,828.08 metric tonne valuing Rs.6.48 crores was disposed off as 
scrap through tender/auction for Rs.4.47 crores, thereby incurring a 
loss or Rs.2.01 crores.^ 
Thus, we can say that, in connection with Rail-cum-
Road Bridge across the river Brahmapura at Jogighapa, the railway 
administration failed to exercise judicious control over the 
procurement process of steel materials. The railway administration 
also failed to invoke the provisions of the contract such as the 
required materials for the work was to be supplied free of cost and 
hold the contractor responsible for the excess supply of material. 
The sale of scrap of wagons are useJLfor recovery of 
losses in railways. The store depots attached to consuming 
departments or workshops are responsible for arranging regular 
collection of all items of scrap from the consuming department for 
Ibid, p. 170. 
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its auction, this was prescribed in Indian Railway Code for Stores 
Department. The all scrap items are despatched to the other stores 
for its auction and railways earn Income from this segment and may 
use as loss recovery of railways. To dispose of any particular item 
of scrap at site or at the point of generation of scrap, this mayu 
decided by the Controller of Stores. 
In February 1997, a review by audit of records 
maintained in the Office of Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer 
(Diesel), Itarsi for the period from September 1994 revealed that 
turnings and borings wheel lathe at Diesel Shed, Itarsi were being 
loaded in covered wagons and despatched to Jhansi or Manmad 
Stores Depots for sale through auction. 
It was noticed that Jhansi Stores Depot informed in 
1994, Diesel Shed, Itarsi, that it had no arrangement to unload the 
wagons containing turnings and borings and requested that wagons 
loaded wi th turnings and borings should be disposed of at the spot 
itself instead of despatching them to Jhansi Depot. Similarly, the 
other. Stores Depot, Manmad had also refused to accept the scrap 
on the ground that weigh bridge had gone out of order. In July 
1996, the Chief Mechanical Engineer asked the Senior Divisional 
Mechanical Engineer (Diesel), Itarsi to arrange sale of turnings and 
borings on 'as is where is' basis and not to despatch that material 
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to these depots. The Diesel Shed, Itarsi, however continued loading 
of the scrap in covered wagons and despatching them to Jhansi and 
Manmad on the ground that Diesel Shed, Itarsi had no arrangement 
of staff, facilities and layout etc. to handle the turnings and borings 
for direct disposal. 
30 wagons were detailed in Diesel Shed Itarsi for the 
periods ranging from 10 days to 505 days before these were fully 
loaded and despatched to Manmad/Jhansi, this was revealed from 
scrutiny of records. 5 such wagons loaded with the turnings and 
borings were hauled from Itarsi to Jhansi and back and again from 
Itarsi to Manmad. These wagons were finally unloaded by Stores 
Depot, Manmad following issue of instructions by Controller of 
Stores (COS). The railway administration suffered'loss of Rs.1.28 
crores on account of loss of earning capacity of wagons detained.^ 
A meeting was held between Controller of Stores and 
Chief Mechanical Engineer in October 1997 and it was decided in 
the meeting that disposal of turnings and borings should be done at 
site. Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer (Diesel). Itarsi, followed 
this decision and submitted a proposal to the Engineering 
Department for development of the siding and creation of facilities 
Ibid., pp. 172-73. 
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at an estimated cost of Rs.0.09 crore for disposal of scrap. The 
work was not undertaken due to shortage of funds. 
As far as the audit of the Indian Railways is concerned, 
the accounts of Indian Railways are audited by Government of India. 
The Comptroller and Auditor General of India is responsible to check 
and verify the accuracy and correctness of accounts in order to 
secure that all revenues and receipts collected are brought Into 
account under the appropriation heads, that all expenditure and 
disbursements are authorised vouched and correctly classified and 
that the final accounts represents a complete and true statement of 
the financial transaction. However, in most cases the responsible 
department do not provide the correct information about the 
collection of revenue, while the government auditor entirely depends 
upon the government officials and on the responsible departments 
for completion of their works. 
In order to improve the standard of accounting and 
auditing, Indian Railways should reorganise its accounting procedure 
and auditing norms with an appropriate corporate structure. The 
Indian Railways should also follow the other emerging trends in 
accounting e.g. Human Resource Accounting System, Inflation 
Accounting System, Management Accounting, Responsibility 
Accounting and different modes of corporate reporting. 
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Thus we can say that the audit of railway accounts are 
very necessary because without audit of accounts no business 
enterprise can run successfully and the railways are no exception. 
The railways are a commercial enterprise, their accounts must be 
checked and verified by the auditor general. The functional area of 
railways are very vital. We are able to express the views of auditor 
general in respect of relationship between the different authorities 
as 
i) The Chief Accounts Officer should be responsible to the 
General Manager for rendering of accounts 
ii) There should be no impediments on the channel of 
communications between the Chief Accounts Officer and his 
subordinate officers, 
iii) The Chief Accounts Officer should be entirely responsible for 
running his own department and assess the professional 
capabilities of his subordinate officers, 
iv) In case of any difference of opinion between the Executive 
Officer and the Accounts Officer, the Executive Officer should 
refer the matter to the General Manager for a decision, and 
the General Manager should consult the Financial Adviser in 
the matter. 
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v) In cases, where there is a difference of opinion^ between the 
General Manager and the Chief Accounts Officer and they are 
unable to come to an agreement, the General Manager should 
make a reference to the Railway Board. In case, If the General 
Manager is unwilling to refer the matter to the Board, the 
Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Officer may refer the 
matter direct to Railway Board. 
Thus it can be said that the views of Auditor General oxfi^  
really appreciable improvement/of efficiency in the field of accounts 
and of financial advice. 
In conclusion it may be observed that the discussion in 
this chapter brings out clearly the accounting system of Indian 
Railways and the process of audit also. There is need of proper 
maintenance of the accounts of railway and these accounts should 
be properly checked and verified by the Comptroller and Auditor 
General of India because it comes under the Public Undertaking and 
have an extensive area. In this chapter we have giverjthe process of 
maintaining the railway accounts, internal check and internal audit 
system and then statutory audit system. We have also discussed 
the authorities, duties and powers of Comptroller and Auditor 
General of India, which comes under the Articles of 149 to 151 of 
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the Constitution of India, in respect of railway accounts. We have 
also prescribed the reporting of the Comptroller and Auditor General 
of India relating to railway accounts. In the end we have expressed 
the views of Auditor General for different authorities of railways. 
With this conclusion we can now shift to make a 
conclusion of this work and attempt the finding and put concrete 
suggestions and recommendations of this work on the accounting 
and financial reporting of Indian Railways. The next chapter would, 
therefore, be a resume of the findings of all the preceding chapters. 
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Chapter Six 
Conclusion 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
The Indian Railways constitute the biggest segment of the 
transport system and they are considered as the principal mode of 
transport within the country. No other means of transport is as 
important as railways for inter-regional movement of goods and men. 
The Indian Railways hauiLplayed a crucial role in the social, political and 
economic life of the country. Indian Railway network has played a key 
role in weaving into a nation. This network has not only integrated 
markets but also people across the length and breadth of this huge 
country. Indian Railway has facilitated the industrial and economic 
development of the country by transporting materials such as coal, 
iron-ore, fertilizers and steel, for such a by organisation it is essential 
that its accounts are maintained properly, its finances also need a 
thorough examination and analysis. All this has been done in this work. 
The Indian Railways forms an essential part of the country 
transportation. In 150 years of its existence, Indian Railway has 
successfully adopted to the changing needs of travel and transport in 
the country. It has also absorbed advancements in the technology and 
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kept itself in tune with the requirement of moving large volume of 
passenger and freight traffic. In 2000-01, Indian Railwayycarried about 
13 million passengers per day and lifted more than a million tonne of 
freight traffic daily on the network spread over 63,028 route 
kilometers, covering 6,853 stations.^ In the present budget, the total 
route kilometers are 63140 million.^ 
The Indian Railways are essential part of the country 
transportation infrastructure. As the growth of the country economy 
accelerates, the supply of all transportation services will also have to 
accelerate environment in the world the cost incurred in transportation 
will also have to be increasingly competitive with similar services 
provided elsewhere, with competitiveness being measured in terms of 
both costs and quality of services. India being a large continental 
economy the role of Indian Railways in providing such competitive 
services will be a critical part of the solution to Indian infrastructure 
needs. 
Infrastructure services are regarded as the physical 
framework of facilities through which goods and services are provided 
Year Book 2000-01 Indian Railways, Ministry of Railways (Railway Board), 
Government of India, New Delhi, p. 5. 
The Railway Budget, 2003-04, The Economic Times, Thursday, February 27, 
2003, p. 1 . 
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to the public. The links to the economy are multiple and complex, 
because they affect production and consumption directly, create 
positive and negative spill over effect, and involve large flows of 
continuous investments. Transportation constitutes one component of 
infrastructure and the railways are a key component of the 
transportation infrastructure. Looking at them from the production 
point of view railway services can be seen as intermediate inputs to 
production. Any reduction in these input costs raises the profitability of 
production, thus permitting higher levels of output, income and 
employment. Efficient railway services will also raise the productivity 
of other factors including labour and other capital. 
The Indian Railways have been divided into sixteen (16) 
zones including the additional seven new zones and these zones have 
been grouped in many operating divisions under Divisional Railway 
Managers for better management and internal administration. However, 
the seven new zones were announced by the Railway Minister In the 
Railway Budget for the year 1996-97. The headquarters of these new 
zones at Allahabad, Jaipur, Bangalore, Hajipur, Jabalpur, Bhuvneshwar 
and Bilaspur. Two zones, Eastern Central Railway, Hajipur and North 
Western Railway, Jaipur have started their work from 1 October 2002 
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and remaining five zones have also been doing their work from 1 
January 2003. Thus, now the total number of railway zones are 
sixteen doing their work properly for the railways. 
Our endeavour has been to highlight the accounting and 
financial reporting practice in Indian Railways. The Indian Railways are 
in the nature of a public undertaking. Finance is regard as an important 
functional area in all business whether it is a public utility or some 
other kind of business enterprise. In public utility concerns the function 
of finance is particularly unique in the sense that the public utility is in 
the nature of Government owned and managed concerns. More, so 
because it is said that as compared to other business enterprises, 
public utility lack sound financial acumen and judgment as there are no 
inside and outside pressures and checks as deterrents to poor financial 
management and performance. 
In the beginning when the railways were introduced in 
India, the government lacked sufficient funds to pursue construction 
and make available rolling stock and so on. Railways were privatised 
with government guarantee for a fixed rate of return. The management 
and control of these companies was in the hand of the Central 
Government. By the early part of the 20 *^" century, most of the 
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railways were nationalised and the budget system formed a significant 
portion of the total government finances of the day. At that time, there 
was no provision of separate budget for railways, so there was an 
urgent need for separation of railway budget from the general budget. 
After the recommendation of Acworth Committee the railway budget 
was separated from the general exchequer and creation of an in-house 
accounting machinery was to make the chief executives of the 
railways totally responsible for the administration, operation and 
financial results of the individual railways in their charge on commercial 
lines. 
So far as the finances of railways are concerned it is 
common knowledge that a gigantic amount of investment has been 
made in this sector. Ever since the first railway line was laid in India 
between Mumbai and Thane in 1853, the issue of financing of railways 
has remained a live issue. Different methods of financing have been 
used at different times along with corresponding changes in the 
organisational structure of Indian Railways. Over its long history, the 
financing of Indian Railways has been done in many different ways. 
Since 1950-51, marked structural changes can be noticed 
in the development strategy of railways. It has expended to a great 
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extent on all fronts. To begin with we have analysed the significance 
and financial performance of this public utility undertaking in the 
second chapter wherein the necessary information about the Indian 
Railways has been presented. 
The main objective of railways in the past was to carry out 
the projected quantum of passenger traffic movement so as to avoid 
disadvantages. They formed an integral part of the Central Government 
finances. They have now been separated from the general finances of 
the Central Government. With this development, the commitments of 
the railways to the general revenue have been regularly met and a 
portion of surplus is being diverted to numerous railway funds like the 
Railway Development Fund, the Depreciation Reserve Fund, the 
Pension Fund etc. From 1950 to 1966 the railways showed a surplus 
in the income and expenditure account almost every year. An area of 
persistent deficit started from 1966 onwards. Out of the ten years 
ending 1975-76, eight year's operations showed deficit while merely 
two years yielded surplus. During these years due to heavy deficit the 
railways could not met fully even the annual dividend liability to the 
general exchequer. The railway earned surplus from 1976-77 onwards, 
except some accounting years as 1979-80, 1980-81, 1983-84 and 
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1984-85. Consequently, the railways had to rely on general revenues 
to met their dividend liabilities and also to finance their expansion 
programmes. 
The total earnings of the railways are represented by the 
different components of the traffic handled, viz. passengers, goods, 
parcels/luggage known as other coaching and sundries. The budget of 
the earnings is fixed by a study of the trends In the quantum of the 
various components of traffic-like passengers carried and tonnage 
lifted - anticipated to be handled in a budget year as well as the 
average distances over which the traffic will be carried. In estimating 
the earnings from traffic handled, the activities of large industries both 
in the public and private sectors are also kept in view as any variation 
up or down in the production trends in those industries, which supply 
the bulk traffic to the railways, is bound to affect the traffic handled 
by the railways. The total of the earnings from the various components 
of traffic are the gross earnings of the railways. Unlike the commercial 
practice, the gross earnings thus arrived at, which represent the total 
of the earnings accrued during the year, both realised and unrealised, 
are not directly taken for the purpose of computation of the final 
working results because the Government System of accounts is based 
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on "cash" in contradiction to "accrual" procedure. In Government 
accounts, all transactions are closed as on the 31** March. As such the 
portion of earnings unrealised, i.e. earnings rennaining uncollected 
during the year, is deducted from the gross earnings and the actual 
gross receipts only figure in the calculation of the financial results. The 
unrealised portion of the earnings would usually be a minus item to be 
deducted from the earnings. 
The performance of a commercial enterprise is measured in 
terms of its net profit or earnings. However, railways are not purely a 
commercial undertaking as they have to fulfil certain national economic 
and social obligations which do not give them freedom to charge 
commercial rates of freights and fares. As such, the earnings do not 
truly reflect the performance of railways. 
We find that the actual earnings of total passenger are 
Rs.10,515.07 crores and goods earnings of Rs.23,305.10 crores 
during 2000-01. However, the gross traffic receipts are Rs.34,880.48 
crores during the same time. The variation in the percentage is not 
very wide and roughly about 64 percent of our earnings cqme from the 
freight traffic. It may be pertinent to point out that even though 64 per 
cent of our earnings come from freight-traffic, we do not spend the 
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same proportion of our expenditure on freight services, while the 
freight services are the profitable component of railways traffic. The 
passenger services are being highly subsidised. However, since the 
losses on passenger services are made good by profits on freight 
services, we are not receiving any subsidy from the General Revenues 
and this is a situation of cross-subsidisation by the Railway 
Administration. 
As far as passenger services are concerned, the proportion 
in total gross traffic receipts was nearly 36 percent. In the budget 
2002-03, the target for the originating revenue earning freight traffic 
has been revised upwards to 515 million tonnes in the revised 
estimates. The goods earnings are likely to exceed the budget target of 
Rs.26,118 crores by Rs. 540 crores, whereas passenger earnings are 
likely to fail short of the budget target of Rs. 13,450 crores by Rs. 720 
crores. The gross traffic receipts also have been reduced. 
The expenditure on running of suburban traffic and II class 
ordinary passenger service is much more than the earnings obtained 
from them. However, the number of passenger travelling on our 
suburban and ordinary li class service Is very high. 
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As regards working expenses of railways, the estimates of 
working expenses are largely related to the assumptions of traffic. A 
direct co-relation between the traffic handled and the working 
expenses cannot be determined with any degree of accuracy. Apart 
from the broad co-relation with the traffic requirements, other 
extraneous UablUties such as anticipated increases in ailowances of 
staff, increases in prices expected during the budget year in respect of 
certain vital materials which constitute a significant part of railway 
expenditure are also assumed and provided for "Ordinary Working 
Expenses" which cover the cost of providing transportation services 
are booked under convenient classifications as administration costs, 
repairs and maintenance, operating staff, fuel, other operating costs, 
payment of gratuities, staff welfare measures etc. To these are added 
the appropriations to depreciation reserve fund and pension fund, 
payments to worked lines and the net miscellaneous expenditure to 
arrive at the total expenditure in any year. The net revenue for the year 
is arrived at by deducting from the gross receipts the total expenditure. 
From the net revenue the dividend payable to the general revenues is 
deducted and the balance represents net surplus or deficit for the year. 
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The proportion of rupee spent on dividend to general 
revenues varies from year to year depending upon revenue 
surplus/shortfalls and also the operating ratio. But the dividend paid by 
railways to the general revenue is not a part of the operating expenses, 
and for this the reason is not quite clear. As is well known this 
dividend Is not like dividend in the commercial parlance. It is actually 
an interest payment. In fact, for this payment the word 'dividend' is 
used only in the railway documents. In the budget documents of the 
Central Government, the word used is 'interest'. It is interest payment 
not only because of the compulsory nature of payment but more so 
because it is a payment for the capital borrowed by railways from the 
Central Government. During 1999-2000 and 2000-01 when there 
were revenue surplus of Rs.405.99 crores and Rs.203.47 crores 
respectively, and the operating ratio was 89.3 percent and 92.6 
percent full amount of the dividend due was paid to the general 
revenues and that is why the proportion of dividend was on the higher 
side. In case of the shortfall m any year, the full amount of dividend 
due is not paid and a portion of that amount is transferred to the 
deferred dividend liability. 
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The appropriation to depreciation reserve fund is charged 
to total working expenses as distinguished from the actual expenditure 
on renewals and replacements met from the fund. It is argued that this 
is not correct because the amount of appropriation is not based on any 
principle. It varies depending on the overall financial condition of the 
railways. The appropriation to depreciation reserve fund was only Rs. 
319.92 crores in 1996-97 and it was go down to Rs. 265.46 crores 
and Rs. 154.81 crores in 1997-98 and 1998-99 respectively. But is 
has gradually gone up to Rs. 221.41 crores and Rs. 295.57 crores in 
1999-2000 and 2000-01 respectively. This increase is clearly reflected 
in the proportion of rupee spent on depreciation reserve fund from year 
to year. If we want to ensure good health of the railway assets and 
maximum safety of railway passengers and freight traffic, we must 
maintain the provision for the depreciation reserve fund. The 
depreciation reserve fund should be maintained at the optimum level till 
such time we are able to liquidate all arrears in replacement of our 
worn out assets. The expenditure on development works is on the low 
side. The main reason is absence of adequate surpluses in the railway 
budgets. Another reason is that we are charging the element of 
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improvement in the cost of replacement to depreciation reserve fund 
and not to development fund. 
The proportion of expenditure on fuel was Rs.770.01 
crores In 1996-97 and it has gradually gone up to Rs. 1178.90 crores 
in 2000-01. The estimates of Rs. 7997.74 crores for operating 
expenses for fuel, an increase of Rs. 641.49 crores over the revised 
estimates. Is to provide for higher staff costs and more expenditure on 
fuel due to increase In fuel prices. The proportion of fuel under 
operating expenses, depend upon the relative quantities of various 
types of fuels namely coal, diesel and electricity used by the railways, 
but the use of coal now very little and only diesel and electricity Is 
used for running the railways, as also on the relative prices paid by us 
for procuring the same. Sometimes the price of diesel goes up and 
some times the cost of electricity is increased thus affecting the 
proportion of the rupee which are spent on fuel. It would be interesting 
to note that as far as the fuel economy is concerned, rail transport 
happens to be the most economical mode of transport. Similar 
proportion of expenditure on fuel in the case of trucks and buses 
would be very high and It would be still higher In the case of alr-llnes. 
If we have to conserve our depleting resources of economy, we should 
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encourage more and more transportation by the railways who consume 
much lower quantity of fuel per unit of transport compared to other 
modes of transport. 
The proportion of expenditure on staff is gradually 
increasing every year. The proportion of staff wages is going up. 
However, it cannot be said that the wages paid to railway staff are 
very much on the high side in comparison with wages paid to staff 
working in other undertakings both in the Public as well as Private 
sectors. The number of staff engaged on the railways is rather on the 
high side and is not commensurate with our actual requirements. There 
has been very substantial increase in the salaries paid to category 'D ' 
staff and the labour. The railway budget for 2003-04 seems to have 
fallen short of expectations on the issue of railway safety. In the 
current session of Parliament, resolve to install anti-collision devices on 
locomotives and brake vans at stations and level-crossings, the budget 
has not given enough attention to other safety issues. However, the 
Railway Minister Nitish Kumar singled out human failure as the major 
contributing factor for accidents. He decided to fill up 20,000 
vacancies in one year to plug this gap. While he has proposed to 
accelerate the anti-collision device survey of 10,000 route kilometers, 
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the minister has also proposed to spend Rs.425 crores on continuous 
tracking circuits to improve line capacity and safety at level crossings.^ 
According to the budget 2003-04, the working expenses of the 
railways higher at 39,447.14 crores for 2003-04 as against revised 
estimates of Rs. 36,666.37 crores a year ago. The increase in the 
working expenses of railways is on staff and welfare amenities and 
operating expenses like fuel, traffic and other miscellaneous expenses. 
The estimates for staff welfare and amenities have been increased to 
Rs. 1,354.16 crores for this fiscal from earlier revised estimates of Rs. 
1,269.23 crores. The hike of Rs. 84.98 crores for staff welfare and 
amenities has been proposed on account of dearness allowance, higher 
contractual payments cost of materials and fuel for other than traction. 
In the accounting and audit system in Indian Railways, we 
highlight the accounting system firstly, the accounts of railways also 
separately maintained. The accounts of railways are kept on liability or 
accrued basis. The railway accounts, therefore, not only follow the 
essential formalities of commercial accounting but also conform to the 
requirements of Government accounting. The railway accounts are 
kept of all money coming into and going out of the railway finances. 
^ The Railway Budget 2003-04, Hindustan Times, Thursday, February, 27, 
2003. , p. 1 
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These accounts are maintained by each railway administration and 
submitted to Railway Board. Account is maintained separately for 
revenue and capital transactions by the railways. 
Secondly, audit in railway accounts, there is a need of 
check and verifying the railway accounts. The functional area of 
railways is very wide and the accounts are maintained through a large 
process so it is very necessary to properi^check them and control on 
the expenditure and revenue^we have given the detail about the audit 
system, their powers and duties, and also describedLthe internal check 
system, internal audit and statutory audit, their reporting on the 
accounts and other sections of railways. 
The Indian Railways does not follow the accounting 
standards as prescribed in the Companies Act 1956, most of the work 
of accounts is department or function based and not activity based. 
The accounting procedure of Indian Railways follow the principles of 
booking government expenditure and not corporate profit and loss 
account. The government accounts give little indication of income-
versus-cost of different services or activities. The costing system is 
based on joint and distributed cost rather than on unit or specific 
costs. The systems is oriented towards production type environment 
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not business culture. Indian Railways operates as a going concern and 
assess viability of railways. The standard presentation of Indian 
Railways financial results made to Parliament and for public 
information includes a Statement of Revenue Receipts and Expenditure 
(Profit and Loss account) and a Balance Sheet. The expenditure 
categories grouped under item Ordinary Working Expenses, conform to 
the constitutional obligation of control government ministries and 
departments for regulating expenditure in conformity with Parliament 
authorisations. The main function of accounts departments^ in Indian 
Railways^ is ^  keep, accounts and ^as a day-to-day check on 
expenditure. But from the point of view of commercial and financial 
reporting requirements of a service-cum-manufacturing company as 
normally understood, these heads of accounts do not provide 
important information that the enterprise owner, potential investor or 
stakeholder would seek. The accounts do not provide a clear 
segregation of costs of staff, the value of opening and closing stocks 
and consumption of stores and spares. In orders to get the details 
about the railway accounts one has to delve much deeper into the 
detailed classifications of the demands for grants and a mass of 
railway statistical statements that are complied and published 
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separately every year. The existing system of accounts does not give 
a true and fair financial picture of Indian Railways, in the absence of 
depreciation provisions in the balance sheet, nobody can ascertain the 
net block of Indian Railways, the data are not presented in a way in 
which one can ascertain labour productivity of employee cost, there is 
no clear separation between revenue and capital or between top of the 
line and below the line. The financial and accounting structure 
concerns, in regard to depreciation reserve fund noted that the fund 
operation does not fit into any of the standard depreciation norms laid 
down in the Companies Act. The amounts allotted to Depreciation 
Reserve Fund tend to be fixed in an adhoc manner and are not 
determined by financial principles. The reduction In the value of total 
assets post-depreciation Is not shown. The procedure adopted by 
Indian Railways is normally as a system that no commercial enterprise 
operating m a market environment can sustain for long. Indian 
Railways currently spend over half of its revenues on staff related 
expenses. 
In the sources of funds, Indian Railways has a term called 
loan capital which is the capital-at-charge loaned in perpetuity by 
Government of India. There is no shareholder equity. The Depreciation 
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Reserve Fund, Development Fund, Pension Fund^ Capital Fund, Railway 
Safety Fund and Special Railway Safety Fund do not conform to the 
Interpretation of reserves given m part III of Schedule VI of the Companies 
Act. Moreover, the cumulative investments financed out of the funds and 
from revenues and miscellaneous sources are shown separately on the 
liabilities side. The value of liabilities as reported by Indian Railways does 
not present a true picture of what this term conventionally denotes. The 
matter of reporting by the railways of its application of funds is not 
adequate. It's estimates of capital stock is not reliable. Indian Railways do 
not separately show gross block, depreciation and net block. All assets 
are shown at original costs, and further capital expenditure Incurred from 
year to year is capitalised. The leased assets are not shown separately. 
And the fixed assets are not classified in terms of opening balance and 
additions or deletions for the year. The amounts that are appropriated 
annually to the depreciation reserve fund are not shown In the balance 
sheet but only the Improvement element. There is no depreciation 
provision In the application of funds and no net block. 
Capital work-in-progress is not shown separately, although 
this is quite substantial for the railways. Inventories are neither properly 
classified as required by the Companies Act, nor Is there any indication to 
how stocks are valued. There is neither a proper classification of sundry 
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debtors, nor any provision for bad or doubtful debts. There are many 
reasons that make Indian Railways accounts unintelligible to any one 
other than those in Indian Railways and In the Ministry. On the other 
hand, for any organisation of the size of Indian Railways, there has to be 
tight financial discipline and targeting. The present accounting system 
a}so precludes that the accounts do not allow managers to set revenue 
and other operational targets whose returns can then be measured 
against the corresponding cost of capital. In this system it difficult to set 
cost and profit centres that would then communicate the right incentives 
down the line. Thus, it is fair to say that the Indian Railway accounts do 
not conform to the disclosure standards that are expected of going 
concern entities registered under the Companies Act. The accounting 
system of Indian Railways comes under the system of government 
accounting, the mass of the government accounts is kept by single entry. 
The system of accounts has stood the test of time, and in 
the light of overall accountability, the maintenance and rendering of 
accounts have kept pace with modern times. Notwithstanding the 
integration of smaller railway system and regrouping of railways, the 
accounting has been up to date. Divisionalisation of accounts has made it 
possible to judge the performance of the divisions and establish 
identification of cost-centres for better cost control. 
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As far as the audit of the Indian Railways is concerned, the 
accounts of Indian Railways are audited by the government auditors 
such as the Connptroller and Auditor General of India. The Comptroller and 
Auditor General of India is responsible to check and verify the accuracy 
and correctness of accounts in order to secure that all revenues and 
receipts collected are brought into account under the appropriation heads, 
that all expenditure and disbursements are authorised, vouched and 
correctly classified and further the final accounts represents a complete 
and true statement of the financial transactions. However, in most cases 
the responsible department do not provide the correct information about 
the collection of revenue, while the government auditor entirely depends 
upon the government- officials and on the responsible departments for 
compilation of their works. 
Indian Railways are at present in a financial crisis. Its ability 
to invest adequately in providing efficient and cost comparative services 
In the future is seriously In question. Since independence, investment in 
Indian Railways have been controlled in a manner similar to all other 
public Investment through the central planning process. It has been 
financed through a contribution of internal generation, budgetary support 
from the Government and market borrowings. The internal generation of 
funds has come under severe pressure after the implementation of the 
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recommendations of the Fifty Central Pay Commission. The share of the 
budgetary support in the plan size has been coming down. The loss of 
market share in the profitable freight business, lock of flexibility in pricing, 
high cost of internally sourced products and services together with 
investments in unremunerative projects have meant that the rate of 
growth in revenues has been outstripped by the rate of increase in cost. 
The revenue growth has also suffered from the saturation of freight traffic 
on trunk routes. This is partly due to the large differential in speed 
between passenger and freight trains, which severely constraints the 
freight carrying capacity of trunk routes. Thus expansion of traffic on 
these routes requires both managerial action and investments on new 
technology to raise the speed of freight trains significantly. Rising 
employee costs, poor productivity and declining budgetary support have 
compounded the problem and these problems have essentially resulted 
from the wrong structure of Indian Railways which devalue accountability 
at every level. 
The proportion of expenditure on repairs and maintenance 
has been declining steadily over the years. The strain on the railways 
resources has also prevented adequate investment in track renewals and 
other safety related areas. 
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As for railway finances, they formed an integral part of the 
Central Government finances. They have now been separated from the 
general finances of the Central Government. With the development of 
Indian Railways, the commitment to the general revenue has been 
regularly met. The revenues of railways has been showing an increasing 
trend, but the total working expenses have also been rising. The factors 
responsible for the poor performance of the railways can be enumerated 
as the impact of inflation, burden of social responsibility, operational 
inefficiency, lack of railway wagons and rolling stock, indifferent labour 
attitude resulting in strikes, go slow, work to rule and other agitational 
approach having serious and widespread repercussions of traffic earnings. 
The faulty railway rates policy has also been responsible to some extent 
for this financial mess in the railway sector. It is a fact that a high rate 
structure would result in high cost of transport and may disrupt and 
discourage industrialisation of this country and may lead to a tendency on 
the part of the users of railways to shift to alternate modes of transport 
like, road transport, air transport etc. This would result into reducing the 
generation of finance in the system. In the determination of structure of 
fares and freights the railways should consider two important factors, 
firstly, it should be able to obtain the necessary finances for meeting its 
operating expenses as well to finance its expansion and development 
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programmes. Secondly, the rate structure should be such that it gives an 
impetus to the smooth trade, commerce, industry and agriculture. The 
railways have adopted numerous rates policies and there has been an 
evidence of continuous reform and modification in the railway rate policy 
since independence but still there is a lot of desired. The need of the hour 
is an appropriate rationalisation of the whole system of rate making. 
The Indian Railways should raise money through extra 
budgetary resources and should raise market borrowings through the 
Indian Railway Finance Corporation. These borrowings will increase the 
share of the internal resources in the railway investment and thus he lp^ 
reduce the strain on the general budget for meeting the resource gap. 
Railways should borrow money from general public through the issue of 
bonds etc. which can be helpful in improvement of railway finance. Apart 
from raising funds from the Indian public through the issue of bonds the 
railways should also explore the possibility of acquiring funds from 
abroad. These funds from foreign countries, international financial 
agencies and other institutions could be very useful because of their low 
interest rates. A start has already been made as the Asian Development 
Bank has sanctioned a loan of 1 billion dollar over the next few years. In 
an effort to tap extra-budgetary resources for development, the railways 
has already decided to set up a new entity. Rail Vikas Nigam Ltd. to 
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assess funds. This company. Rail Vikas Nigam, has already tied up 313 
million dollar from the Asian Development Bank as part of a larger 1 
billion dollar deal.^ Additional funds required by the railways for 
investment should be borrowed either directly by the railways or by 
Ministry of Finance specially for the railways. It should also not be 
impossible to amend the allocation of business rules to empower the 
railways to borrow directly. The servicing of the loans and repayments 
should be the responsibility of the railways. 
The railways should also increase the rates and fares for 
passengers and freight services. However, it is clear that a mere increase 
in rates and fares would not be enough to take the railway finance on the 
right track. There should be some other measures which need to be 
adopted by the railways to take them out of the red. The main among 
such measures will be a cut in the working expenses and a reduction in 
their liabilities. One major area of this economy will be in the direction of 
wages and salaries bill which has gone up year after year. Another field of 
direction which needs attention is the discontinuation of uneconomic lines 
and other social and political burdens upon the railways like rates and 
freight connections, free railway passes to political parties and individuals 
preferential treatment given to certain items for low rate freight like coal, 
' The Railway Budget 2003-04, The Economics Times, Thursday, February 
27, 2003, p. 1. 
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foodgrains, fooder, agriculture goods and losses on suburban and 
metropolitan traffic etc. The current year's railway budget (2003-04) has 
announced neither increase in passenger fares nor hike in freight rates. 
This implement is good for the social point of view but not fulfil the goals 
of railway financial requirement, and extra burden on the railway will rise, 
however, the finance of railways is so poor. There should be no cut in 
any type of railway rates or fares. The extra burden on railways will 
increase through provides the concessions to senior citizens, in this case 
the age limit also cut down from 65 to 60 years. The railway minister has 
also been announced in their budget that cancer, thalassemia, kidney and 
heart patients to get 65 per cent concession. This is the fact that the 
concession must be given to the eligible person but there should be cut 
down in the percentage of concessional rates, because there will be 
heavy burden on the railways. 
The current revenue earnings of railways does not give a 
satisfactory result because the railways need more return from their 
customers through providing services. For increments in railway revenues 
there should be a flexible pricing policy which could help to increase the 
freight business as welt as passenger business. In the freight area, Indian 
Railways should actively consider introducing yield management systems 
with variable pricing for customers based on dynamic demand situation. 
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Freight is the key profit earner for Indian Railways. There is urgent need 
for a new viable, long-term strategy to profitably grow the freight 
business. The new element is an investment package making up a total 
business plan mainly targeting the needs of the railway users. 
New operators should be permitted to enter the field for 
container traffic, which is a very high growth area. To fully explore the 
demand and arrange for co-ordinated growth between road and railways, 
there is need to set up two or three additional container depots. There are 
some other suggestions to improve the revenue earnings of railways 
which as follows: 
• Indian Railways should improve its information and customer 
service to the passengers as well as enhance revenue through 
Revenue Management technique. 
• When capacity is abundant, discounts should be offered to induce 
customers to travel-Outsourcing of distribution can also help Indian 
Railways-reduc^hthe high cost of ticketing and distribution. 
• Indian Railways should also consider introducing flexible pricing 
through a Revenue Management System, through this system, the 
railway should increase the price of certain number of seats, when 
demand is very high, and when the train is going empty reduce the 
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price to increase demand and thereby fill the train, A seat being a 
perishable commodity, every rupee earned on the empty seat 
directly profits increases. 
• The Information Technology should be used effectively for 
improving Indian Railways image among the various stakeholders, 
especially the passenger customers. The Information Technology 
can be used to offer high speed and easily accessible information 
about timing, rules, seat availability, booking information etc. to the 
customers. 
• Indian Railways should consider implementing freight related 
management and information systems, such as Wagon and Crew 
Management System, Parcel Management System and Inland 
Traffic Management System, among which the first system is the 
most critical. 
• Indian Railways should improve customer service leading to 
increase revenue and greater customer satisfaction. 
• Indian Railways should improve freight operations and control with 
a more reliable timely and efficient information handling system. 
• Leasing of front break van in all passenger trains for parcel traffic. 
• Recommence manufacture of parcel vans with a view to increase 
parcel traffic. 
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• Running of special parcel trains between important stations and 
trading centres in which some space will be available on lease. 
• Increase minimum penalty for ticket less travel. 
• Focus on the core business i.e. running of transport services and 
spin off the non-core activities including production units. This will 
also help reduction in manpower. The railways earn profit from 
freight. It is necessary that the focus must be on the customer. 
• The imperative need to make our tariffs cast-based specially the 
tariffs for suburban traffic and ordinary passengers so that the 
element of subsidy in^these tariffs can be gradually wiped out. This 
will also help in preventing the tariffs for high rated freight traffic 
becoming counter productive and thus enable the railway 
administration to meet effectively the growing challenges and 
competition from road transport, especially in the matter of high 
rated freight traffic. 
• Indian Railways should cut their working expenses. The proportion 
of expenditure on fuel should minimise as far as possible. 
• There is imperative need for modernisation and updating the skills 
of our existing railway staff by instituting time bound training 
programmes. We should reduce the number of unskilled staff as far 
as possible keeping in view the sophisticated equipment which we 
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are introducing on the railways from year to year and which would 
require the services of highly skilled persons as against unskilled 
persons who happen to be in a nnajority in some of the 
departments, especially those dealing with repair and maintenance 
of railway assets. 
• The proportion of expenditure on stores other than fuel should cut 
down as far as possible. 
• Indian Railways should make provision for adequate funds under 
depreciation reserve fund we should provide enough money so that 
all the arrears in replacement of worn out assets can be liquidated. 
• We should have funds to modernise our assets and up to date our 
technology. 
• On the part of dividend to General Revenues, should be to ensure 
that full payment of dividend is maintained. 
• The expenditure on miscellaneous working should be contained and 
restricted to the extent possible. We should bring it down. 
• We have to suggest about the reduction in working expenses of 
railways such as, control over spurt in staff strength, planned 
introduction of diesel and electric traction, mechanisation and 
expansion of important yards to maximise throughput, welding of 
rail joints to minimise wear and tear and to reduce maintenance. 
m 
substitution of imported items by indigenous items, computerisation 
of Broad Gauge Wagon movement to secure better utilisation of 
wagons and control over trip ration of fuel etc. 
• There should be cut down in percentage of travelling and daily 
allowances. A sharp reduction in the holding of conferences and 
seminars. To cut down in the percentage of contingencies and 
maximum economy in the use of papers, stationary, furniture and 
office equipment and the use of staff cars, telephones, etc. 
• Strict watch on productive utilisation of ballast trains. 
The Indian Railway's accounting procedures and audit system 
i 
are department or functional based and not activity based. These are 
follows the principles of booking government expenditure and not 
corporate profit-and-loss account. The accounts give little indication of 
income-versus-cost of different services or activities. 
The real issue is the urgent need for the Indian Railways to 
change from government department to an enterprise, albeit owned by 
the government. This would require certain basic structural changes such 
as redefining Indian Railway's relation with government, clear definition of 
its corporate goals and strategies, autonomy and accountability of the top 
management for attaining corporate goals, adequacy and stability of 
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tenures of the top management, lessening of political control, 
interferences and patronage in railway lines including capital restructuring 
and granting same freedom governmental constraints, delinking of railway 
employees from the norms for civil service employees and better 
accounting practices recast the railway accounts etc. 
However, issues of basic structural change are larger issues 
with political implications and may therefore come about immediately. But 
some major areas of financial and accounting management need urgent 
reforms. We have to suggest about financial and accounting management 
as below: 
The Indian Railways should use the Management Accounting 
System effectively on the railway materials. To enable the 
executive to exercise better control on expenditure, it is suggested 
that a consolidated inventory account should be maintained under 
each executive rather than separate Management Accounting 
System accounts for each work, transfer of surplus materials under 
each executive should be effected promptly to other executives, 
the lead time of materials should be reduced, the prices bring 
controlled by publication of a quarterly price list of materials by the 
store department, the inventory held by each executive and the 
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consolidated inventory held by each chief engineer should be 
reported separately in all accounts and also to Parliament. Accounts 
Department should effectively contribute to the railway revenues by 
achieving economy as well as by making effective role of 
management for more profit generating business. 
• The railways should use the inflation accounting system more 
effectively in pricing policies. 
• The process of responsibility accounting should be used 
increasingly and in the right direction. 
• The participative management should be more effective through 
which the reasons behind the orders will be understood quickly. 
Through the right direction the overall performance of Indian 
Railways will be improved. 
• Indian Railways should apply the rules of Management by Exception 
and Management by Objectives. This technique cut out wastages 
to the minimum and increase the number of wagons on the move. 
• Indian Railways should follow the rules and regulations of 
Companies Act 1956 in accordance with their accounting system. 
• Indian Railways should maintain the liabilities registers, numerical 
accounts and cash accounts of materials at site, issue and receipts. 
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a master file of payments to contractors and preparation of bills, 
works register and other transactions through proper channel. 
• Costing procedures should be changed and progressively refined so 
as to deliver all inclusive specific costs of each activity from which 
cost of different services could be diverted. Principles of costing 
under various situations such as, whether to charge marginal costs 
or average costs should be laid down. 
• Indian Railways should take necessary advices from Financial 
Adviser in respect of planning as well as marketing also. 
• Railway should review the standards of internal check and arrest 
deterioration dilution. 
• Standards of accounts inspection should to be improved. 
• There should be greater professional expertise and better in service 
training. 
• Gaps in management of loans, advances and cash should be 
bridged. 
• Greater innovation and dynamism is needed in management 
reporting, quite apart from financial control, systems and methods. 
• There should be a system for establishing internal audit to review 
independently, methods and controls, because at present, such 
reviews are awfully inadequate. 
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• Indian Railways should also use the process of commercial audit 
system through which to examine the profit and loss accounts and 
verify the assets and liabilities of railways. 
Our analysis and examination of the financial and accounting 
performance of Indian Railways clearly indicates that there is an urgent 
need to bring the financial and accounting reporting of this largest and 
oldest public undertaking concern in India. An absolute, sure and well 
balanced growth of Indian Railways is not possible unless and until sound 
financial management practices are adopted proper recording of their 
accounts maintained by the concerned managers and administrative staff 
of the Indian Railways. The proper accounting records are most important 
because, if the Government of India sanctioned a huge amount for the 
railways from their total revenues, through borrowings, or budgetary 
supports there may be misuse of borrowed money. If the proper 
accounting records are maintained the possibility of misuse of lending 
money is very thin. Thus, these accounting records are very essential 
which show clearly the true and fair picture of revenue and expenditure of 
Indian Railways. 
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